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. Summary of Project Proposal

A. -Sumiry of grant proposal:
4110

4

While the proli4eration of scientific .literature over the past few decades

has been a matter of increasing concern to the scientifi4 community, it has created

even greater problems for the undergraduate science student tlan for the trained

scientist. For the latter, theorpblem is primarily one of physical access, but

the student does not even know where or how begin to look for materials. While

the never curricula in scienct education place more and more emphasis on independent

study and use of recent research findings, students, because they are not taught

how to use the literature of science, depend on the methods and tools they were

taught in high school, and never learn hoci to use scientific tbibliograpivir well

until they are well along in graduate programs. They may never experience as

undergraduates the excitement of finding the ke; articles that shad new light on

their explorations.

Yet it is not difficult to teach the strategy of searching scientific liter-
.

ature, and it can be done most effectively within the structure of many present

coursest And, as we have discovered at Earlham after ten years of such experience,

teaching students how to use scientific bibliography can Contribute enormously

to their interest in a course even on a freshman level---and will encourage students

to work more independently and to dig more deeply than they would otherwise.
.

This project attempts the developtertt of techniques for improving the

literature use sk4ls of the undergraduate science students which can he used

within existing Courses, and attempts discUssion and Application of these techniques .

in selected institutions. These activities will be followed by ditsemination

of the results to the library and science education professions.

5



B. Changes,in,focus and intent, and organization of the project:

The original concept for the project involved, bringing together teams of

librarian and teaching ficulty from selected institutions. These tears were to

participate in three workshops/conferences: (1) August, (2) December, and (3) May

or Jun*. Because of the lateness in notification of the grant award we had to

abandon the three workshop model and go to two.

The intent of the project was to assist selected institutions in the
%

devtlopment of'their,library instruction progrars. It was expected that the

de4elopmentiAi effective workshop activities would assist the partioipants in

the development of a program designed for library and literature use to a specifiC

dlass.or classes which the faculty member teaches.

The Project .Director attended a meeting of grantees and r2Mbers of the

Reader Panel of the propOsals in -Inge July, 1976. In the discussions at the

meeting and'in subsequent discussions with Dr. Carole Ganz it became clear that

the project should concerned pith two levels of operatiop.
.---

.
.

p I. Preparation of workshOp materials and activities to educate
and assist team thembers from participant institutions.

II. Assehs theimpact_of the workshops and other Project related
activities on the library.and literature use in*truction .

, activities of the participant / institutions.

-.
(,

.

, -

In Order to achiTve this change in focus the consultants to the project
\ .

were given a, wider range of respontibilities than had originally been planned.

Instead, of just evaluating the"morkshop i d audesting improvements

in it, they here asked alao)to consider some of th, wider context in which the
,

1

-piojeat was being Carried'out; Jerry Bakkerwas,a(sked to address the workshop

on the issue Of atbrary instruction and faculty development iniaddition to

evaluating the workshop, and Steve Nalsdn was asked to\usist the Project

4
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Director in developing bilategies foiraoiessing the impaCt of the project.

Steve has already made an Initial suggestionyhich is reported in Figure1

here. More detailed plans will be one of the activitiei'to be undertaken

during the second year of the project.

.7
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I. Selection of Project Participants.'

In order to select the Project perticipents.14n(der the severe time

restraints we faced,. the amount of advertising of the Project wad .limited.

/ A brief description of the Project (Appendix I) was sent to approximately

75 institutions which had.been identified as academic institutions presently,

giving course related library instruction in the sciences. Additional

copies were sent to the eleven proticipating'institutions in the HEW Fund

for Improvement of Post-Secondary Education's Natiotar Project III, and to

Library Journal/Hotline..

Thia brief announcement called for interested parties to request a
4

fuller description of theZroject and'an application form' (see Appendix I).

'§ubsequently we received 43 reps for MOIf information and from ,those

.

. .

mon,

43, we reCeped twelve applications. Below is a st istical summary oft

the applicants.

Area of S of
Country -Requests

il of

Applications

.

Size of ors
0 to 1500- 400
1500 4000 '1

...
0 0
...)

East 16 4
.

1 1 2
Southeast 5 2

, 1 0 1
Midwest 15 3 -i 0 1 0
West _ 3 1 0 0 0
Southwest 3 . 2' - 1 0 0
_Canada 4k. 1 0 . 0 0 0

R

tution Type
over Graduate & Under-. 10A090 Undergrad grad.._...,-

0

0

2
1

1

0

:

3

1

2

1

1

0

.:.

Figure 2: SumMary of Characteriatics.ok Applicants'io Participate-
in Project

The most digtressing espeet of the applicant po61 was the Iatk of appli-

cants in the Mathematical, Physical azd Engineering Sciences. The subject

breakdown of the applicants was: Biophysics 1; Biology 2; Foodiand Rutrition
t )

. lOicrobialogy-ll'aud Social Sciences -7. In consultation with Dr. Carole

Gang, the Project Director dedided to postpone decisions on participants which

was to have' ben made by August 10, 1976;.'while we searebsd 'for potential

participants in the non-represented areas. About foUr to Rik initial contacts

were mode which eventually led to too iipplicantal one in Mathematics and4

9
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. ,

and one in Engineering. From this pool of 15 applicants four were selected.

o
The names of the institutions and the team members and their positions are

lilted below:

Univeriity of Arizona (Tucson) 'Joan Murphy, Science Reference Librarian

Oregon State University

St, Olaf College

1

James' P. McCormack, Dept. of Electrical

Zngipeering,

"Dorothy Puller, Dept. of English

Robert E. Lawrence, Head of Science gRd
Technology Division
.Kerr Library

Leo Parks:4Dept. of Microbiology

IWO

Katherine Rottsolk, Reference/ILL Librarian -
k

Marland Madson, Biology Dept.

Johns Hopkins University Lucie H. Geckler, Science Reference Librarian

Warner' E. LoVe, -Biophysics Dept.

SUNY, Pottsdam Jeanne Dittmar, ReferenceiLibrarian

(Participating ±n the workshop at her 'own

expense; not a part of the Project)

Copies of their appliCations are in Appendix II.

#L The selection was based on three criteria. One evidence of commitment

to cry the concept, but little or. no actual program development. We did not

in this iniclal round want persons who are not already sympathetic to the idea.

'On the other hand the project'was not conceived an an opportunity for those

with the advanced progr,ms to discuss and modify theM, of to help implemAlt

sugh advanced' programs in new areas of their cirriculum they had not yet

undertaken: This first criteria eliminated three applicants. These three
4

were sybsquently aske'd to,supply sets of materials which they had eloped.-
as.,

Cedar Crest/Muhlenberg and the University of Rhode Island did provid those

materials andthey were incorpo ated into the workshop materials..)
s-

The second criteria was deuce in their application of a realistic con-

cept of 'what they wanted to accomplish, 'and a committmentl, the ins Litution

10



I
to the Project. While this did not eliminate outofhand Any particular

"applicant, it did permit us to rafik the applicants.

- I

The third6criteria was not so much-a criteria for the applicant is.it

was a goal for the Project: From the very beginning we committed ourselves

to a balance in the areas of the country' represented, subject areas repre - --

Aented, and size and type of institutions represented iethe participant

itoup. One other factor which entered intothe selection process was the

participant institutions contributions to the visibility of the Project.

4

4



. Project Director_Activity,,
, .

During late August.the Project Director attended ti workshop presented

by Wsis.-lie aZtendedva for three reasons, two, (not, dirgctly,related to the

grant -" to obtain better understanding of the TIMIS-
,aystem, fmrticularly on-line--- -NI

. . %.,'
. !'

1dearchina, and to observe how they taught the upe-of an information source. 711

1

. .
. .

.

/
third reason, which was related to thegrant, was to observe the workshop format and

'

.

to get ideas on what to do and'not to do in a workshop. From this experience 'he
.

gained a great deal of insight intoyorkshbp operations, and as a result has developed,v _ ,5.
the. following list .of do's and don't's:-J,

A

1.- Prepare participants adeqbately by provididg them with a schedule and
a clear ides of the workshop's purpose and content.

_

2. Provide sessions for active participation in the conference early.p
3. *Mixcontent prgsented formally with other types of activities.

4. Dp not overload sessions with cltent, particularly with related,
bUt nonessent jl information.

ot_

f5. Allow ample opportunity for interactionv
4.

6. Provide for sonialoccesions outside the tegularseSsiOns of
the.workshop.

7.. Organize written material to be handed out"so it'can be followed
easily by participants.

8. The workshop group should bye small so that
better with participants.

-
0

/-
9. Make sure physical surroundings end use Of

hinder workshop activities.

leaders can interact

audio-visuals do not

We kept all ofthis pi mind 1.4 developing our workshop.

12
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III. October, 1976 Workshop

The objecti;rea for the workshop ai we Stated in a letter to the,parti4.-'

pants were:
. ;): '. . . ..

1. Your'team will tte aware- aft the major feat-Urea and
'

problems of coiltsp.e,._
,.

related library instruction;.
\ N-' ,

, Vo i

2. YoUr team wial

4

be tntimitely.fsMil rlhaies oxogr in Biology;
.,- lf '. . ,*. .

,

-. as an examplirOf an intifutely-integrated, library instruction program;

7 ''',X1" !'i'

3. Your team will be aware of pother types and patterns of diUrarielate4:..

.. .

instruction both at Earlham and.els ere;.
. ,

\ ,

4.Tour teamwill.have written e statement of the objectives for the .;,,

-'- .7f..

library inatruction component of, the Professor's course;,

It
5. Your team gill have a w tten lie-of tasks, and actiirities which

....,, .

each of you will complete in orderto accomplish the objectives.,.

To achieve_ these objectives, we designed the workshop along the

following lAes. The pace .and focus,ahoul# be divided into

The first is Primarily information transfer. We envisioned

three areas.

using the first

day to supply as much background infomation, and provide as much documentation

as podcsible. The second should be lessstructured, in an interactive mode,

and' concerned with the participants` project. Third, we have also assumed
'N

...,. .
that the interaction of the group mbe rs on a Social leveSis important

for the success of the
, .

. .. .

earl therefore Patti 'nts,.huld,be housect-\ A-
cifi

, -- , ..,
.A. 4 Of

together, and spend as much time as ,possible together, with some of it in
.

,low-key social activities.

g\
The first segment of the workshOP consisted of a combination of formal

presentations and role playing. ,These sessions lasted from 9:00 a.m. of the

vfirst day through'io approximately 2:A5 p.m. (see the schedule in Appendix

1

, ,
,

II for details. This technique was, used to tote y immerse the participants
.

.

AO 3

13
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I.

in garlham's program of struction in biology;
i

The second segment of the workshop was intended to supply information

on tee variety of types of instrattipnal activiFy on library and literature
.

use ill unaergraditate science education that are bring used., This information
, ,

.

took three forms: (1).presentati.ons and materials by Earlham librarians and

teaching faculty, (2) instruction material from Cedarsdrestifthlenberg and

44
the University of Rhode Island, and (3) sample materials from acrose4the

gountry,02suppIied by Pfoject LOU%

The third segment of the workshoOtas on evaluation of library instruction

activities.' This session consisted of a brief,, summary, what Earlhae has

done, followed by critique and general discussiOn by'-Richard Johnson of

Earlham's Psychology Department.' This was followed by an open-ended question

and answer session.

The text of the transcription o,f the first day's activities is included

in .Appendix IV.

r

The fourth segment of the workshop was an unstructured opportunity for
4

the participants teams to discuss their program and to make same plats for =

their projecte. TWA was followed in the afternoon of e second day by a

"fish bowl" situation in which the team presented a description to To Kirk
,..

arid Jerry Woolpy of what4they planned to do. The rest of the 'participants

observed the descriptipn and the interaction amongst the two of us, and

then enterid the diacussiot.
0

.
-The schedqe of the workshop was allowed to remain flexible. While the

original plan had been to have the teams discuss,fheir projects with Jerry
4

Woolpy and Tom Kirk privately, and then to present it,to the group, the.

participarits asked to cpmbina the activities .into the n.fish'ktcror seakion.

This freed. the ,last half day of thg workshop and permitted participants to
1

,r
visit classes, And-talk with some of Earlham's faculty.

14



The workshop was evaluated in.four wayi.

-t,
(1) The workshop participants completed an evaluation form which is included

in Appehdix V along with the summary results. This summary speaks for itself.

The participants as they left Earlham on October 22; were.enthusiasticifelt

their,time had been well apent, and that their physical need)) had been more

than adequately satisfied. 'From their perspectiye, on October 22, there is

very 2itt/e we can 'do to improve the workshop. -e

(2) The Project consultants, Jerry Bakker and Seephen Nelson, provided witteal

observations on the workshop which are included in Appendix VI. Stephen's report'

is a more lengthy report because he was asked, as an outsideri to giVe us a f411

review and evaluation of what we had dobe. Jerry's comment, although more

cryptic, confirm many of Stephen's and the Project Director's observiiiO4.

In addition to Jerry Bakiter's Written comments, he participated in a one-:hour

post-mortem sesqi5a with Jerry W olpy and the Project Director. The Project
4

Director has synthesized the va ous comments, in the following statement.

1. Much of the success of the workshop can be attributed to the

structure which allowed for social interaCtioato occur, and more

importantly to the 'fact that the per4raality "fit" of the partici-

pants allowed them quickly to became a cooperative, congenial group.

This aspect is impoasible.to take Into account in the selection

process unless a more elaborate applicant restem is'used; a step

we.do.not anticip14 taking;

2. The flexibility in scheduling should remain. The ability to change,

the schedule in the later portion was important 4o the participants''

,sense that they were getting What they wanted out of the workshop; ,

3. furthermore, the basic schedule design mas ajpropriate and w111 be:

continued. However, two modifications will be made* (1) The sessittn

"st other programs (segment 4) should have `fewer sieskeri and should

cover in more detail the programs*presented. (2) The discussion of

1fi
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theVarticipanist ,proeffs'ea programa shoul&. longer;:-
A t

Participantsshould be *Ail to prepare a written statement of-th4ir

r

proposed program'objecttvest and what tasks each teat) member is going

to have to cAplete;

9,. Sortie practical aspects of the workshops that need changing:
4

- -4a)
4
ParticiPants' sleeping qparters should.be closer to the campus;f

(bLmeeting room size is a little too smali;

/

`(c) Package of workshop materials should be assembled, indexed and

distributed at the beginning of the orkshop, rather than handed

out piece = by piaAe.'

(3) At the May follow-np workshoprthe participants were divided into discussion

groups of four each, one group with Jerry Bakker and one with Stephen Melson.'

. . Badh group was to answer three questions:

A. Liven your recent experience, how should the Fall
Workshop be revised?

4
A: List the problems of implementing your program which

you didpat anticipate.

C.::: List ehe problems of implementation ich seem common, to
more than one of the institutions

-4

Thf answers:to these questions are included in AppendiX VII. To summarize
N

the content of tiloseappoera the following points should be made.

Ao. 1. The group "remains enthusiastic about the workshop,
the project and their participation. Participants
emphasized two elements of the workshop as important:

,ry, (1) overall desigh and (2) small size of. group.

2. The nonscience coverage was interesting but not critical.

Need'for more details on "how-to-do-it". This is
particuiarletfue forithe evaluation of their project.

B. T. Coordination betw4an
;

the instructor and librarian.

2. The Earlham, model raised expectations too high.'

Ct 1. Difficulty in7getiing other faculty interested.

.2.,Physical:problema of preparing large numberp of handouts.

3. Little ribognition of preparation time needed.

1.6



The(4) The tiorksticip was indirectly evaluated through the evaluation Of the

four project repdrts by the Project Director. This evaluation is included

later). In ads report in aeltion VI Project descriptions and evaluations.

v
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rv, Interim Period October, 1976 to Hai, 1977

When the overall design of the project was changed,, we reco ed that

the prOject would have a problem of maintaining contact with the parti

while they were developing their program and'implementingitv In.order to

maintain'the Contact; the Project Director made several contacts by, letter

and telephone encouraging the participants, offering, suggestions and

generally wing himself available to the pirticipants for consultation.

VerIy early in this period we sent the Perticipints the tentative schedule'

rot. the May workshop and guidelines for the content of their reports

(Appendix VIII). We also requested brief int'rin reports in laii larch

,ior early April.
..---

On the whole I think the contacts had little impact on dile development

of the projects. The contacts were infrequent and often untimely. On the
. .

other hand the regular contact was goocrfor maintaining .interest and keeping

the part cipalts focused on their tasks. We would like in the future to

develop procedures for helping participantsr with the actual development of

their program.
e4

18 I
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NI. May, 1977 Workshop
")1)1,,

The May 1977 Workshop had as its purpose the communication by the

participant teams of what they had done to the Project' Director and to each

other. (The schedule for the workshop is in Appendix IX.) Upot the arrival

of the participants they submitted their written reports. These reports were

'checked and the most relevant portions dupliCatO so all workshop participants

could have copies. -Copies of these excerpts are included in Appendix X, and

summarized later in the report (SectionVI Project Descriptions and Evaluations).

Following some cite to read the repOrts,, each'team was allotted one hoyr during

which they could orally supplemett but not summarize their written report and

answer questions. At the end of the day the participants were asked to momplete

an Inveftory of Key People" form (Appendix iX)sand'to-Blvidg4-into discussion
CCgroups evaluate the project. This evaluation iszelia5ussearlier in this

report.

During the initial sessions the participants' opening comments were not

helpful in elabara;ing on their written reports. Most of each hour consisted

of a question and mistier dialogue among Jetiy Woolpy ands` Tom Kirk. -Gradually

as each hour progressed, greater involvement on the.part-af the rest of the

participants occurred.

13 f` 44.
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V. Participants' Projects and Evaluation

BeloW is a summary of each project. Each includes the following-partiPy

(1) description of the teem and the participating institution; (2) description

of theprejet, what it was to atcompliah. (3) what was done between October,
r

1976 and May, 1977 for the project; (4) the Project Director's assessment of

the status of the team's work; and,(5) generalizations and other points

,applicable 3o other programs. (Several Of the points were made repeatedly

but are only listed under one institution. These points aie starred.)

a

tit
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.

Lc Oregon State University (CorvalliseOregon$

(1) Description of the team and the-inaeitution
Robert E. Lawrence\

Head, Science/Technology Division,AKerr Library

Leo Parks

Professor, Dept. of Microbiology
a

Oregon State University, a' coeducational state Institution, is a land-
grant and sea-grantcollege. Programa are offered leading to bachelor's
degrees. in the Schools,of Humanities and Social Science, Agriculture,.
Business Technology, Edbcation, Engineering, Forestry, Vore Economics,
Pharmacy, and Science and in the Division 9f Health and Physical Educa-'
tion. -.Enrollment: Fall 1970: 15,507. Undergraduate 13,203; Graduate
2,250. Library: 643,189 volumes; 6,328 current periodicals; 11,089 .

microfilm reels; 320,921 other unit's of microtext; 2,828 discs.
..110,189 volures added, $1,474,000 spent on books and periodicals
1967-68 - 1970 -'1. Schoo' of Science: Departments and TeAching Staff,
1970-71: Atmospheric scirnces professors 1, .associate professors 2,
assistant professors 5, instructors 0, additional part-time 0;.bio-
chemistry and bidiphysics 6,3,4,0,0; botany 13,7,3,2,0; chemistry 15,
7,5,0,7; entomol,gy 10,3,2,0,0; general science 2,6,7,2,3; geography
3,0,2,0,0; geology 2,5,4,0,1; mathematics 16,8,13,'7,31 microbiology
6,1,2,1,0; oceanography 10,8,1814,0; physics 5,9,5,0,0; statistics
6,2,8,1,0; zoology - 5,8,2,6,3, 281.' Men full time 254, part
time 13; wfmen full time 9, part time 4. Degrees held: 245 doctorates,
23 master's,.13 bachelors. Enrollment: Fall 1970: 3,032, Undergraduate
2,213; graduate 807. --American Colleges and Universities. 10th .(1
ed. Washington D.C., American Council on Education., pp. 1304-7.

ft

(2) Deseription of their project; what it was to- accomplish

Application statement:
(A) Freshman Orientation: Int oductory lecture survey of micro-

biology with emphasis on roblems and research objectives;
(B),Advanced General Microbio ogy: InterMeiate course, emphasizing

general meth9ds and specific techniques of microbiology;
(C) Advanced Microbial Physiology: Highly technical course empha-

sizing the latest research and development techniques.

Participants' statement in October, 1976:
(A) During Winter quarter- (January- March, 1977) plan to work with

8-10 students in an advanced microbiology seminar. Instruction
will consist 91: Guided exercise (modified Version of Earlham's);
Guided exercise on Chemical Abstracts; StudentsWill be writing
eeverZlpspers, and wiBI.have a final exam that asks them to
up-date a review article that is several year old.

l(B) During Spring quarter (March -May, 1977) plan, to work with same
group on government documents.

f
(C) During FaIl quarter (Septembtr, 1978) voluntary program for about

70 freshmen students.. 4
4Zert(D) Evaluation of their reprk will be subjective analysis by profess6r

and librarian. 1 4
I.
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I. OregOn State,Uneersity, con't.

L
3)'What the participants actually did

(A) They followed their plan 'as_listed above in their October 1976
statement with few exceptions which included: (i) the addition of
a student evaluation questionnairWand (1.0' use of three slide-
tape,programs (of their own creation) on Biologital Abstracts,
Chemical Abstracts, and Science Citation Index.

(B) In addition to their project's' target courses, Robert Lawrence
(libririan) was involved in a seminar class in'the Department of
Fishbries and Wildlife, a special honors program, and gave-sience
bibliography lectureS in a separate course ion library use offered
under the University's Council on Library ,tesources Grant.

(C) Robert Lawrence attended Dr, .Ioe DeSalvo's NSF Chautauqua Short
Course on use of'camputerited bibliographic dataebases in under-

.

C

gradui* science :education;
. .

(4) Project Director's assessment of the status of the team's work

4

(A) Robert Lawrence Is a comnited librarian. His biggest problem
will be to.get additignal staff or involve present stpff in the
instruction effort. He Was not fully prepared for the tine

,commitment involved. He is pushing for a half-time education
coordinator for the Science/Technology.Division of the library.
As long as he remains at O.S.U. they will have some form of
instructional program, but it is difficult to see it becoming
comprehensive for the 'sciences in less than five years, and then
only if he gets help:

(B) Leo Parks came to the project skeptical of th% potential contri-
bution o# the library to his work. Be left the October 1976 Work-
shop convinced of the p9ssibilities, and excited about trying
something. It is not clear from the written repqrts exactly
how he participated in the instruction except as professor of
the course, and the generator of the questions on which students
worked. The oral report this Spring, 1977, indicates he reTninsA:
enthusiastic about the activity. It is my judgment he will continue
to involve the library in his upper class courses4,

(CT The intensification of the library's involvement in the Micro-
biology Department's dotirses will depend on the success of the
library's contribution in the Pall of 1978.. I see this effort
as 'important becadie it will have an impact on other faculty.in
the department.t In addition, because of their sequential, curriculum,`
a successful prdgran at the beginning level can lead to more
sophi -aticated use 'in later courses without having to d6 all.the
instruction in one coursits was done in the advanced microbiology
'seminar this year.. o

22
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,

-. 4

(5) GeneralizatiOnsapd oints-learned:from this project which are
.

applicaUe Ito other' as
, .

1

(A), One of the most important obj'ettiVes often.instructional p5pgram Iis to get students over theit,umwillingness to ask librarians
. //-for help, '-

.
1

. _ __()-,There is the poteptial for copyright-problems whi-oh-litYatland.
will have toface in using sample pages from reference tools in
'their handouts. Some national, group should pndertakenegotiations
to eliminate thetee problems..

.

*(C) In teaching process Or technique oriented ski14, (i,e.',1ibrary .4.
, ..

use) subject.contint relatedness is important 6 effective learning
of those.skq.ls. --_

s
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DniVersity of Arizona (Tucson, Atizona)

(1) Description of the team and th, institution
Joan Muiphy
Science ReferOce Librarian

4

cN

James McCormick

Adjunct Ptofessor, Dept. Of Electrical Ens ,Pering

Dorothy Fuller

Lecturer, Dept.' of English

University, of AAzona is a cc
grant college offering undergr
Agriculture (includingSchool-o*
Business and Public Administrate,
iug-School of Library Science),
School of Music), Mines, Nursir
1970: 24,877. Undergraduate .1

1,164,834 volumes; 12,700 curre
reels; 200,000 other units of ml
volumes added, $1,878,710 spent
1970-71. Holdirigs include Arizo

'oval st er niversity and land-
'e progr: s' the Colleges of
me Economic Architecture,
Eal.th Scie n, F.ducntion (includ-
ineering, F. - Arts (including
,nd Pharmacy Enrollment: Fall
'3; Grektuate W. Library:
Priodicals ,000 microfilm
ext; 12,50r iscs. 192,520
oke_and p' ldicals 1967-68 -,
,d Western' tory hooks, manu-

scripts, original source material ollections -1 agriculture, an-
thropology, geology, Spanish and ) n American eteratnre, Oriental .

studies, astronomy),_ onclaAJ scienc . College e 'ngineering,: De art-
ments and Teaching Staff, 1970-71 erospace p mechanical engi er-
ing profesdors 18, associate prof. rs 3, asst snt professors
instructors 1, additional part-ti- civil er neering 11,6,1,1,0;
electrical engineering 14,6,3,0,0; 'clear engi Pring 3,2,2,0,2; !

systims engineering 7,3,2,0,1. Tr/ ': 89 men; 11 time 84, part
time 5. Degrees held: 65 doctor's , 19 maste , 5 bachelor's.
Enrollment: Fall 1970: 1,410. Un(' graduate 1,-1. --American
Colleges and Universities. 10th Washingto, American Council
onEducation. pp. 142-145.

(2) Description of their project; 0,-r it was to accomplish .

Application statement:
Library in literature it ruction will be designed for a technical
writing course which is r rflred every semP-ter by the English
Department to four ' se(".ris of. students Next yearwe shall
be expanding this'course include specie' (sections in engineering
writing. 'This course will his designed to Involve intensive use
of the resources and staff of the Science Library.

-7

Participants' statement in October, 1976:
(A) In lames,McCormick's freshman level engineering'Courses.

Library,instrUction in conjunction with a paper,
(B) In Dorothy Fuller's technical writing course. A unit on_

literature search technique in conjunction with the produc-
tion of a paper.' For this a one hour presentation, and a
bibliography of/sources are envisioned.

24
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See

(2) con't.
\

,

. '. ok

(C) After 1976-770,The development of a tvterm English require-

.

ment, and the i0plementation of"a three level library instruction

program. This 11,111 include the re-institution of a research'-

paper at the end
W
--df freahmah year/beginning of sophomore year.

is

,t .

(3) What was done between del:64i 1976 and.fWi9.7.7-for the project
.. 4

1

(A) A structured andiformalized program was developed-by Dorothy

Fuller and Joan Hprphy for the technical writing class.

This included a. ope hour pre6,1tationon science reference

i sources, an extensive bibliography of reference sources, and,

volunteer interview' with the librarian, Joan Murphy. Stu

dents' preliminary bibliographies and introductions to the

reports were graded before students tompleted their final

reports. Studente were also required to compilea list of

the library toole.they used in gathering the bibliographies--

both the preliminary and .final ones.: The professor and,

librarian both spent considerable time working with students.

(B) Instruction for Dr. McCormick's class was given in the form

of an oral, in-class presentation accompanied by three brief

bibliographies. This presentation was given by a librarian

not part of the projeip. .In the 12611,pemester students had

eevera options for termprojects, one of which was a library

research problem. During the Winter,semester, after the October

workshop, all students were required to do a.ibrary-:based

research paper.
(C), For evaluation Dorothy Fuller used a comparison of the pre-

liminary bibliographies and the final bibliographies, and the

two accompanying lists of reference tools. She also called

for a written student evaluationof the library program in

the course.
(D) Dr. McCormick's- evaluation was a hubjecONe.one done by the

professor.

(4) Project Director's assessment of the eutue of the team's work

(A) Joan Murphy is a pleasant, capable librarian. She Is anxious

to do a good job and is'thereforfthorough and careful in her

work. She was, at the beginning bf the Project, relatively

new to library instruction activities. 'Therefore her efihrt

this year was unsophisticated. However, she has learned a

great deal about the pedaiogy'of library instruction and-has

developed the self Confidence to proceed. Shewill work

well Frith faculty as.they,tarh to the library for help in

the development-of course-'related library segments for their

courses. '

c
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II. University of Arizona, con's.

(B) Dr. McCormick and Dorothy.Fulferrremais enthusi About:'
library instruction in their courses.' Furthe ore they are
crucial to the development of the program in.engineering. If
Dprothy' can convince several other English faculty of the
impprtance and value of library instruction, it is likely
that a library instruction program will be.included in the .

engineering wilting courpe. ,Dr. McCeirmitk has the potential -
for influencing the School of" Engineering faculty. They have
projected a multi-level program within the engineering curricu-
lum. If his enthusiasm can` be coSiplimented wits careful
planning and qualify'response from the library, the enginpering
department will develop a successful program.

Generaliozations and other points learned from this project which are
applicable to other programs

(5)

a

t -23-

*(A) Follow-up of formal instruction is needed.
*(B) Instruction can be more effective if it tompliments the

previous experiences of students. Therefore mechanisms
which sort students out into similar groups and are followed
up with' instruction aimed at the particular groups will be.
more successful.

(C) The choice of the student's library task is critical to the
.,..tquality of the educational experience. However, it is not

clear what the essential characteristics of an appropriate
task is. It has been suggested that a question to be answered
rather than a general topic to be explored is-better. Further.7
more, the task should engage the student in the material

(=information); the task should not permit the. student to
be passive.

_ I

(D) Library instruction does not save time; it may improve
quality of library use; it certainly intensifies library
use. .,.

1

26
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III, Johns Hbpkin, University (Baltimore, Maryland)

(1) Description of the team and the institution
Lucie Geckler
SciegEe Reference Librarian

4 Warner Love

Professor, Biophysics Depa rtment

Johns Hopkins Ulhversity is a private coeducational university. The
Faculty of Arts and Science and the Evening College, both on the
Homewood campus, offer undergraduate and graduate programs. Enroll-
ment: Fall 1970: 9679. Undergraduate 4,113; graduate 3,262., Library:
1,985,075 volumes 4 14,170 current periodicals; 12,663 microfilm,reels;
491,374 other units of microtext; 155 tapes or cassettes; 3,900 discs.

'113,014 volumes added, $1,241,162 spent on books and periodicals 1967-
68 - 1970-71. Special collections: William H. Welch Vedical,Librar5I.
library of School of Advanded International Studili; U.S. government
and UN documents; Tudoi and Stuart Club colledtions of 17th-century
literature; Hutzler collection of economic classics; Birney slavery

-collection; Leonard't. Heckel' collection; StrotA rabbinical library;
Loewenberg collection of modern tlerman drama; Colliiz collection on
linguistics; Couet collection of French drama; McCoy art collection;
Hoffman collection of Bibles; Fowler collection of architectura1J-classics;
Ottensen Icelandic 'collection; Hauer Oriental collgstfon; Havens
...Southey collection; Vincent collection on Swiss history;'John Work
Garrettcollection of early Maryland items and the history of art
(36,000 volumes); Kent CUrrie Collection on book arts; manuscripts of
Sidney Lanier, Francis Lieber, D. C. Gilman, John Banister Tabb,
Edward Lucas White; John Work Garrett Library, on its own grounds near
Homewood, howling rare books and other collections. Faculty of Arts

P and Sciences: Departments and Teaching Staff, 1970-71: Biology pro-
fessors 12,.associate professors 4, assistant professors 8, instruct
0, additional pert -time 7; biophysics 5,2,0,0,2; chemistry 11,4,6,0,11

/
ry

classics 4,1,0,0,0; computer science 3,2,4,1,4; earth and planetary
science 10,6,3,0,0; education 5,0,4,0,0Cele2tiical engineering 5,8,4,0,1;
Engliah.9,0,3i0,0; geography'and enyironmeital engineering 6,4,4,0,1;
German 2,2,2,Q,0; history 10,5',2,0,0; history of ark 3,0,2,0,0; history

of science 2,1,1,0,0; humanistic studies 3,1,0,0,0; mathematics 7,2,9,1,0;
Fechanics 12,2,3,0,0; military science 1,0,4,0,0; Near Eastefn studies.
'1,2,2,0,2; operationerisearCh and industtial engineering 6,2;2,0,1;
physical education 0,0,O17,0; physics 14,3,7,4,0; philosophy 6,5,8,0,0;
political economy 4,2,5,0,4 political science 8,1,5,0,1; psychology
11,2,6,0,1; Romance languages 4,2f4,3,1; social relations'4,4,3,0,11;
statistics .3-14,0,0,3; writing seminars 1e0,0,1,3. Total: 394: mo
full time 344, part time 35kwom full time 10, part time 51- Degrees
held: 358 doctorates, 20 master's .12,bachelorss, 4 professional.
Enrollment: Fall 1970: 67, Undergraduate 2408; graduate 1,480.
--American Colleges and Universities. 10th'ed, Washington, D.C.,
Americat Council on Education. pp. 684-685.

A
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tth Description of their project; What it was Waccompliih

40'Application statemeft:
To provide library instruction for the course Prino4ples of
Physiology.

Participants' statement in October, 1976:
Students will be assigned to write three short papers. For each
they are.expected to base the writingdoon original research in the
journal-literature. The instructional package will include:

annotated bibliography, map of the library. and science ref-
trence area,and list of current periodicals.current

What was done between October 1976 and May 1977 for the project'

Lucie Geckler attended several lecture sessions of the course, Prin-
ciples of Physiology. Warner Love assigned three 'papers as he indi-
cated in October he w uld. Areangementa 'were 'mAde for the librarian
to'give, a thirty, minute presentation to the class during a voluntary,
but regularly scheduled "Problems review' session" held outside the
'lecture time'slot. In (reparation for the lecture the librarian
prepared a physiology guide to resources, and one-pagers: "Card
catalog: its-use," "MeSH Sub/act Headings," and "Science CitationIndex: its Citation.Index section."

C

Lucie Geckler used a student evaluhtion form, which was supposed to
have been turned in with the paper. However; Warner Love did not'
require it and therefore'there were few returns.

,
.A (4-) PrOject Director's assessment'of the status of the team's work.

.

Johns'Hopkins, according to Warner Love, is a very competitive place,
and the faculty generally take the position that students should not
be "spoon fed" or'have "their hands herd." Whether or pot this is, -
true, Warner Love believes it to he the case, andthia attitude influ-
ences his reaction to library instruction. He is wIlling,earer for

4 the library to provide instruction formally to his class. However, .k
he wanted it on the students') time,, not the course's ( -hIs) lecture
time.

c

t
Lucie Geckler is'a librarian who wants. to be helpful to students.
She has recognized students' immediate problems. and tried to respond
to them. .When she began the project She was not fully sensitive to
the difference between orientation 'to a library facility and instruction
in the use of the literature and 00 library's reference materials.

The experience in the project ,has moved theie two to question some. of
. the -assumptions they had. While ,both remain firm in their beet

.

disposition towarda library instruction, they,both,realize there is
more to the problem than they once thought.

213
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III. John Hopkins' University, con't.

(4) coat.

The continuence of this effort will depend on Luc Ceckler'S
assertiveness with the regular professor in charge f "Principles
of Physiology", who is not Warner Love. She will Ave to continue
to cope with theAfaculty's. attitude that stude s must sink or swim
based on their own inner resources or lack of resources. The
dtvelopment of a truly course-related instruction prograM will pro-
bly therefore have to exist outside or on the fringe of courses.
And the success.will depend on the willingness of the.library staff
to work hard with a small fraction of the students, and with little
or,no feedback from faculty.

(5) Generalizations and other points learned from thislIroject which are
applicable to other programs

(A) It is important for the future'success of a program-for ,the librarian
to have feedback from the profeiSor on student performance.

(B) Student evaluation of programs should be required if a meaningful
set of data is to be collected. L.

(C) The need for instruction must be clearly perceived by students.

4_
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IV. St. Olaf'College (Northfield, 1innesota)
- A

(1) Description of the team and the institution:
'Katherine Rottsalk
aeference Ltbraiiat

`Mailand M daon
Professo Biology Department

St. Olaf.College is a private coeducational liberal arts college
,affiliated with-The American Lutheran Church. Programs are offered

'leading to degrees in liberal arts, education, nursing,
and music.- The.experimental Paracollege was opened in 1969.

. -Departments and Teaching Staff, 1970-71: Aerospace' studies Trofes-
sorsj, associate professors 0, assistant professors. 2, instructors 01
additional part-time 0; art 0,1,4,0,1; biology 3,2,2,1,1; chemistry

4143,1,0; claisical languages 0,1,1,0,0; economics 1,0,1,2,4; educe-
1,1,2,0,2;.English 0,9,3i2,3; German 0,2,2,2,2; history 3,1t3,1,2;

geography 0,0,0,1,1; home ecdnomics 0'0 1 2 IL1. mathematics 3,0,3,1,4;)
-music 5,4t9,2,1 a; Norwegian 1,0,1,0,1; nursing 1,3,1,4,4; philosophy
2,0,0,3,1; physipal education 1,4,3,3,1; physics 0,4,2,0,1; pdfitical
science 0,1,2,2,0; piychology 1,1,3,1,3; religion 3,3,3,0,2; Romance
languages 1,0,2,2,4; Russian 0,0,1,0,1; sociology 1,2,2,2,1; speech
3,0,r,1,0. Total: 222. Men full time 125, part time 30; women full
time 39, part time Degrees held: 102 doctorates, 89 master's,
31 bachelor's. Enrollment: Pall 1970: 2,674. Undergraduate 2,630
full time. Library: 245,778 volumes; 944 current periodicals;
1,559 microfilm reels; 2,549 other units of microtext; 1 film; 2,850
discs. 42,159 volumes added, $236,500 spent on books and periodicals
1967-68 - 1970 -71. Holdings include 132,800 items in 6941 manuscript
colleCtions; collection of Scandinavian languages and literature;
Bible collection in hdidreds of. languages. --American ColleAgs and
Universities. 10th ed. Washington, D.C., American Council on Educa-

4
tion. pp: 836 -837.

(2) Description
r
of the project; what is was to accomplish

a

Application statement:

We would like to develop an integrated library and literature
instruction package for our biblogy offerings. Originally) the
main emphasis would be on the introductory courses, one for majors,
and one for non-majors.

Participants' statement in October 1976:
Repeated essa9tially the same thing withowbeing more specific.

(3}'What wag done between October 1976 and May 1977 for the project

The team developed a specific set of objectives for the introductory
cpurse sequence. This is graduated to provide for increasingly
sophisticated understanding and use of libraries and the literature.
During March - April, a reference librarian not associated with the project
gave instruction in the use `"the library to a genetics class of 175
'Students, during the labytory periods. Following the lecture the4
professor and libArian were available in the library to help students.
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IV..St. Olaf College, con't.

(3) con't.

V.

- "Committees" of students were asked to review ,specific types of'
reference tools for material on a question. Hembersrof each-com-
mittee were re-combined to form new groups that had a representative
of each type of reference tool category. A resource person met with
each group as they shared information.. Following this an assigned
paper was completed by the students..

In ad4tion to developing
the-objectives for the intr ductory courses,

a stritegy 4or instruction has been developed. For t e 'Fall, 1977,
it includes: (a) A biology-specific library pre-test, (b) use of
library-trained biology student laboratory assistants; c) class
lecture with handouts; (d) practical use of the library in labora-
tory period; and (e) a bibliographic essay assignment. For the
Spring, 1978, Onetica class a unit on "evaluation of paterials
l'ouna" will ba-intluded, and a research paper will be assigned anal
-evaluated on the basis of content and search Strategy. In Level 40
III instruction the practice of student peer eVsluation of library
papvs will be. introduced.

.

, .A similar program, but less elaborate, will be introduced into the
nursing program.

(4) Project Director's assessment of the status of the team's work

There is,no question of the enthusiasm and commitment of Katherine
and Harland. However, they have deliberately been .tautions in.the
development of their program, as they rightly should. be. Their
prograsi is the most intensively course-related, and trill work With
the largedt number of students and support personnel of.the four

-project-it described in this report. If they are_to reach their goal .

they will have solved some.major problems. If they, fail there will
be no hiding 1. they have a great deal to gain and Doe.'

There is no 'question that their efforts will gm forward since they
have-support for the project from the Council on Library Resources
and the National Endowment for the Humanities. The Project,Director
will continue to have contact with their work in 'a consulting
capacity. The success of, the program will not begin to be visible
uhtil Spring 3.978 and later.

I believe their experiences gained from the genetics course this past
year have sensitized them to the igroblems they face.

(5) Generalizations and other points learned from this'project which will be
applicable to other programs

None that a not already listed above.

31
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Second Year Plans

The second year actually began in *January of 1977 when we announced

the prams for the second year ofthe project. The announcement was sent

to several journals. Unfortunately it was to late to appear in most of

them. One in which it did appear, College and Research Library'News, gave

it special attention in their "Grants" column, (A copy of the announcement

is Appendix XI.) Because the auncluncement could not. appear in manf of the

places we wanted it
1

to, the decision was made to mail announcements to each

of the libraries of each institution of higher education in the U.S.

As a result of these announcements, we received 313 request for

addition4 information. An analysis of the origin of these req ests is

below.

There were 86N applications;

1170:1:°:00 Tint.

Area of of # of 0 to 1500- 4000- over
Country Requests Applic. 150:i::0:f

Northease
Southeast
Midwest
West

Southwest

Totals

The successful applicants are:

, Drew University; Madison, N.J.; Pamela Snelson/Donald Scott

Penn Valley Community College, Kansas City, Mo.; Patricia Lorenz/Evelyn Stant*
San Jose State University, San Jose, Calif.; Cecilia Mullen/Leonard Pe/dman

Institution
Graduate 6. Under- Arm
Und::::a:: Arad. 1

80 20 7 7 /3 1 2 10
95 26 11 6 2 5 3 14
83 23 -..'p 9 4 4 1 4 11
23 9 4 . 1 . 0 2 2 4

32 8 2' 1 1 2' 2 1

313 86 33 '19 10 1 13 40

10

12
7

4

5

0

1

4

1

2

38 8

Virginia Polytechnic Ipstitufe and State University, Blftcksburg, Va.;
)Anatole 5coun/Charles Hurst

Albion College. ilbion,,Mich.; William Miller/John Parker
'Copies of the fact sheet from their applications are in Appendix XII.

-32
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It is apparent from the number of applicants that this Project sneaks

fo the felt needs of my,- may academic libraries and acience/faculty._ Because

the project has three objectives: (1) to help other institutions develop their

course-related library and literature use instruction programs in undervaduate

science; (7). to develo.lviable mo e s of course-related library and literature

-use instruction ,in undergraduate science educationa other than Earlham's; and

(3) to diffuse the idea and models in the academic community; it VAR felt, by

the Project Director, that, money allowing, the Proiect.should sponsor a third

workshop.

After consultation with Dr. Carol Ganz,lat NSF, it was decided that a second*

workshop in the second year should be held. However, the participants will pay

their own expenses to get to Earlham and the project will pay for the accommodati

'in Richmond, and the costs. of the workshop. ;These are modest expenses which

should total less than $2,000. The purposes of'this workshop gill be (1) to

gather additional models of development. .The major difference will be teat

the project will not be providing major stimulation through a follow-up;Orkshop

or the payment of honoraria. Therefore we have the pote4tial to see the

deVelopment of new programs where the only input frcim the project is worirshop
r-.

content and personal contact. And (2) td test the format and' conditions as

a possible model for continuation. of the workshopa after the completion of'this

project. The Project Director feels that dissemination of the project's findings,

and the promotion of the concept of course-related librgry and literature use
ms

initi4ction in undergraduite science education migkt,hd-aone in the future

through regional workshops similar to the additional one being held in the

.-tecond year.

*Ball State University, Muncie, Indiana;
James F. Comes (Department of Library Service)
Ruth H. Howes (Physics Departmelt)



Central Arizona College, Coolidge, Arizona;
Glen Gordon Tiller (Assistant Director Public Serv4es)
Marion E. Corneliui (Department of Science and Mathematics)

Central College, Pella', Iowa;

Robin Martin (Director of, Public Seri%Ties)
Kenneth Tuinstra (Assistant Ptofessor of Biology)

Guilford College, Greensboro, North Carolina; '

Rose Anne Simon'(Library -Faculty Liaison Offfier and Coordinntnr.0f
N.t

lirofessional Information Services)
Frank Keegan (Biology Department)

Universit*of Richmandt;Virginia, Richmond, Virginia;
Katheribe Smith (Silence Librarian)
W. Allan Powell (Professor.of Chemistry and Department Chairman)

Indiana University-Purdue University at Fort Wayne, Fort Wayne, Indiana:
Mary Lot.Stehrt (Assistant Reference Libr rian and Health Science)
Phyliss Eckman (Aastiptant ProIessor of Nurs ng)

p
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The National Science Foundation has just announced the funding of a%

project to help institutions of higher education develttp course - related

library instruction piograms. The project involves bringing teams (consist-
.

ing of a librarian and teaching facility member) from several institution*

together in two several day workshop/conferences which will explore the,

philosophy of course-related library instruction in undergraduate education,

the problems of iiilementing such a. program, and possible solutions. A

first workshop session will be held in the last quarter of 1976And a fol-
,

lov-up briefer session in mid-1977. Only a.yery limited number of teams

will be selected. To be eligible, the academic department must expreep,o-

commitment to the idea of course-related library instructionland the facul-

ty member and librarian team,must3aIready be considering or implementing a

program. The individual teams must commit theiselves.toAmtend the work-

shop /conference and the follow -up session (expenses paid by the Project),.

to work on the development of their
program including trial use, and the

ilcomPIetrioe of a report on their efforts for which a,modest homorium will be

paid. This select also'help in the formulationvof strategies for

later yea of the Project. Earlham College is now receiving inquiries about

the project, and will upon request send_specific information,amd a partici-

pant application form. Contact person: Thomas Kirk, Science Librarian, Box

t.-12, Earlham C011ege, Richmond, IN 47374. Deadline August 19'1976.
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TkE DEVELOPMENT OF COURSE RELATED,LIBRARYANDLITEAATURE

USB ILTRUCTIOA IN UNDERGRADUAA SCLEk:IdE PROGRAMS

--AN NSF FUNDED PROJECZSPONSORED4BY EARIIHAM COLLEGE

Introduction:

The objective of this project is the promotion and development of the
.

course-related-approachito library and literature useinstruction in the

iscienceS (as defined by the National Sciende Foundation this includes the

1
quanitative social sciences). To achieve this object4ve the National

,
.

'Science Foundation has awarded a two
c
year grant for 00,000 to Earlham 'College

:..

so that.the following activities can be undertaken.
5

The Project Director, Thomas Kirk, Science Librarian at Eailham

has been involved with teaching faculty in the sciences, particularly biology,:

2

in the development of library instruction which is if4egrated into,and is a

fundamental part of mIgular subject Qourse offerings,':,-.This program has been.
.

in effect for approximately ten years and has been irfour
/
judgement and in

the judgement of outside observers, an enormous succ5ks (see attached biblio-

graphy). But whileMuch can be leartod from the experience of Earlham and -..

.w.

other institutions, each institution, and more particularly each department,

mat develop a program which comOliments their own p45gram and Curriculum.

This Project is at attempt to help degartmeuts'iavold in undergraduate

science education develop such a progtam.

Project Plan:

The plan and

- August 1, 1976:

August 11, 1976:

4 .;

timetable for the project is as foliows:
. r

*I

Deadline,for applications.

Selection made of four .pairs of librarians and

teaching faculty, one pair each from four different institutions for which

financial support will be provided. SeleCtion 1/1,11 be done °tithe basis
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of c meet to the idea of course related instruction, and in an Ofort

subject variety, ilnd broad.geographical

representation. Additio a pairs, who are to underwrite their -

own expenses are welcome. If applicants are no accepted, and wish to

to get institutional varie

participate under those circumstances, they shoillA address a letter to

--that effect to the Prbject Director upon receiving 0 letter that they

were not accepted. This latter group will also.lbe limited in number.:

October 19-22, 1976: Workshop/conference sessions at Earlham College. (Arrival

on the 1§th;_sessions begin the 20th; program ends at noon on the 22nd.)

The workshop /conference will cover three matters,: .

.'"?

1) Presentations from faculty and librarian viewpoints of what Earlham's

program is; what it tries to accomplish, an how. In addition

alternative patterns of course related instruction used elsewhere

-will be discussed.

2) Individual discussions with each of the four or more teams'about their
. t

,/
prurams or proposed programs in an effort to clarify their objectiVes,-

and map out the general approaches. to the achievement of those objectives.

3) A genera discussion by the group, of what activities the second year.-

of this proObsal,should support. The'thougfir is that the initial

participants and the people at Earihem should explore together theys
L.

in which the idea of course - related library...instruction can be promoted

and developed within both the library and teaching professions. The

activities of the second year of this project will be based these

and late discussions.

October 23-Jan. 1; 1977: bovelopment, by the participant teams, of their

"-.

-

insttuctional programs. Earlham people will be.liviilable for consultation

;

via telephone and mail.
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Jan. une, 19774 Pnrticipnnts impirmynt tboir programs and complete A wrtten

re rt on the objectives of their prolvams, their activities, and an

ansesument.of the progrSm's strengths and weaknetiaes.

June 8-10 tentative): Repokt (aboveY is due. Workshop/conference sessions

at Earihem College. (Arrive on'the 8th, sessions begin the 9th and conclude

at noon of the 10th.)

The sessions will focus on two items:

1) A sharing by participants of their experjences.

7), novolopmoat, wish help ftoM continuing education consultants,

of a plan zfor the second year.

June 1977-November 19781 .Second year activities of,tltproject.

Responsibilities:
1'

Responsibilities-of the pareicipavtat

1) Involvement it and/or commitment to couSa relaierLaibrary instruction.

2) Ability and willinghess to attend both workshop/conference sessions.

3) Ability an willingness to complete insVuctiah.materials, use th",

hind rnmpiete the reports.

4) Willingness to participate in the secona :year activities as developed

by the participants.

Responsibilities of participant's institutional

1) Provide moral and financial au/Sport (whre necessary),

2) Committed to the idea of ,course ralateClibrary and literature

use instruction.

Responsibilities of the Projects.

4
1) PrOida the consultaht set/vices described on the previous.pages

both through the conference/workahOps and indiVidualised through

mail or telephone.
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h
2) Underwrite'thm transportditicia, and room and board for participants

while attending the two workshop/conireces.

Provide an honorarium for completion oeports.

Applications.

IF HAVpG READ MIS DESCRIPTION YOU ARE INTERESTED IN THE. PROJECT AND IN

BEING A'PPTICIPANT'PLEASE COMPLETE THE ENCLOSED,ApyLICATION AND RETURN

TO. THE PROJECT DIRECTOR BY AUGUST 1, 1976. 1P,QUESTION3 ABOUT THEIROJECT

021AIN PLEASE CALL (Do No warm TUE -D1RACTORAt 317-962-6561. OM NUL

NOT AVAILABLE BETWEEN. JULY 17 AND 23. )

ti
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APPLICATIO' -TO PARTICIPATE

IN EARLHKM COLLEGE'S

"DEVELOPMENT OF COURSE RELATED LIBRARY AND LITERATURE USE INS.RUiTION

;IN UNDERGRADUATE SCIENCE PROGRAMS" PROJECT

1:,,Librarian's name and position.

,2. Faculty member's name and department,

3. Address to which correspondence should be sent.

4'

4. Phone'number.

5, For what coures(a)
be intended? Gi

enrolled per year.

1

$

A

would your course -rela d library and iiterature,tistretion
title, general desdriptIton, and average number of students

6. For the librarian (complete A and B, or C). (Use extra sheets if necessary.)

yA. Have you given any library itraction, either course-related, informal
group instruction, or a separate course? Describliwfiat you have done.
Please include samples.pf any materials you have. prepared-.

/
41
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6. B. What do,you see as the Imakness(es) in ybur. program?

0

C. If you have not done anything in the area of library and literature use
instruction, state what you would like to do. Do so only in general
terms, but include your theories # what'course7related library and
literature use instruction should be and-do.

4

413
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7. For the facultt.member: (complete-A, B, and C). (Use extra sheets if necessary.)

A. Describe what'you see as the educationalAenefits for your students of
-------"`sourse-related library instrUction. If you are currently involved,

describe what you see is-the value of such instruction to your ,students.
If you are only thinking about it, state what you believe} -could he-the
benefits.

4-

$

qa.

ti

B. Describe what you believe are the contributiops which your library staff
can make or are making to course-related library and literature use'
instruction.

k 43, ,.
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7. C. Describe what you believe is your role in a course-related instruction
program.

Jr

)0

8. For the team: In general terms, what would you like instruction in library
and literature uselln the.--fitiftcy member's course(a) to achieve?

ith

9. Attach leteri from the chairperson of thi ectidemic department and the librarian's
eupervisor4i4. suppprtithe application.

kx* .4

4t

SEND COMPLETED APPLICATION TO THE ADDRESS BELOW BY MAY 1, 1976.

THOMAS KtRK,'
Box E-72C
Earlfidm College

- Richmond, IN 47374

p
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APPLICATION TO PARTICIPATE

IN EARLBAM COLLEGE'S

"DEVELOPMWT OF COURSE RELATED LIBRARY AND LITERATURE USE INSTRUCTION

IN UNDERGRADUATE SCIENCE PROGRAMS" PROJECT

1. Librarian's name and position.

Katherine Nottsolk
Reference/ILL Librarian
St. Olaf College

2. #18 E0tielAntAltrir n4Sici5lind department.

Harland Madson
Biology Department
St. Olaf College

3. Address to which` correspondence should be sent.

St. Mat' College

Northfield, Minnesota 55057

4. For what caurae(s) would your course related library and literature instruction
be intended.? Give title, general description, and average weber of students
enrolled per year:

we would like to develop an integrated library and literature instruction
r\

package for our biolOgy offerkngs. Originally, the main emphasis would .

be on the two inttoductpry courses, one for majors; and one. for non-majors.
See the attached sheet copied from the college catalog.

5. For the librarian (complete A and B; or C). (Use.extra sheets if necessary)./,
A. Rave you given any library instruction, eithertcourse relhted, informal

group-instruction, ora separate course? Describe what you have done.
Please include samples-of any materials you have prepared.

During the last-fey years, the reference librarians have worked with individual
instructors on assignmentsand have taught to those assignments--for
Biology 21,22,31,51,52, and an occasional Interim'course. InstruCtion has
been given both in the classroom and in the science library. We often use
an overhead projector shoving a very simple flow chart and various index pages
from SCI, Biological Abstracts, and Bioreseardh Index.
I have included some of the library assignments for the advanced courses; fqt
the beginning courses, we have generally just aklped Bet up a literature
search for a topic which,is the, by the individual student.

vi



B. What do you see as the weaknessces) in your program? .

Our basic weakness is as'I see it, that we have a catch-as-catch-can
approach, without an overall objective or plan. We badly need the
incentive to take the time to decide together what library expertise
can be expected of a biology major, and a non-biology major in biology
courses. Then we need to study the biology course offerings together
to see in which courses instruction in specific tools and methods at
graduated levels of sophistication would be appropriate. After that,
a librarian-and the teacher of a course need to consider the course
content to structire a meaningful assignment.

It is clear, too, that we have never built on previous instruction- -
Whether given in biology or other departmentsso we have not built on
or reinforced previous learning.

,

C. If you have not done anything in the area of library and literature use
instruction state what you would like to do. Do so only in,general terms,
but include your theories of -what course related library and literature
use instruction 'Mould be and do.

A
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6. For the faculty member; (complete A, B and C). (Use extra sheets if necessary.)

A. Describe what you see as the:educational benefits for your students of
course-' related library instruction. .If tyou are currently involved, describe
what'you see,is the value of such instruction to your students. If you are
only thinking about it, state what you believe could be the benefits.

Whether our students are biology majors or not, they should be able tp
pursue a reasonably sophisticated search strategy when.using the science
resources of the library.

Our non-majors should be able to find and evaluate background materials
and information on current topics of interest; for them, the te:5hing
emphasis vill be toward less technical, more interdisciplinary and geneal
literature sources.

St. Olaf graduated over 80 biology majors in 1976; approximately 60'1/111
continue their educatioll in gridaate or professional programs. For them,
the ability to conduct in-depth literature searches and to judge the
authority of the materials uncovered is essential.

toward which
Of course, both tracks should help to develop the critical thinkinglye
hope each St. Olaf student aspires.'

B. Describe what you belieie are the contributions which your library staff
can make or are making to coursevelated library and literature use
instruction.

Each professor in the department is a subject area specialist; yet; we
are teaching general courses to undergraduates. The librarians, as
"generalists", have a knowledge of both new and older library tools and
a greater awareness of how to use these to best search the literature.

4'7



C. Describe ithat you believe is your role in a course-related instruction
program.

As the biology department's library instruction coordinator, I would see
my role as three-fold:

3

1) as a classroom instructor, helping to develop the program

2) as a colleague, cons ing with other teachers in biology so they
are advised of their students' previous library instruction and helped
to capitalize on it in their courses, and

3) as a co- worker with the librarians, working toward a program
where St. Olaf students may gain the knovledge to use yell the
literature of the sciences and may have the opportunity to grow
in their use of this ability.

4

SEND COITLETED APPLICATION TO THE ADDRESS BELOW EY AUGUSTl, 1976.

THOMAS KIRK
Box E-72

.Earlham College

Richmond, Indiana' 47374
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APPLICATION TO PARTICIPATES

IN EARLHAM COLLEGE'S

A
"DEVELOPMENT OF COURSE RELATED LIBRARY AND LITERATURE USE. INSTRUCTION

IN UNDERGRADUATE SCIENCE PROGRAMS" PROJECT

1. Librarian's name and position.

ROBERT E LAWRENCE

Head, Science/Technology Division
Kerr Library

INUlt;tglbeillveTitg'4UFF=s, Oregon 47341
LBO W. PARKS
Professor
Department of Microj;dology

Oregon State University, Corvallis, Oregon 91341
3. Address to which correspondence should be sent.

Robert E Lawrence
. Head, Science/Technology Division
Oregon State University
Corvallis, Oregon 97331

2.

4. For what course(a) would your course related library and literature instructionbe intended? Give title, general description, .and #verage number of students
enrolled peryeart

Freshman Orientation: Introductoiry lecture survey of microbiology With emphasis
In problems and research objectives. 40 students per year.

Advanced General Microbiology: Intermediate course emphasising general methods and
specific techniques of microbiology. /0 students per year.

Advanced Microbial Physiology: Highly technical course emphasising the ltest
ettarh and development techniques. 35 students per year.

5. For the librarian (complete A. and B, or C). (Use extra sheets if necessary).
A. Rave you given any library instruction, either course re ted, informal

group instruction, or a separate course? Describe iiha have done.
. Please include samples of any materials you have prep ed., .

1
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A. Have you given any library instruction, either course related, informal
group instruction, or a separate course? Describe what you have done.

For the past year, I have been coordinating and, with the assistance of other
librarians in the Science/Technolo& Division of the 0.S.U. Library"teaching a
course in "Information in Science and Technology" for science undergraduates en-
rolled in'the Honors College Program. This course meets one hour a week for IQ
weeks; and me expect to offer the Course next year. The Honors College enrolls
superior students for a variety of "extras courses in addition to enrollment in
a subject department. 15 to 20 students take the course each term. My approaoi
to the class is to show whz information necessary to students in science and
how this information is acquired and Org zed by the 0.S.U.- Library and how
this information tap be found in the lib Because of the variety of student
interests, there has been no attempt to h.the class from a particular subject
viewpoint. Rather, thlearphasis has been n the way the library gathers irifor-
mation, how this 1.formation'in organized in this library, andrhOw the student can
find relevant information when he aunts it. This mane that we discuss the admin-
istrative organization of-the library, how booka and journals are requested, or-
dered and cataloged, where librarians find out about these materials, how the card
catalog organizes information and why we need additional tools to supplement the
card catalog, how indexes and'abstr6cts are put together, and the great variety
of disciplines for which there are abstract or index journals. In addition, we
look at three specific areas; energy, environmental impact statements, and citation
An)ysi8. The final class meetings are a discussion of information retrieval and
a demonstration of the Library Information Retrietral Service using a question frotg
one of the claSs members.

In addition, the staff of the Sci/Tech Division regularly conducts sessions of
one or two hours about the library in general or on a specific subject in which
the students are working. These are usually tours or lectures and may be given to
classes of as many as =Glints: For those classes which meet regularly with,
a librarian once each or once each years ws have prepared bibliographies,
journal lists, or instruction ebeetd, (swages are enclosed) Generally these
sessions are held on an ad hoc basin.

50
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B. What do you see as the weskness(es) in your program?

First; the l0meek course is too general; that is; the material is not related,
td any particular class or program that the students are in,at the time. The re-
levance of the course is not as apparent to the student as it should be. The
course should be related to specific course work going on at that particular time.
Second; there is no student participation except for discussion of the topics.
The course consists of lectures and tours or demonstrations. This does not allow
the student to participate in using the library. There is no real problem-solving;
no opportunity for individualized help. The student is not really a
skill which is what a library course should be about. The course uld be one
in wich the students learn specific Skills; not a general introduction to the
library. The course should be teaching studentster to be intelligent library
users; not just what is in the library. Third, there was not enough class time ,

to pursu) bOMO of the topics discussed.

C. If you have not dote anything in the area of library and litOrature use
instruction'atate what you would like to do. Do so only in general terms,
but include your theories of what course related library and literature'
use instruction should be and do.
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6. For the faculty member: .(complete A, B and C). (Uselextra sheets if necessary.)

A. Describe what you see as the. educational benets for yodr students of-
course.- related library instruction. If you are currently involved, describe

7 what you see is the value of such instruction to your students. I,f you are '
,

only thinking abOut it, state what you believe could. be the benefits.'

The Microbiology Department has no current program Of libratY instruction.
Most of our students do not know how to use resources beyond their assigned text-
books. They don't know what is in the library, or how to go about looking for
relevant information. Even if they do find information, they save no skill in i
organiarniCandsynthesizing data. It'is very difficult to get the.students to
give up theit. dependence on textbooks and to adopt the critical and investigative
methods of then experimental scientist.

4, A course-related library program will introduce the student to an increasing
variety of resources. (basic journals, symposia and,conferences, abstracts and
indexes, computer information retrieval, etc:) Because tie students will be ex-
posed to research resources in'stages, they will gain both competence and confi-
donde. The library component be made more relevant to the student by focusing

blew- solving:ingndd for small group 1.,-csIvidual
student intere as well as assigned class work; some problems will

Science students have to learn how to solve problems. This can be taught in
the laporatoryp'but can also be taught in the-library. A student who knowshow
to find data, identify what is4felevant, and use it to solve a problem is learning,
on the one hand, about science, and, on the other hand, how.to be a scientist. A
well designed sequence of problem- solving library tasks related to the coursework
will teach the student an approach which be applied in other situations and
used later independent of teacher or anised couree. Coincidentally, the student
will develop dommunicdtion viable to'him or her in all courses.1

B. Describe whi4 you believe are the contributions which your library staff
can make or are making to course- related library and literature use

. Just:upon.

The librarianian will work with the-course instructors to help them design useful
library studies at different levels of student proficiency. Every effort will be
made to design problem- solving, tasks which are cumulative and sequential. While -
it1ts the respOnsibility of the instructor to develop the goals for the program,
th librarian will provide the resources for attains these goals. The librarian
and instructor will plan together:to develop the appropriate at ies thestudente
are to adopt in approaching different types of problems. The libr
meet with the students and introduce the role of the library in the work of the
scientist. Beginning with the least experienced students he can show them how to
do selected literature searches, emphasising sources and techniques. As the student
progresses, a greater variety of sources and more sophisticated techniques can be
taught. With the most advanced students,computer assiatad,saarch methods will
be'offered. ,,
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C. Describe what you believe is your role in a course-related-instruction
program.

The'role of the instructor will be to provide the student with problems or con-
flicts Of data that will stimulate the student to Seek answers. The problems

bo;fdesigned in cooperation with the librarian. The instructor will need to
mdnitor the studentls progress, especiAllywith inexperienced students, to avoid
dead endS or highly frustrating searches. As the student progresses, the in-
structor can stimulate a critical evaluation of the literature by examples in
class; some of the more advanced problems in the sequence will teach critical as
opposed to faCt-pading skills. Through written and,oral reports the student will
be' enedurgg5dto4velop his communicatfion skills and to Organize his efforts in
a productive The inetructozNwist provide adequate class time and provide
suitable assignments with the cooperation of the librarian.

Sa.

SEND COMPLETED APPLICATION TO THE ADDRESS ISELOW BY AUGUST 1, 1970.

THOMAS KIRK
Box E-72

Earlham College

Richmond, Indiana 47374
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APPLICATION TO PARTTUPATE

IN EARLHAK COLLEGE'S

"DEVELOPMENT,OF COURSE RELATED'LIBRARY AND LITERATURE USE INSTRUCTION-
-.

IN UNDERGRADUATE SCIENCE PROGRAMS" PROJECT

1. Librarian's name and position.

Dr. Lucie H. Geckler Ph.D., Science Reference Librarian

2. Faculty member's name and department.

Dr. Warner E. Love Ph.D., Biophysics Department

3. Address to which correspondence should be sent.

Johns Hopkins University, Homewood
34th and Charles Street
Baltimore, Maryland 21218

4. For what courses} would your course related library and literature instruction
be intended? Give title,--general description, and average number of students
enrolled petryeart Principles of Physiology. Intmoduction to the fundamental
mechahisms of the major pketiological systems; circulatory, digestive, excretory,
nervous, muscular, endocrine, and reproductive, Control and homeostatic mechanisms
vill be emphasized. Occasional lectures on malfmcpons in the various systems
will be given by medical exverta. The course ia intended for non-science majorp
And there are no prerequisites. About ope-hunched students.

5. For the librarian (complete &and B, or C). (Use extra sheets if necessary).
A. Have you given any library inst:mction, either course related, informal

group instruction, or a separate course? Describe what you have done.
Please include samples of any materials you have prepared.
I have given both informal group instruction and course related instruction.
The most recent group instruction was given to a group of'Biology graduate
students who were tirst given a physical orientation to the library with emphasis
on the areas most needed by them (location and use of the card catalog, serials
catalog,inter7library loan and Science Library). A,brief explanation of the
Library of Congress classification vas given with examples taken from Biology
arid Biochemistry. They were also introduced to the use of the Library of Congress
Subject Headings and many other relevant reference tools in the Science Libroxik
with special emphasis on Bp104904,AltigAmota. I baye alma giyenalan): freshman
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5.,A. (cont,)
4

4

4

tours of the library inalch consietedprimarilyitf physical orientation
as well'as numerous instruction sessions to groups 'of staff members
to orient them'to the Soience Library.

As to'course related instruction, in the past three years have
conducted sessions for a courbe called Chemical Principles Laboratory

'With onehundi-ed students (four sections). Each section received
instruction in the See Library irivoliipg physical orientation and/
brief explanations of the use of relevant reference tools (Inorganic

theses, Chemical Abstracts, Merck Manual,eto)p In the past year I
iven library instructibn 1717TZ7C7oZlieb: Seience of the Sea and
al Writing. An exploratory talk and course outlines were

ob a need from the instructors. Pathfinder bibliographies -were then
constructed (see attached illustrations).

IP
e4, For th- Technical Writing course the instruction'took place in the

Sci 'bia-ry where physlcal orientation and explanation of the use.
-idzo;

at relevant.?refereece tools was given (especially writing
and various' 'science and technology and abstracZ1s).

In iip_AOurse, Science7of the Sea, the lecture was given in t
'classroom. Bltdes were used to orient the students to the library
and to teach thibm thA use of the catalogs and'Oceanic Abstracts.

ti
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B. What dpyou
.

seo as the weaknesses) in your program?.

So farithe primAry weaknesses ti the program have been: 1) limited contact
.

with the course and its instructor (I should like to attend some of the lectures
leading up to the library instruction period and also take time to test the
effectiveness of the instruction in coopqration with the course instructor).

.2) limited time-for the instruction itself (we have had to omit critical material,
,such as the general body of literature in the field);,

,4

1

C. yciu have not dote anything in the area of library_and.literature use
'instruction state what you would like to do. Do so only in general terms,
but include your theories of what course related library and literature
use instruction lihodld be and do.

r

t
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6. For the faculty member: (complete,A, B and C). (Use extra sheets if necessary.)

A. Describe what you-see as the educational benefiti for your students of
course- related4tibrary instruction. If you are Ourrently involved, describe
what you see isthe value of such instruction i:0" your students. you are
only thinking about it; state what you belieVS-could be the benefits.

In this course the students are given term papers to write on a topic of their
own choosing so that they le
original literature in the
instruction would result in

to use the library and especially to use the
of physiology. Courqerrelated library

wledge of bibliographic tools, relevant
literature and effective search strategies. Such instruction is applicable
to all physiology courses and by application to science courses.

L
7

0 1

4

B, Describe what you belie4e are the contributions which your library staff
can make or are making to course-related library and literature use
instruction.

The library staff can supply lists of useful references snd.locations in the
library, instruct in the use of library tools (handbooks and encyclopedias,

qbstracts,Sand indexes such as Biological Abstracts and Index Medicus)
as well as explaining,haw to get from the latter to th, original literature.
They can also acquaint the students with the.general,body of literature. in
the field and the various search strategies which may be employed to locate
information.
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-CL; Describe what you believe is your role in a course-related instruction
program.

O

My role in a course-related iiistuition-program is: 1) to supply to the_'
librarian an outline of the course and any lists or syllabi given to t
students, 2) to allow the librarian to listen in on the course lectur
and labs as'she apes fit a) to allot specific time during the course fo
library instructiOn and 4) to plan-V.10 the librarian the objectives of
the instruction and Ways to test whether they have been achieved.
In Principles of Physiology (25:10) the objective will be learning to
use the library to tap the original literature, and the test of results
achieved'vill be the examination of the term papers turned in. The
assignment of the paper is a self - -administered exam on how well the student
has learned his library 'expertise.

`SEND COMPLETED APPLICATION TO THE ADDRESS BELOW BY AUGUST 1, 197&.

THOMAS KIRK ? .

Box E-72

Earlham College

Richmond, Indiana -47374
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APPLICATION TO PARTICIPATE

IN EARLHAM COLLEGE'S

"DEVELOPMENT OF COURSE RELATED LiBRARY AND LITERATURE USE INSTRUCTION

IN UNDERGRADUATE SCIENCE PROGRAMS" PROJECT

1. Librarian's name and position.

Ms. Joan F. Murphy, Science Reference Librarian,
University of Arizona Library

2. Faculty members' name and department.

Dr. James P. McCormick, Department of Electrical Engineering,
University of Arizona

Ms. Dorothy Fuller, Department of English,
University of Arizona

3. Address to richich correspondence should be sent.-

Ms. Joan F. Murphy
Science Library .

Universityof Arizona
Tucson, Arizona 85721
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4. For what course would your course-related library and literature instruc-
tion be intended? Give title, general description, and average number
of students enrolled per year:

Library and literature instruction' will be designed for a technical writ-
ing course which is offered every semester by the English Department to
four or five sections of approximately twenty -five students each. Stu-
dents come from a variety of majors and diverse scientific fields. Next
year we shall be expanding this course to include special sections in
engineering writing. The Engineering Department, they English Departtent,
and the Library are cooperating together, both to modify the structure
of the existing course and to develop the special sections in engineering
writing. The course 4111 be designed to involve 'intensive use Of the re-
sourcq and staff of the Science Library. It will also utilize a systems
approach for teaching technical writing which is discussed in the attached
N.S.F. Proposal by Dr. James McCormick of the Department of Electrical
Engineering.

.5. For the librarian (complete A and B, or C). (Use extra sheets if neces-
sary).

A: Halle you given any library' instruction, either course-related, infor-
mal group instruction, or a separate course? Describe what you have
done. Please include samples of any materials you-have prepared.

I- am interested in working closely with the Engineering and English De-,
partments both in restructuring our present technical writing course and
in helping design the new sections in engineering writing. I feel Ithave
the necessary background to help develop this new program. In additaon
to four years experience and a Master's in Librarianship, I hold a second
Master's in Education from Stanford, a B.S. in Biologyrhich.also included
work in chemistry and the physical sciences, and have tree years teaching
experience. Recently I have become involved in library instruction at the
University of Arizona, giving tours of the Science Library and infdrmally
working with groups of students from different departments, such as the

':Home Economics Department - introducing students to reference materials,
government documents, and journals in their particular field. I am also
in charge of giving tours and informal library instruction to Spanish
.speaking patrons at the Science Library, as I speak fluent Spanish and
spent two years at universities in Spain and Mexico.

B.; What do you see as the weakness in your program?

A weakness of our.program is the fact that, although we have already be-
gun the course in technical writing, the sections in engineering writing
are not yet in the University catalog of courses. Getting sections in
engineering writing formally included in the University curricula will
be an important step in our program. Another weakness may be the diffi-
culty in adapting the course to students of various scientific and cul-
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tural backgrounds. Many of our 'science students are frog foreign coun-
tries, especially Latin America and the mideast.

- Joan Murphy

6.. For thi faculty member: (complete A, B and C). (Use extra sheets if
necessary).

I

A. Describe what you see as the educational benefits for your students
of:course-related library instruction. If you are currently involved,
describe what you see is the value of such instruction to your,sttf-
dents. If you are only thinking about,it, state what you believe
could be the benefits.

Familiarity with the technical literature of a field gives a student the
feeling of being knowledgeable about his planned profession and can lift
him from mere academic accomplishments into professional awareness of
current developments in the area in which he will work. When a student
becomes comfortable w.ith the journals and literature of his profession,
he not_ only begins to realize what is redly going. on in his area, but
also gains a verbal awareness and skill regarding his profession.

One problem in an undergraduate technical writing course is the students'
ignorance of the kinds of communications in which they, as professionals,
will be involved. The library can act as a source of models for a large
variety of different kinds of technical writing; these models can give
students a sense of writing as a practical vehicle of communication rather
than an abstract exercise that is basically academic. Furthermore, be-
cause Lew undergraduates understand the research tools of the library, a
program is needed in course-related librOy instruction so that students
can take effective use of the infOrmation_stored in the library.

B. Describe whit you believe are the contributions which your library
staff can make or are making to course-related library and literature
use instruction.

. '

In the past, few teachers Of technical writing have had expertise in the
sophisticated research tools used in scientifiF and technical fields.
Thus, the library staff is clearay needed to provide'guidance. Also,
since library work obviously requires the students' physical-presencei
in the library, a program in whxch the library staff is involved will
make library and literature use iistruction.immediately available to the
students.,

C. Describe what you believe is *yo role in a course- related instruc-
tion program.

The faculty member should plan writing and research assignments with the
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purpose of allowing the student'to become completely comfortable in his
, use of the library and familiar with the many valuable resources and
tools which it offers him. Clearly, the faculty member will have to make
himself far more aware than normal of 19rary facilities. He must also
discover methods of making his students feel at hone in a technical library.

- Dorothy Fuller

SEND COMPLETED APPLICATION TO:

THOMAS KIRK
Box E-72

Earlfram College

Richmond, Iqdiana 47374
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A Preliminary Proposal

to the

NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION

A SYSTEMS APPROACH FOR TEACHING TECHNICAL WRITING

James P. McCormick, Ph.D.
Principal Investigator

r

Department of 7lectrical Engineering
The University of Arizona
Tucson, Arizona 85721

i

(This document is available from the Principal Investigator at kle above address.)
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As actual-1Y held -

Ni

SCBEDUIFOR NSF PROJECT
Course-telated library and literature use instruction

in undergraduate science
October 19-22, 1976

Date-Time 'Activity Noteg.

Tuesday, 6:00 p.m. Supper Agnts House
Oct. 19

7:00 p.m. Tour of Lilly and Wildman Libraries

8:30 p.m. Social hour Kirk's

Wednesday, 8:00 a.m. Breakfast Yokefellow
Oct. 20

9:00 car« Preliminaries (Intioduction) Wildman Library:
Tom Kirk

9:45 a.m.

10:00 a.m.

--Jerry Bakker - Faculty Development
(FPSI)

ThevEarlham Biology Program

--Role playing

Introduce Exercise

Coffee break

15 minutes: To6 Kirk

10:15 a.m. Participants 3/4 hour doing exercise

11:00 a.m. Review total contents of exercise 15 minutes: Tom Kirk

11:15 a.m. Iiitroduce Library Exam 15 minutest Jerry Wool

11:30 a.m. Participants vork,on exam question

12:15 p. m. Lunch 'Jones Rouse

1:30 p.m. Participants work on exam question

2:00 p.m. Question:and answer discussion Wildman Librarye
WoolO/Kirk

3:00' p.m. Coffee break

.3:20 p.m. Other programs of course- related

library.instruction: at Barlhamt

a
--Political Science 10 minutes: Bob Johns o
spuestiohAand answer

--Psychology 10 minutes: Evan rber
-Question and answer

--Chemistry 10 minutes: Tom Kirk
- Question -and answer
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Wcdneoday,

Oct,,20

4:0 p.m.

6:00 p.m. (

7:30 p.m.

Thursday, 8:00 a.m..

Oct. 21
9:00 a.m.

12:15 p.m.

1:30 p.m.

6:00 p.m.

8:00 p.m. '

Fri4ay.
Oct/. 22' 8:00 a.m.

9:00 a.m.

Examine display of materialo

(Interviews with faculty and
librarians of Earlham can
be arranged)

Supper

Evaluation of library nstruction

--A panel discussion

--question and answer

Breakfast

Workshop.

--Individual pairs to develop set
of objectives and statement of
tasks to be accomplished to
achieve these objectives

Lunch

`oh -bowl. Participants preoent
the program plans to Woolpy
and Ki for critique and discussion

Supper

Social hour

Breakfast

Viiit classes, interview
Earlham faculty

-65

Project LOEX

Jones Boucle

Richard Johnson/
Jerry Voolpy/Tom Kir
(Wildman Library)

Yokefellow

Wildman Library

Earlham Hall, East
Alcove

Wildman Library

Yokefellow

Jerry Woolpy's

Yokefellow

Partibipanto--
Wifaman Library
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Appendix IV

Schedule of Workshop and Codi'ents of Transcript

To i3e- able to use the tran&ipt effectively you must have certain
7

documents whictiwere handed out.at the workhhop. The list of all documents

is included in Appendix,III. Included herb are only tneactual documents

.., 41
needed to understand the transcript: Tlie'86cUments are included

,

at the end
. ..-

- -

of thb transcript and each is assigned a number.- ThesA numberuare placed

ifon the right margin ofithe transcript the fifst time they_are mentioned.

f4 % .

Jerry Bakker t e* acFulty Development afid instructionnstruction
p: 1-5 -

Tom Kirk and ,The IStlham StologY Program (Role Playing}
Jerry Bakker p. 5-625

I,ntrOduction p. 5-9 -
Discussion of Guided Exercise p., 10-15
Library examination, instructions and questions p. 15-18
Discussion of examination work" and student papers p. 19-25

Bob Johnson

.

Evai.Farber

Tom Kirk P.

Stephen Nelson

"Torn Kirk and

Jerry 'Woolpy
.0

Richard Johnson

V

r

Library Use in'Politfcal Science at Earlham.
p,.26-29

4-'

Library Use, in
.7 40 29-34

Introductory Psychology at EarApm,

Library Use in Organic Chemistry at Earlh.ali
P. 34-37

Project on Science Education in Scientific Communication
p. 37

EvStuation of Earlham's Biology Library Instruction
p. 38-45

(-Evaluation of Library InstruAlo'n Efforts
p; 45-51

DoCuments referred to in text

1. A Learned Journal

2. Laboratory.w#te-up for library exercise

3. GUided EXIkreise on t use of AlologiFal literature

4. Bibliography of General Reference Sources for Biology
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-The'Earlham'Biology Program
Overview and Introduction

BAKKER: Place of bibliographic instruction within the cOntext'Of
---1%-ifT4 development. 'One, I think the use of a library is, for a teacher,
an extension of what he or .she can do with students. It offers new
possibilities for teachers to lay open before students different "kinds
oftinfbrmatidn. It is something beyond what is available 1.n 'a text or
one or two reserve readings. It' is an enlargement, an additional re-
source, either in a course or in a curriculum. That, maybe, is
a traditional place for the library; but it is also traditionally ig-
nored. It is seem most'significakely at the upper levels in the curri-

t culum where students are thought to be doing some independent work N
writing papers. They should be able to get to the library and use some
of the resources of the libiary. I would like to argue that the library
as an additional resource makes sense throughout the entire curriculum
and therefore it is of concern for a facility manber or teacher. It is
not just a concern for librarians.

_ -

Another way in which bibliographic instruction can have some signifi-
cac:::e'for the faculty development is that bibilographic instruction

.

workshops are a way of doing something with faculty, a way of making an
impact.on faculty, a way of providi-g them with a new challenge. The
initial article in this (A. Learned Journal) that, I am passing out now is
(this is a newsletter we send around - the title of course Is so anyone
who gives me material for this newsletter has a chance to say that he
has been'published in 'a learned journal") on a bibliographic itruc-
tion workshop we held last Jan ry 1976. Workshops such as the-one
described in this lead article I think, are a challenge tofaculty, and
I think that when faculty are f cea with a challenge, when teachers are
actually asked to do something different, that is when you have the
opportunity for makin: a difference in teaching and in the professional
life of the faculty member. It is also a way of bringing facultyto-
gether across divisional or departmental lines. The workshop which we
had here last January was a ery delightful time. A number of people
reported saying on Friday a ernoon to themselves or their wives, "Why
did I ever agree to go t workshop on Saturday?" and by Saturday
afternoon, after they had been at
Farbers' friends, they recognized
tneir colleagues.

Finally, and l'think most impor

the workshop with
that they had had

tly, kibrary use

Evan and the rest of
a pleadant time with,

is justified when
it makes a course more effeciiv . You can do something through use of
the library that you cannot do.by any.vthdr means. If by means of the
library a'teacher can be a more efficient and more effective teacher for
whaChe or she wants to do, for what the) course goals are, that is the
justification for what To "Kirk is doing, and I think that is the reason
why all of us are here.

I'm prepared to argue from personal experience that that in fact
is true. In fhe courses that I have taught here with'course objectivei

4
44.
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set before involvement with the library, I' n able to do-these
. things more effectively by working with Tom a d developing materials so

that the students are using the library, doing better by the use of the
library what I ,4/ant tklem to do than I could do by lecturing or giving
other kinds of assignments. The library for me is not an add on, not
something nice to do when you have some spare time. Library instruction
makes m t aching more efficient.

TOM: Are there questions you would like to put to Jerry?

QUESTION: Are we going to get a more in-depth look at the way you
handle this within your own courses or will that come later? ANS. I'm
going to do that this afternoon.

JERRY WOOLPY: I'd like to add "to what Jerry has said: He talked abb4
faculty or course development and how the library could help accomplish
course objectives. It seems to me that there is another dimension of
faculty development which I know Jerry suppoeks. -To some extent faculty
develop themselves and improve their professional competence by conti-
nual rqnewal through their students. It is one of the ways of refreshing
ourselves. Let's say, for me at least, that is one of the most con-
pellin,; reasons to use the library. Not only am I more effective in
teaching.biology (I'm pretty sure that's true), but it is more interesting
to me and I am learning me2--biology all the time. /11 don't have to go on
sabbatical in Order to learn something new about biology. And since we
teach in a fairly broad range of topics, that is, we can't afford to
hire someone to teach only in one *area, 'we haveto cover several areas,
and, therefore. we go well beyond our trained expertise. We find that
library 4se by our students is one of the ways we can keep up and broaden
our perspectives.

QUESTION: is there a librarian on the Teaching and Learning Committee?,

ANSWER: :Mere has been.

QUESTION: But ac any rate this workshop (the Earlham library instruc-
tion workshop described in the attached A Learned Journal) evolved out
of a committee that did not have a librafian on it?

ANSWER: The workshop evolved.from a librarian and me sitting, in the
coffee shop and talking one dal. The Teaching4and LearnineComRittee is
not a key element in what is going on in Faculty Development at Earlham.
It doedn't have that kind of responsibility or'major function.

QUESTION: What did you have'in mind that could never be-achieved just
by other means? "

ANSWER (Jerry Bakker): I didn't say "never". I said, could not be as
effective. In the Becloud term of organic chemistry we focused an
aromatic organic chemistry, nd'I want the people not to simply treat
the notion of aromaticity as a concept within that sub-specialty of
Chemistry...
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I wait them to treat that no4 aiesomething they have to learn by de-
finition but I want them to unddrstand that this is a working principle
within chemistry. I want them to see that there are still challenges to
the notion. In any text, in any secondary source, the notion is so old
that it is gray bearded, it's accepted and people act as if there were
no questions. When chemists are publishing in this area (organic che-
mists, of course, still are) they know better and they aren't confused
by what the texts say, but of course the students don't find this out
until they begin to read what some of the current debates are. We have
designed a term paper problem where the students have to put together
conflicting reports from the literature. And that drives something home
about the concept of aromaticity, it drives something home about che-
mical research that no amount of talking will do. This is done in the
second organic course which is usually taken in the sophomore or junior
year. They 670-t-Alave to wait until they are seniors to gain this kind
of perspe e, and they do it and they do it well.

QUESTIO : How many hours of library instruction do those students get?

ANpWER: (Jerry B.) Probably on the order of two .class hours, plus three
waltking exercises, and previous experience in at least one chemistry
cotirse; and maybe one chemistry and one biology courses. CrOm) From my
perspective their experience is uneven fr m one student to thi other.

94P
Because the curriculum is not rigidly s uential. One of the limitations
of the course related instruction as a way of doing things is that you
can never be sure that every student is going through the program the
same way. They RtiSS something, and I think chemistry students in Chem 6
51 (which Is the number for this course) may or may nat' have had General
Biology. If they .have not had General Biology, they, may be missink some
basic skills of bibliographic orgaatration,that we don't cover because
so much of our focus is on meeting their specific needs in thelelemen-
tarty organic chemistry course. But- they will have had some kinds,of
experiences before they come to Chen 51. They will then get some in-.
struction in 51.

4
QUESTION: If you were going to do this specifically looking at it from
Chem 51, what is the minimal'amount of library instruction you can get
away with and still have these kids competent to go produce the kinds of
pa rs Jerry wanes them to produce? I'm asking for the minimal.

ANS'ER (Tom) 1 A student who has gone through general biology end then
th ugh Chem 13, consider that to be an optimum. I'm not sure whether
t t is minimum or optimum.

QUESTION: I prefer you took it for the kid who didn't have biology and
didn't have Chem. You go from scrotal up to writing Jerry's paper.

ANSWER (Tom): That's a rot...oi hours. I'm not sure what the answer is.
I can't answer that. (Jerry W-.) But he ,would have had to have tAken
Chem 13 in order to get into this. SO fie would have had'to have at
least one previous course. ,,
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QUESTION: Let me put the question this way. Are you saying that by the
time he finishes the library instruction in this course, this will be
the third time through, so that it will not be two hours of instruction.
but six hours of instruction, and 9 hours of walk-through?

ANSWER (ram): It could be as much as the fourth or fifth time in this
college.

,QUESTION: Is this compulsory?

ANSWER Crom): 51 is compulsory for a hemistry major. Perhaps we could %

take a look at the total curriculum of the college if you are interested
01 this and see where library instruc ion occurs. Maybe this would beya
tood time to do that. The coll e approximately 18 credits of
distribution requirements. QUESI What is a credit? ANSWER: A
credit is 3.3 semester hours.

ANSWER (Tom): About half of theiri undergraduate education (36 credits
is distribuiian requirements. In that there are two English composition
courses. One of those has library instruction, and everybody takes
that, were is a philosophy/religion requirement .(this is the academic
study of religion or 4 basic philosophy course) and they will probably
get instruction in one of those. There is a political science/econoics
requirement, and they will probably get to use the library once there.
There is a psychology /sociology requirement, and they ray, especially if
tney get into psychology, ;dill use the library there. Then there is a 4
credit science requirement of which about 3/4 of all students cake the
bAsic biology sequence (2 courses) and they will get instruction in 2 of
those. The other typical courses are in geology and astronomy, and they
will get library use there also, and there is a language requirement and
there is no instruction there.

QUESTION: You don't have an audio-visual language lab?

ANSWER (Tom): Yes, we do have, but it serves primarily as'a practice -
drill center: They do very little vithAe literature, and they don't
do research in the literature of the language. There is a two credit
history requirement. They do not use the library in the first term, and
the second term varies; some do and some do not. You can see the
amount of exposure students are going to get through the curriculum. In
possibly 8 out of the 18 they will ger some kind4tof library use and
library-discussion. 1

QUESTION: How extensive is this, can you say briefly? In these various
courses?

ANSWER (Tom) : In most Cases it will consist of a bibliography of the
major referencetools and some kind of presentation to the class. Nov
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that's the old pattern, the estdblished pattern, that we have used, but
. it is breaking down because we are getting more sophisticated about what

we are doing. We are using alternative assignments; we're working it
more into. the course design so that when a faculty member starts to draw
up an assignment, the librarian is there working with the faculty member
to develop and shape the assignments to include library use. In these -
newer situations it is very difficult to sepairate library instruction
from the course and its instruction.

QUESTION: It really happens this way? You don't just pay lip service
to this?

ANSWER (Jerry W.) I think it really does happen this way, and one of
the reasons I think that it does, is that our librarians'are full citi-
zens. That is they are considered in terms of governance of the College
to be the equivalent of faculty members and participate in all aspects
of the college. They are some of the most highly respected members of
the community, and i think that is one of the essential ingredients in
the interchange. When we have a discussion between a faculty member and
a librarian, it is really getting two faculty members together. Thaze
isn't a distinction. It Is real give an take. It is not inviting
someone to perform a service in which the teacher assumes that he has
all the information that he Grants and.the librarian is just going to be
invited in to do something. I,thiak there is a great deal of respect,
going both ways, and that night be one of the keys of our success.

(Tom): Perhaps this is enough of an overview, in a sense, of raisinko
some questions in your mind. Talking about how students get instruct
tion, or what we do, leads to what we're most about today. If L could
structure the workshop in terms of its general function, I would say
that today is delivery of infOrmation to the participants. We are
probably going to tell you much more than you want to know about how one
program operates. I hope you get inside it and see how it works; take
it apart, put it back together again, and infer from it some of the__
general characteristics which,tend'to suggest the reasons for success.
But while you are doing that, you ought to be thinking about your own.
program. As we said in the proposal, "While much can be learned from.
the experience of Earlham'aad other institutions, each institution, and

. more precisely each department must evelop a program which complements
their own program and' curriculum" ap we really mean that. But when we
give you another snow job about our pr ram, think in terms of how well
we are doing what we are doing, please ake itovith a grain of salt.
What were our objectives; do those objectives make sense in terns of
your prbgram or are they really off base? Perhaps you have other ob-
jectives, and therefore your program should be totally different. We
want you to look at our program, be critical and think about what your
awn program might look like. What little bits and pieces of information
can you get from what ve are doing that will be helpful?
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The way that we are going to present our program this morning is to do a
little role playing. We are setting you up as students at Earlham, you
are freshman students coming into Earlham College, and we'd like you to
forget everything you know about using libraries, as much as possible.
Try and think back to what it might have been like to be a freshman in
college. I was interested in Steve Nelson's,comment last night that a
teaching faculty member, a verb goock teacher, said that in his teaching
he always tried to think of what it was like to be a student and not
know the _information. So if you couldtry. and put yourself in that
position...

. ,
.'JERRY: I want to say something. Well, I want to say that you are

students in my class and Tom is the librarian and he is coming to class .

today, and I want to introduce him atthe point we are ready.
X
'TOM: Now to set this up. This is nurse which was. called General
:Biology and is now called Ecological Ziology. It is the first course in
the biology curriculum of the college. It is a heavily enrolled
course, it has two lecture slots a week, and then everybody is assigned
to a lab section which is taught by a full professor and a student lab
assistant. There are from 7 to 9 sec ions depending on the total number

1K
of students which will run from gie" lthe lowest to the highbst enroll-
ment we have ever had, this fall 0& , which is unfortunately a very
large number for a so ca3led smaliliberal arts eollege. O.K., the
instruction, the initial part of the instruction, is done through: the
laboratory sections, so today you are in a three hour laboratory block,
and it is a regular laboratory perio,... I am coming to that laboratory
section.

r

.TERRY: A have completed about two weeks of the course', 'Tad yau have
read 100 pages or so ofthe text, done a couple of laboratories, gone
outside and sampled the density and diversity of trees in a plot of land
and written up a lab report on it. You are beginning to have some
feelingfor bioldu, but it is awfully complicated .and the Course is
hard, and the exp4ctations are not all that clear. There is going to be
an hour test next week and you are not even sure what is going to be on
it. In the last couple of weeks I hope you have come to understand-"'
science as acumulative discipline, as a discipline that builds on
itself. You:have realized, or 1 hope you have realized, that it is a
series of generations of testable hypotheses;.tested and then.interpreted with
additional hypotheses, so there is a kind of network enterprise.
Science proceeds by making some kind of a guess about the nature of the
universe, then tryingi4to test that guest. Now, we have talked about
that network as a kind of abstract body' ofInoWledger almost as though
it were an oral tradition, but in fact it is not an oral tradition,-it
is a written traditiorwiand its basis is the library. That is, we don!t
simply generate hypotheses from looking at "data; we have to look at what /
is known'and what is thought about what is known. The archives for that
is the library. So, ill you look at a scientific paper yOu notice that
the introduction begins often"with a hypothesis that,is based upon
justification citing literature which has gone before. Let us look at a
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scientific paper. ( At this point I 'would probably have one for you or
refer you to one, and focus on t e introduction of this paper, and how
it is constructed.) You at the hypothesis is justified by pre-
evious lit erature in which you begin to see that there is a network from
one paper to the next' paper, to the next paper, to the next paper, to
the next paper. It is not a chain but a web of information, and if you
are going to participate in this enterprise you'Ve got to tie into the
network, which means you've got to get into the libfory. Sp that is
what we are about to do, to introduce you to some techniques of getting
into the network, of getting into the library. I think that-you are
going to find this at first tedious but perhaps one of the most impor-
tant dimensions ofthis course, and 'the part of the course that seems to
be remembered most by people who have taken it. If it doesn't seen
like it bakes sense, be a little bit patient, beCause I think you are
going to find it extremely powerful and I think you are going to it 0
although you are going to bawd at us at'first. Nt please n to
Tam, and then do what he says. It will take about three to ve hours
and pretty soon you are going-to be' glad you,did this, alt h maybe
you won't. Tell me, let me know how you feel about it, a I will try
to help you to be comfortable with it. O.K. Tom.

TOM: 'Thank you, Jerry,' the first thing rwaLt to give you is a lab
f 2./

sheet (see laboratory write up for library exercise) which indicates a
little bit about the nuts and bolts of what we are about today in labora-
tory. I'd like you to pay particular attention to the points 1,2,3,4,5
whicii are there in the middle part of the page where we have indicated
what the objectiVes'are of the instruction that we are doing this week
in laboratory. Now these may seen very simple, by their shortness.
That is deceiving, especlially because points no. 4 and 5 are quite
complicated, and I suspdif that you have never heard of those titles
before. (If I may stdp out offmy role for just a minute to say that I
asked the students this tall how party of the students kne4 about Biolo-
sical Abstracts wit! Science Cit5x.ion Index, only one freshmati had heard
of either, although the upperclassmen interestingly enough who were not
science majors, did know about them. Underground of some kind!) As
you can see from the handout, and as we have announced in lecture, you

.were suhosed to go tothe-bookstore and pick up,your library packet(see
"Guided Exercises") and-I suspect that a lot of you did not go to the

Library and get these. I hive some expxa copies,here which Iftwill sell
to you for U.25, as they do in the bookstore. (Now those packets would

normally also include two other things, the handbook for, the Wildman .

Science 4.ibrar7 which you already have, and also a copy of a biblio-
graphy (see-Bibliography of General ReferenceSources.for Biology).

About a week from now you are going to be given a question. A qu stion
like: "What do, owls eat? How do you 'know whir they eat?" .you re
going to have to go to the library and firf information on-the topic. Not
only are you gdidg to have.ta fihA information on the topic , you're =-
going to have to,liocu9en046verything you say by using primary journal li-
terature. You may never have though about writing a paper of that type,
but that is the central partmf the course -in,terms of relating the use
of the library to the process of, science. We don't want to iike using .

4
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the library difficult while you are doing that paper because you are
going to be graded on the paper, on the bibliography, the content and
the way you put together your arguments. We want to separate learning

.

to use the library from that paper so that wheh you go into the research
on that paper you are already familiar with using the library to a
certain extent. So what we have done, ,ue have prepared for you a simu-
lation of a research process and the Guided Exercise in your packets is
'that simulation. It's in a programmed format which permits you to'go
into the library co work through the exercise and at each point where you
give an answer to a question, you get a model answer with which to com-
pare your answer. Actdally there are three different Guided Exercises
in three different sybject areas. The only reason for the difference in
subjects is to spread you out in the library so you aren't all using the
same sources. If we could turn to the first page of the exercise, there
is some basic background information about the t?pic you are-going td be
working on. Th question that is being asked, aril the simulation of the

second pae'is the beginning of the exercise itself. What happens
is that you are .riven a statement which either defines terms or,gives
someActual information. You are given instructions' t2 do something and
then you ardkasked a question. You are to attempt to answer the question,

' Then on the next page (in this case, page 3) in italics is a correct or
nearly correct answer to the question, and you are able to check. What
you should do is write down your answer in the Guided Exercise. If it is
correct, you can continue to the next ?art of the exercise. If it..is
wrong, you go. back and try to figure out why it is wrong. What is the dif-
ficity3 ,What are you interpreting incorrectly? What kind of probloths
are you Aving? If you cannot figure That our quickly, you should come and
ask one of the librarians for help, either myself or one of the student re-
ference assistants. They'll try to help you figure out' why you did not get
the right answer.

.

You start'through the exercise-and workit at your own speed. We recant-
mena that you not try and do the whole exercise at one time. It is some-
war tdious.and it's complex. As you notice from the cover, it is in
_five sections. Each section is a logical unit which can be done in a time
period of an hour to an hour and one-half. We'suggest you do one or -two
sections a day through the next week until you have completed it. 'Your
assignment for this laboratory period is to complete the exercise, .turn
in your responses to,all the questions and then take a 15 minute quiz
which covers some of the major. points in the exercise, There is no
grading for this. All the' information of how well you did on the quiz
and the'answers you give to the questions, ate lall.the property of the li-
brary. The faculty member never sees them. The faculty member will find
out if you did not complete the exeroise.

Gradeg 'on the quiz are not part of the course. The grading on library .

use will come indirectly in the evaluation of the'bibliography and the
papers you are doing later. (At kip point we would turn the'students
-loose. .Some of them would go to the library to work on the exercise.
Everybody can't tart at the sake time, and normally eaking, students
would do this' in sequential order. We would simply t 1 them that just
because they have been left off from lab (they are y in lab about
three quarters of an hour) doesn't mean that the lab this week is easy,

4 0
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or short. It simply means the time has been moved and spread out through
4 out the week. But they shoGld be ready when planning the'schedules to

allow 3 to 5 hours. to d the exercises. t'Now what we'd like you to do a,
this point is to go arou d'Ahe room and assign you to start at diffeient
points in the exercise, and we will giVe you a chance to work on it,
after you have had a chance to have a little coffee. I'fl let you work
on it for about one-half hour to about 45 minutes.-rYou should start at
the beginning of a section and you should work that section. That should
give you some flavor-as to what,is going on in the exerci . At 11:00 we
will come back together again and we Will go through the b it cohtenr
of the entire exercise (this outline form) so you can see w.at the total
content is. Then tight before 'unch we will give you a librari, exami-
nation question to work on, and you are going to apply the strategy in
the exercise to 'find information to answer the question.)

This is a learning experience. You're°to get as much out of it as you
possibly can because it is going to pay off next week when you get your
1 'racy exam uestion.'

jERR ' we give you the questions before noon, are going to
tell you to work together, share as much information ap you can even
though we expect you to write your own paper.

..;E'RRY W: Have respect for the books and the fact that others are sharing
tnem

TOM; Be patient when the book you want is not on the shelf, and don't
reshelve it.

4
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(The participants worked onone section of the exercise for about an
hour. Then the group reconvened to review the entire contents of the
Guided Exercise.]

.

The Content of the Guided Exercise for Locating Biological Literature.

TOM: The objectives. of the program are stated in'tlik two page handout
Objectives for Library Instruction in Beginning Biology,and the search
strategy of the Guided Exercise is summarized in Figure 1, Simplified

4Y1
Strategy for Under raduate Biology Students. .

Section 1 of the exercise is the start-search, and covers the use of the
MeGraw Hill Encyclopedia pf Science and Technology and/or the text,
Bibliography included, and Use the author approach to the card catalog
boxes. Section 2 covers the use of the subject approach in the card
catalog, and that part below it, Apes the library have relevant mate-
rial?, and Ask the reference lieharidn for help. This point is made at
several places in the exercise. 'Section 3 of the.Exercise, The Review
Serials, is off to the side on the flow chart. Sections 4 and 5 are
Science Citattion Index and Biological Abstracts. I find flow charts to

z,0 be useful in some ways, but they are deceptive in-others because they
make the system seem simpler than it reany ;p7 For the'etudent at this
level, I think the simplication is all right and I hope you will keep
in mind that these are by and large freshman, in their first term of
college, rand they are predominately nonsciencedandars. Those who are
science-majors will get more sophisticated iasttuction in upper level
courses. This exercise would be the science equivalent to an introduc-
tory lecture on how to use t'he library, except it is geared specifically
to the science and general biology literature.

QUESTION: Are the e specific, for example, this one dealing with chromo-
,sone mapping, ge mapping, is this tied directly to spmething you
specifically do n the course?

10

ANSWER: No. Ideally that would be desirable. The General Biology
course, whLn it was caught as a survey course covered basic concepts in
biology. 'In the first three or four weeks when thendofithe exercise the
area of.ecologfif,covered. In order to get people spread out in che:
library, in terms of using different tboli, aftd getting them physically
separated, we can't have them all in a very narrow subject area. There-
fore, having all the exercises in ecology doesn't make sense. That's
why we have three exercises: genetics, ecology, and physiology/ behavior.
They don't relate well to th4 subject content of the course, which they
might ideally do. If yod had a small upper class course with 30;-40
students, you could do that. If you had' a genetics course or. micro-
biology course, or some sort of engineering course, or organic chemistry
course, you could develop assignments'specific to the subject matter of,
that course.

JERRY WOOLPY: One thing you've got toxecdgnize, we've been at this.for-
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a long time, -and this has evolved a. bit. We started oqt doing all of
this with an oral presentation, and it worked. It just was very in-
efficient. What cautioning you against is.the feeling that you have
to have this kind of support in order to:do the program. You don't.
You can evolve it.

TOM: f,Jethras telling me this morning he wad talking to the faculty
here 14st evening about whey we-started, and he suggested we,take you
on a guided tour of the original science library facilities. The li-
brarians didn't hear that, but when we started this program, we were on
the fourtn floor of the old science building, and the elevator only goes
to tH'e third floor. There were 800 square feet'of floor space, roon for
2,000-3,000 volumes, and about ib people.' That is all we had We did
:it. Now, in retrospect we don't.know how we did it. You start where you
are and you go as your resources and your time allow. What. you've. seen,
as Jerry suggested, is the result of 10 years of evolution of the enter-
prise.

QUESTION: Do you feel that you're missing a lot because you are no.
longer making those person to person presentations or person to class pre -
sentations, or do yod think this really is that much better?

ANSWER: I do have direct personal contact with each lab session, just as
I dia,with you this morning, for abOut half an hour, when I explain how
to use the exercise, and the philosophy of library instruction as part
of their'general education:

QUESTION: Isn't it possible to give the introduction to all of the stu-
,dents at once?

ANSWER: Our method is a little inefficient, but the problem is that we
don't want everybody'starting in the library at the same' time,. We like
to keep the thing in a tight'sequence because tne timing is 14wortant.
It doesn't do any good for me to go in and talk about the philosophy of
using_the library three weeks before they get to the exercise.

JERRY: My guess is that this presentation tb a group of 25-30tstudents
ethat To makes is largely a ritual. Very little cones across at that 11.'k

1
time. It is just kind of setting the scene, He tells them a lbt of
,substantive information, Most of which doesn't stick.

TOM: They don't believe, it for'one thing.
-

JERRY: Right! They don't attend to it particularly, but it is neces-
sary that we get some introduction, and say, -"Here's To Kirk." This
works - this kind of thing you,just went through, Articularly when it
,is followed up dirUccly with an assignment.

QUESTION: One thing we are doing a little differently; we were bringing
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cfay.ses into the science library and actually lay'out on tho table examples
9f dictionaries, encyclopedias, indexes, handbooks, and guides to lite-
rature before they started, so they knew the difference between an index
and a guide to the literature. It was just a sampling of different kinds.
It gave them an Introduction to what the things were before they started
looking up their projects.

TOM:, I'd be interested!in your assessment of the ability of those stu-
dents to follow the abstraction, that is the...concept of the encyclopedia,
and the concept of the index or abstracting service. The exercise deli-
berately avoids too much reference to that., It attempts to deal with specific
tools and our experience is that freshman are not capable of thinking ,
about search strategy in terms of this flow chart, at this introductory
level. Now we do use this flow chart with the second term General
Bialbgy course when we do some advanced instruction. That is when we
try to introduce the ideas of reference tool categories: encyclopedias,
dictionaries, bibliographies, annual reviews, index and abstract mate-
rials, and how you select the appropriate tool in that category -given
your special topic.

1

WARREN: I*have been sitting here thinking
wacky. that you hate got the cart before the
Jerry said; the fundamental informatiot, is
rature, and I think you are concealing this

tertiary'sources are regurgitated, digested.
journals, andyou might even tell them wham'
about. Then we have thepe aids to accessing

.11.

aostracts, dictionaries, handbooks, etd.

to myself, and I may be all
horse, that in fact, as-.

the original journal'ate-
fact, the secondary and
The prime sources ar' the

the referee process is all
that information which are

JERRY: Yes, we teach them how lo writes lab repdrt at the same time we
i are doing this.. We are building that together and we really' make the

distinction between primary and secondary sources, and that is very
important in all the different sections of this course. The cart before
the horse is also true. They didn't ask -you, how do'I find the infor-
mation, we tell them, and've do a lot of that. But we are trying to get
the question closer to the answer and, that's why we follow this up
directly with the question., That's vizi}, we call what we are dOing an
exam.

TOM': I think one thing we d'td not mention though is subject matter
. knowledge; in other words, the students calet get to the literature
because they don't know the subject, so they have to read the encyclo-
pedia.

WARREN: Oh, sure, how you access this vast fund ofirefereed knowledge is
the problem you librarians are U&allgg with. But as a scientist, I-sit
here and say, "I don't care how-',ou get to its but I n't want A sight
review of articles. I want an original paper, with ci ed original
literature. ".

.
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.* 7 1PARTICIPANT: In other wards, if you want

. a transition, the students come
' and they, first have lectures .on A subject and those subjects. art about

what was done in the' primary literature. It lies researched and, put into
the primary litervture. That is how it, happened, and then you are going
to Like a transition from that- to hoW to find it. You feel that. you

',-,':'-- ,should make a psyc_hololically logical- transition. Is that what you are ).
'' ta,lking" about? ', .

. . 7
WAPX:ig... NO ,s .i.t..struck me that corice4ifig from the freshman the fact _

t at the funjiamantal prime source of informatrOp4 4nd the infOrmation
t' atwe are trying tojetrieve, that stuff is written in refereed jour-

lg. The game %ie art playing is how. you get to it.
. . CXM-T: 1 think it may have the affect of concealing it, although I don't*
-,er. , think_it comes across that way because in thissignment which Jerry is

-,,,ii3out to give you, we do make the point that what they should be after
is. the journal 2ite ature. When JIntroduce the extrcise, I ask the
question, "What do l's eat"; an,d 'I say, you are going to have to
defend your answer with primary literature,'ind. I probably don't go on.
to say, wflien is- what you would like fo hear me say, is that all .these
other sourcgi-are only ways to to 'ptima=y literature.'

? I . ."I.E04' I think the.keyiideally is to help everyone get to the primer/
11teraturi4, ;but I_ tiliat`' you simply. can' 5, chimp that do people. I
like the grad app-r.Sach. That Co me is one of the reasons I wag'in
teresteci-in this particular problem, because the grilled approach will A
work even with graddate students.' Isimply-cannot go into an area wher*
the'srudents lac familiarity and can.-not read criitically..: I* think the
important thing git critical'evoluation by the students, and I think the
only .y to.get there- is through a graded series. He has to learn to
crawl beforeheg9a-6`1441kv. and we have -seep many examples of this so
let's not be to, hung up_ on, 'the student into the Journal of
Molecular -131.ccitrgy,- let's get lt-Pn :Into the' library ftrsz. The way of
gettiag'him into,,, the Journal Li-Moli41Jr biology ma), vary from sCudent-
-to siirident-, ideally' iiewant.him IhereT;Aut there are just a lot of
Students who never get Owe. As a microbiologist, the student will,
evitttually, get to the piiiiars soUrce, but if' one of my students -.has a
questiod in "astronomy or if he has a question on some social science, he
is never. going to make 1%,-to the primary4,-lkterature., but.(4 least I want
hi,m, to get through the' secondary and tepiary Literature_, and iC we -can
show him that in'a,microbiologicar.setirng I Want -hit( to be' able I do

should 1)4 she refleree articles,' I -think our' objective here slip ld be

able
an' astronomy OT soctologicar probleia.' I acin't think that our jective
what: progrcan ',..r,e develop to allow the Students to use the library
effectivO.y .1..n -many afferent contexts. .

cf*.
WARREN: I may be'
you left out, 'and
murt±voltime series
'field who have

itg an explaike position., and -there is a point that
t,, is the reviews: like . the annual' reviews -and the-

The Eri.;ymes) are written by. experts in the .
d the literature and luiva-dbIne a lot of phe work flit'

I
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the student.- We ought not to jump over that, or around chat or subvert
it, but use it.

TOM: Are there lany more vestions about .the general objectives on that
two_page sheet? Jerry is going to play his role again a -a faculty
member and give you'your library examination qdestion, have you work on
it awhile before lunch, then'after ldnch. See if you can apply what you
have learned'in the exercise, and what we have also shown you in this
summary of the exercise, Are'there.any more questions about the ob-

. jectives and basic coverage andicontent?
.

t .

.

..

JERRY: I think ye should keepin mind that thid is'a small enough group
t . so that we can stop and go over. anydlin give and take is really more

important Olan,the Meager offeringh at we haVe for you even though we
are pretending that they are highlysigpifiCant, so please stop us.

PARTICIPANT: -*These offerings are not meager.

TCOA I want to reinforce what Jerry his said, ,We at small enough pro-/
o gram and the kind-s of excursions that we have had are very important,

and there- must be time for that*kipd -of thing,

JERRY: First thing I am paising around is a apver sheet which every
-student gets. Then, I will, pass around specific questionsthat will
only be relevant to ray section. EVPrybOdyin the course get s cover

.sheer and I attach to that a separat.e sheet of questions pe liar to my
section. This thing was put together by the Staff of7,the c urse: You
have spent a week on the Guided Exercise that-you just did, nd,this'is.
a week after iom- came in and 440e that, presentation. You ave completed
the Exercise, and you have taken your quiz, and go forth. Now'you are
ready to use thisinform4tion. 1The secon4page is.simp to say that we
want carbon copied, that get.: are going 'to turn in ar)d that the carbon
copy should not have your name on it,-because we are going to-pass it
around the class.-' Students who hav4worked on the same questionthat
You Save will reed. your paper and make marginal coMments and grade it.

'
The instructor will do this too. a

QUESTION: Raw/long have you 'been dding that?
e

JERRY: Abodt six yeape " I)

1
...+" s .

QUESTION:: I noticed' that,you.on1F let about fogr'students dociti How
weWdo gradesthat the'four students give correlate iwith the instructor's?

f , s>

'' JERRY:' They are consistently lower. I make the bargain with them that.

.if therrirddes are higher than mine, then I will raise tegrads-and I
Have Co raise about one'in twenty.' Their cdMments are much more criti-
Cal than mine. That is ;hey really-get after each other ablit detail,
and many times they hive read the same source material. . ,

f. -.
QUESTION: What kind of exposurado they have to the'st*e manual.

. .

1
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JERRY: We tell them tha; it is
as you will see in this thing I
guidelines in addition to that.
that is four times over a peri
done it four times, their style
of messy, the,second time it is

on reserve, and they have E0 use it, and
am going to pass out, I gie them some
They do this type of ex.3. n four times,

of 20 weeks, and by the time they have
correct. The first time it is- kind

atter, and so on.

We should say that 4
4

at ue are going to do is approximzte the
id al and each tite'they'do i better. First time it is really terrible,

they.get better as they do others.

Y: They really d Oand'we think the repetition of this assignment
is c ucial. This is not something you can do once. It needs to be done
at le st twice, and 'I think tore, although ):::y colleagues would quarrel
with that. Now I am going to pass out to you a set of questions'from me
to my class and a set of questi ns from one of my colleagues to his,

kclass. Both of these wee stapl to this one that was.passed out
originally. First of of4.1,.I as passing tilt my colleagues questions, and
I want you to focus on these these are actually the ones on which you
are going 4o work. I am going to pass out mine and point out the dif--,
Terence. NQ W you may_pick one :o f, these II:tut questions-and Wark-4MM -it-
We also have the students' results, because we have the papers that

2

were generated by these questi. Take one, and you, jik I say, use
all the resources available to you including your fellow tudents and
other instructors from other sections. We are pitting on e same side
of the' desk, in other words, ..k are working together. Let me show you

.....

my vOrsion which I think you will..see right off is quite different !

el-

although it is the same assignment. This gibes you some_idea of the
Aariation you,con do. 0.K.PDI'have written sote notes on them. 'In not

Qlre Bill 'Harvey doesn't say the somethings in class as I have written
out. 1.really wasn't intending to call your attention to that as much
as.i was the different style of qdestions. As -I see it, the difference
between my questions and Bill Harvgy's questions are that the answers to
"mxtc,..estigns could not be found in a textbook. You might find an ansiler, but
ii would not be adequate. They are frontier kinds of questions, you
have to go to-the journal literature, and you.are not even going to find .
satisfactory answers in the journal literature, but at least you are
going to

issues
able to approximate the answers. They are harder questions,

broader and tore scientific theory The others aia more specific.
I am not sure which odes are better, but they are cltaxly-different.

7

Bill's questions could be answered adequately from the textbook, even
though he would not accept the answer unless they used primary sources.

TOM: There is also probably an "ansicee'to Bill's questiorg, while the
envier to Jerry's may be more open- ended. That's because. They are

..

closer to. the frontier. -- ,

.....

QUESTION: Students do cif out of four?

, TOM: That's right.

4.
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JERRY: And one out of three in my section.

,

QUESTIOS: Are your' questions usually based on something that yo have
done in your laborttory?

JERRY: Yes, that's right.

QUESTION: How about the other questions?

JERRY: No, they might have read something about It, but they are not
right out of the reading. I an trying to base my questions on expe-
rience that they have had in lecture, reading, or something like that.
The first question is actually fi4d eXperience.

TOM: Maybe a, little bit of bacisgroupd here-would be helpful. The
course at it was originally designed several years ago attempted to work
at getting students to put together the 'relationships in the process:
question the literature, develop a hypothesise and the experimentation,
and then write up the.results. We havdOled long staff discussions about'
this, and about hoi.7 to achieve it successfully. I think eve4ybody

-.nrees -that we have not done a successful job'. Some of us, I include
myself at this point, are not sure itis appropriate to try it with
freshman, and others; I think Jerry is one of those who thinks .we should
keep trying. Maybe we can make a breakthrough if we keep putting our
mind. to it. There id a.difference of opinion among zhe staff as to how
twell we might achieve ttze integration of library use hypothesis develop-
meat, experimental design, execution the experiment, Analysis of the
data, and write-Up of the conclusions. Jerzy is attempting to do that_
more with his,kind of questipn than is evident frith Bill Harvey's kind
of questions.

QUESTION: Both are
.

effe& ctive. I am not quite sure what correlation

7
, there is in what you are trying to do, but I havera qpest "Win2!_.0
the nature of the student you have at Earlh academis,a What are,

- --your admission requirements?
r:.7 .. .... 0

I&

..TERRY: Well, I cannot give you actual numbers.- Their SAT scores are.
middle-ish, they are not extreEdly high, and some of them are risk
scores. , -4

1

/

QUESTION? -What are risk scores?

JERRY: 300

QUESTION: What: is saidd1e-1sh?
. e

JERRY: 1000; 450 to 500 each.

QUESTION: What is the total?

I

JERRY: Most, of our students runt in the area of 900' to #1000.

C .
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QUESTION: What fraction of your student body is-pre-med?

-JERRY: We have between 10 and 20 appl/canFs per year, per class.

QUESTION: You mean studenot/pRlying to medical school?

4
4'..IERRY: That's right, in ar-gradwiting-class of 200-225. We have more
initial interest and of those we usually ,get 5 or 6 or 8 into _medical
school. I think we get every-student into medical schbOl who-was quali-.4--

- fled. I have never felt that we were short changed by the medical schools
Not to'say thatl didn't think it would be nice if so and so got 1.'n, but

a it is clear from 'their record that they are not going to. If we get a
. student with good grades, and MCAT scores, they will_get in. I think it

is important t06- say that our undergraduate biology and, chemistry pro-
grams are aot overbalanced by're-med students.

WARREN: I am sorry, but we have this fantastic cutthroat cam:petition

among students and this colors the wsy chey go about doing their jobs.
They will hide- the books is the 11-bfary, tear the pages out.

.1

PARTICIPANT: That rarely happens, and when it happens, it cannot be.at-
, tributed to pre -Wed; but attribute it to people who are trying to imi-

itate the adultsystem.

JERRY: You will have a week to write a five page essay in response to
those questions-,,any one of those questions. If you are thinking about
it, and want to try your ideas on me, oron anyone?eise on the staff, I
think is might be a good idea. if you fee: you know what you are doing
ao ead and write'your Raper. You probablq won't be able to find me
an Text week, but if /ou do: help y . If you con't find me,
call me, as I would like to be more helpful (han I probably will be.
Write the paper., get excited about it, have -a realll, good expeiience.

-ow
Can on choose your questions or Bill's?

No, my scudents?,ust doOne of mine, and Bill's gust do one of
'this four. If 41/4student were tp come to me, and say, I want to do the

question' which '1 have written myself, I. might edif the quest ion,
a little bit and lethim go ahead and.do ity "I wouldn'tencourage that
on the first exam, .but I would encourage it Ilter. .If a:student came no
me on ,the first round with a good question, I'd sure144se it. 'Ong of
the reasons that I prefer not to have too many choices is this reading
eaChothersh papers, and tile more divetsg the questions, the greatbr
number of queSti,ons, the less cooperation we have and less feedback from
each other. After all, I,have to read 25 to 30 papers. I can't give
them the kind of attention that they can give four. Also, the fact that
I don't know as much about it as they do,,probably because they halve
just read-Fshe literature. Not., to say that I don't know something About'
it, but I am nocibeyond giving questions to which I don't have ery

.

good answer.

(
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TOM: We would Like to see what you do. Pick a question you croirt know
much about and pursue this as if you were a student. Later we areiving 0
to show you some papers that students actually did to give you sbme ides'
of what kinds of products we get iron this kind of ex7ferience. O.K., we
tavelunchin about 15 or 20 minutes, 44nd so all you are going to get to
do now is think it through a little -bit, and get'a look at some of your
tertiary and secondary sources and then after lunch have some time for
you to really try to get into` journal literature.

V
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Discussicin of library examination activity.

[After spending ab ut an hour working on'cheir topics, (one :.nick the
participants had selected from the list of Library E-<.-livfnation questions)
the group reconvened to distuss their experiences and ask questions.)

Tom: What we'd like to do now, first', I'm, going to pass aroand copies
of selected student answers to thesd qu(.;stions. These are unpaded
samples which were just received las: week, and the faculty hasn't even
finished reading them yet. I've looked them over a little bit. There
is ni question that they are some of the better of **14: You'are not
seeing the poorest ones, but I don't think you are'' seeing the best of es
either. I went through 15 or 20 of them and picked out r.nrce of the-
better ones. I have them here:- I will pass them around and let you
take the copy for the one on which you were wotkin,;. These _papers' are
to give you some kind of feeling as to what stud.otscan co as,a result
of what they have been-through. Wnat :'d like to do at this point is to

open 'things up to all kinds of discussion and questions that arise from
what you've been doing tkisxmozming and this afternoon.

Question: I'd like to as an opinion. I'm asking the kids who4ase
writing chemistry papers this semesce'r 'to put in.their footnotes, in
square brackets, where, they found out about their artirlea.

Ton: That would *te.e a'very effective way of studying use patterns.

Answer from group: ;ust did that in my cepy of'a student's papc-r.
know what this student. didn't do, right away, He dia not ?oliow zne
ro,ite that I followed, and : amigoing to criticize this paper if you
con': mind. The stucent lookec up oats; Cid not look up pollination
of flowers by baq, not by insects or birds, or what have you. There
are certaittropiE-nl plants that are nollin,ted by bats. So I went to
the encyclopedia which is an idea that I got out of the handout sheet
that was given to us.

Tom; Lit me interrupt, right here. ane of the things we thini$4.we have
to do is to uaeducate the students to A great extent about tne bad

ahead.
habiti they nave developed in h.ighk4chol,from,poor instruction. Now go

r
00.-L1.-ipani: 1 throb,;;, tn. artic:c in cf.(' (.:..ey.-_Inpudia Wry.
tnikr,.y aad coon: was JAL:. doe..' tali., and ilier
refervnceco a Gexman cranslacion'iby a.;,uy,nmed Worth, or somet.hfhg, in
the year 1906, two volumes oh 3ollination,'from the ?nerromenological point
of view, not animal reasons,._W. tie phenomenon that was aCcomplished.
13 you: riArri catalog, they naoi:"Ihat 1W)15 volume; they didn't have
another vok,ume that vas referenced. I then looked up pollination iloche
carte catalog-and gousome.ochirs. One +s a 1972 book called, ?ollination
of Flowers by Peroctor and Guild. It gives you thegenus and species of

.bats that do the :;oband the flowers.on which they do dc, au then you
cai go into Biological Abs&aecs Co .see if there is atiy other stuff.

,Terry( But can you trust that source?

a 8'9
1.
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Participant: Yez., this guide gives reforences. . Is on

literature. I haven't read the 6riginal ave-on177

worked on this problem for on half,hour, and 1-think that as far a. 3
person who knew nothing about bats or flowers orspollinatiqn, I've
learned my library skills fairly well. The point-is that i-coup` look '
at the, bibliogra;.hy that this girl hus written she c:oesn't refer to'

any of the papers which I have references to, arm it all bat orient,
land as I said, not pheniemenologically oriented.

iThe group discussed various ways in which the problem of bat poll:-
nation'9ight e researched: 1) by poliinating bats, 2) by flowers
pollinated b) ban, or 3) phenomenotlogically.] . , ,

Participant: 1I tnink, this i8 what the critiquing by the other students .

points but to each student. :There is sore than one wre...-ea.ttaLking the
problem ilid maybe I didn't use the right one this time, but : got i.-.0me
direction. In ot.er words'I used the vehicle intead of the proces,

'I
now next time I ill look for the process in.ftead of the vehicle.

Anoiiler participant: You look to see which'is moreimportant; or which
will get you there the 'fastest.

Partici pant: Yes, I will have to guess as fres:4man which ht be the
most proauctive.

Parricipant: 1 1-75bk the territoria1:17-stibn be=q: t
e

hought
wos Sc mthing thi.t would b,-1 of interest to me: After taking .:, I read

t..e question agala and : ueciad : was zoin to play a
instructor which is the way you get grades when y,-,..'re a

I noticed he askLa a namoer of qui-_,:.)ns so I pur?oaffully 1 a

n number of di systems so r could find zhe one w.:rn wJUld g.v, Tt.e
a-1 the answers wanted in...pne rs tem, an that is WI* this stai.._nt
has done. I thi;..k I could satisfactori an -er his question oy piekIng
.tae right system. That woul.in11-1 -e the generalizations Caat:
would like to know about territoralkty. hut it would give me...answers to

/those questions and I think that is what afresnman migle; do. : would

not like :to see my students do that particularly but: think that might
get me the ..

.

terry: I think no matter what level we are working at, there are going
to be a certain number of students who are going to try and play the
game. don't know how to get around this entirely. I imagine every
system can be beaten by someone at sometime. ''.

'anticipant: I don't think it is a good question - beati,ng'the sy stem -
becausl? certainly going to learn Nmething to be able Do write a
paper. in doing this I decided thaw a lot of the students : dX4I
with were perfectly correct in their sense of frustration in using.some
of the abstract. journal's. The first thing, of course, is that tney
leaZntheir question i large and they have to narix.i it down as In
question 4 where ybu've asked them to disCuss it:from the point of
of the single species or single anital,or birO or whatever. .77;16 is

actually what'you have to do because you sooi, find out, I would imaginet 1
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looking at a lot of these questions, that the amount of literature is so 21
vast that you have to do this narrowing down process quite earii. One
of the tricks (at least'in working in a library about tis size) is to
look through all the literature that is in the abstracteejournals, and .

pilck'out the references that are contained in journals that you know are
going'to be here so you will have something to read.

.
1 . ,

s

Tom: There is an awful lot of game ?laying if you want to call it that.

Participant: mean you choos e; you discoynt alk, the Russian language
things, and'prob'ably all the foreign language 'things, and ;:hen you
choose things that look as if they mighti,be here, like Be:tWvior, Animal
Fella r, Auk, American Midland Naturalist, etc.

4

-

it's not really-game playing though, chat', just
aries of the assignment.

Another participant:

working within the bo

, Participant: Of course. The other thing yo9. find is that Biological
Abstract is frustrating. to work with; more.so than Science Citation
Index, for mu:pie. All you really get is a npmber with a very, short,
shot title. It doesn't really tell you an awtti1 lot. You really do
have to look at the abstrtct to decide Tether they are going to be
appropriate ai relevant.

Participant: For freshmet,'I think Biologicalcand A-r4cltural Index
' would bejthe easlesp. Of course it does:* cover 'as ch. \ ,

r,

,Participant: 1._wonder,where t'be overview comes though. It seem to tte .

that the freshman who doesn't know anything had better find ouf if
1.4

anyone else has written something in ieneral.about it.
e

)

Another participant:* Y,u do. The first thing is to put ourselves in
the place of the student. You know a lot Nre already pd you naturally

%
) do thin s that you know are going to get results. Theliist thing you

do is O. to the card catalog and look up the word that. it the question -
Territoriality. Thu find right away that bookby Ardrey, TerritprIal, fmperftive.

Participant: Did your student db that?

4

Another participant:- No

.Participant: Ourstudent didn't use the authoritative book1ataoras
listed in Brittanica that ydu have . It wis not on this bibliography.

Another Participant: What is that?

)

Parti,cipaht: It came out in 1942. Elton.

Another participant: This may not be significant because the student in
this 'case chose a particular species of bird that lives in Africa and kj

that bird may mot have been mentioned in Elton. Another -question ariseg:
you go look in some of the mote geasral things like encyclopedias and

91
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\ then you go get these books from the shelf- and imtediatdlyfind surrounding
)'thel:1,* other books that are useful.\ ...i........./-, 4 .

C

i,'5.--

V.
.

o /
Participant: Another pgint I wanted to bring but i.. that in a.numbZi---6f
these indexing and abstracting services; the approach is by partieuiel-
genus-species, which is why it is necessary

.
sometimes to use that

. ,approach.- ,

4

t4 -,
.

Tom: It*is only the handle fOr a..search al opposed to a concept term.
With a C'Opeept term you,have related teims and numerous synonyms which
make the search difficult.

. I

Participant:. This is'a paperin response to the first' assignmerit?

Tom: That's tight. These were completed last week. To give yOu a
litt4le biogra ical information the prescrrbed burning question was done
by a first -e freshman. Obviously the student didn't make as
effettive us of the Science Citation Index or_an abstracting servi.ce'as
she might. There are an awful lot of secondary sources apd.old ones at

'that. Almost all of her research is restricted to the-Journal of Forestry
The articles are probably not all that bad, but ittis not a prestige
sferred.jOurnal like the Journal of Molecular Biology .or` th4 Journal o-..

-....../-

iolo-,ical Chemist.a or something like that.- The author of the lemming
;question answer, Steve, is a freshman alto. The author of the ter- --z....

,ritoriality,question on the golden winged suzibird is ap upper clasis
,political- science major: t

% -,, --...

.^.
A .

Zarticipant: .IReferring to the paper on the golden winged supbird I '

thought that-Was pretty sophisticated .truing- }la is to be commended.

Tom:- Becky's is on bat pollination; she's a freshm#n:

.Participant: She has done a marvelous job. This is beautiful.:

Question: Did you say yduhave some returns on your questions? [Re-
ferring to Jerry's Library Examination Questfon.]

,
.Jerry:, Yes, have got tbem, but I have not read them yet. 1 have the.

whole batch here, and you can look at What4you want.

Tom: This Will be'a more representative sample of what the students
have done and it will be interesting to see how many,pf them did nsort
rely on primary sources.' I'think it is fair to say that oa the fist
Library exam ques"tion the bibp.ographies tend to be much more based on
secondary sources; they don't believe it when we tell them we are going
to idok at the bibliography.

Response: You are just going to count. it, aren't -you? (said !ace -
tiously)

Tom: No, no, do. We loo
404 Someone said earlier this

to Elton's classic work.
thing at this level. For

4

k atdkhe sources.; we try to make some judgemnr.
particular paper, on Lemmings, 'did not
We donft look too' much for-the classic kind of
an upper class course where the faculty member
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coteaehlag in sh arca they might feel 'pro-F-4., omoetent at, 'they do
evaZpate bibilie,;raphies in terms oi key w?rks. but for COLI".,t: we
.ire .tot :36 conc(rheJ with Whether .the eladlt works are ::.ere, bs:
whether or not Ahe sources theMselves are generally considered to oe
reputable. Are fheY referred primary source journ4s? Are the bou':s

'recent ones as 'opposed to ones that are old and obviously out of date?

Jerry: I haven't Leven looked at who handed tnem In and %,:s)-didn't, so
nip is an itupartial sample, but what I .:eel happening j,..? thii, sort of

exercise is the student's are developing An underfflanding of science.
I think that is very important! They also learn something about diversity
.and ecology, but I suspect they will forget than. They may,not forget
the other. If someone says they are having trouble,- I say bring in
everything you!ve got le.t's sit down.

Participant: What.do you do when the student doesn't really answer the
question'[ Like thig one...he has written a very nice paper, but it is a
little wide -of the mark, in my opinion. T read the question. "Describe
the po4ination of two specied of plants by hats. Discuss the structural
aspects of the relationship:" The way_j_interpret this is that they ar6
asking for descriptions of the structural ad4,tatien the plant has to
have ordee to stand the battering of being polfinAsed by a bat, for
example. And yuu discover that these flowefs,tend,to be' much heavier
and hang down sothe bat can get at it, and this sort of 'thing is not
mentioned in tine paper. in fact, she doesn't make any, discussion of the
aspects. What do you do with this?

23

) , .

Jerry: I would point out what she has missed, and the other student*
would undoubtedly do that, too.11

..;Tom: I was reading e of Jerry's older paper which he had in his
files, trying to se-1.-Z papers for you to look at, and these were overt_.:
with student comments,vand.must frequently was "YOU didn't answer the
*question, You have been walkingall around it, you'have a bibliography,
but you didn't answer the question."

. 1Participant: How then do you bring back to the student the readers'
% ',Ycomments? . . ,v.

. '-

perry: Get the papers back to thm5 I record the grade, but I do not
record,the comments. The student can then keep on file with 'md either

,

copy, the one,' graded or the other one. I dd keeivone of the copies.
I try to get all papers back within a week, hopefully less than that.

'Question:
*

Do you keep a record of the stuaeqts' grades?

Jerry: Yes, I do record that.

Question: Do you use tRe same questions'over again?

.Jerry: IfI do it is a coincidence, but that Lai 4.3=ething we have
not said anything about. We generate'questions and bring .hem to Tom-,
and he screens then for whether there are sources in the library, so he
may eliminate someof our questions, depending on what the fioldfngs in the
library are. Genetally he doesn't, bUt sometimes .he does, and sometimes

1

,
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after we,get through we wish weehad. It's hart to.de de whether we

have the material or not, without spending a great dea of time.

lioTom:
We had an excellent example of that this year. The students were

ked to discuss sub-speciaLioh in the red tail hawk. The red tail hawk
is a species which,has a very wide distribution and considerable variation.
Ittsounds like a pretty standard kind of question for an animn1 ecologist
to be discussing. There is a lot of literature on speciation-and sub-
spiciation. Red tailed hawks have been studied extensively and there
should be no problem with that question. Unfortunately, I didn't have
time to do the detailed kind ofsearch that I would liketo have done
and we discovered after we had gotten the students into the ciLestion
that id fact the literature is pretty scanty, It has only been in the
last 6 months or so that there has been a good .research article on that

topic that has been published. In; fact that-is what stimulatO the
question. What the faculty member failed to realize is there is no way
to get access to that unless yoy'already,know which journals to look at
on a regular basis. He had picked it up by browsing, which is what I
think most pf us whe have subject expertise do. We browse rather than
do a systedatic search because we can eliminate a lot of superfluous
material and browse in a very-limited number of titles. We get some
questions every once, in awhile that really cause us a lot of difficulty.
'Unfortunately most Of the anglish is on the part of the students because
this is all new for tlibm and then to have such a.negative feedback from
all their work is pretty0frustrating.

Question: Where. do they go to get materials that aren't in this libra6?-

'Tom: For thi4, they can go to Mara. It is only 40 minutes away, but
most of them don't have cars. This assignment is given one week and due
the week latec'aitd the idea is not to do a,comprehensiveythorpu;lh
search of the wor'ld's literixure on a partTular'topicA. They're to use
the basic strategy we've given them and hopefully we have selected
questioris which, most of the ime,4generate * sieable bibliography from
which they can select a reaso Ole number of sources that we have here
in ouPcollection. Sometimes, ike the territoriality question, tr.ey
could have easily p4.cked'an organism where we have nothing, and we nave
to try and counsel roe students, "Don't pick a Siberian at to work on

, because we don't have the literature." BeCause we,are in regular
contact with them we an head off some of those problems. But thete are

real problems and You have to give attention to them or you develop a
lot of frastrated.students.

11

Question: During that week are there other'assignment0 Do they'still

come to their Classes? Jerry W: There is regular reading in the text
,

every week. .

Tqm: You night no e on ttiehandout sheet that we gave.yeu with the
'library examinatioi instructions. ThP copy I've given you is the copy
\from 1974. We have revised it slightly for this Fall's course."We
)change& the time allotments at the bottom of that page because of the

Arconstant badgering: They say we are being unrealistically conservative
abdut the mount of dine that t4ey fhoUld'expect. We have changed'those
now They are now 8, 1, and 3. c.

.

Jerry: John just told me he ''a spent 1$ hours.

That'sThat's 4% of the course.'

94
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Jerry: I told him 9t-to.do that,- but -4.t's too late now.

Tom: The'first one is alw s that way. They spend excessIve amounts of
time because a lot of it is simply leal-ning to use the library, and'ehey
make very little progress on the subject. But by the second one oi"by
the third-one, they are just in and out.) The research is done very
quickly. _One of elle consistent criticisms of the course is the amount of
time required. We raised-all of the times except for the organitation
time.

[Break, then ;he discussion continued. The tape missed the first comments.1_

'Question: Wouldn't that be a logical extention' of your admonition not
to trust secondary sources.

Jerry W! I was trying to *come up with something like that. One-sf the
points here is that we want to get out the dependence on us. I dIPt
know very much. The'literature knciws a tremendous amount.. I am going
to get out of the way of their learning. After all, in most courses,
the teacher sets the upper limits on education. You can't know any more
thong do because where are you going to find it out? But there is a
lot. of stuff in this library that fto one person can know.

Rrom the group: That's the adaiontage of being a librarian. I always
say, ."Well, let'slook'for it together.."

. Merry W: We're taking that. role.

11$
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Bob Jonstorie(Earlham Pai,kical Science Peofessor, talkiiv, about library a
instruetion): i

%

.

.(,overnment documents artan important source for political -sc.entisti.
But students don't khow their usefulness. We are a e,pvernment dt.?ohltory
and reams of materials are sitting up there in the library that'mi:;ht never
be` -wed by students who when they/dd reSearch, go to the .card catalog and
the standard indexes. What I a:trtrying to do, particUlarly in Awrican .

Politics courses, is to get students familiar with the ii:-.e of government
documents so that they won't be turned off by the Obscurity of the,

. numbering system-and all that. This iseseful in twoSasic ways. First
of all, It is useful in gathering.additional data.` The government is an
information generator of enormous dimension. It's an information compiler,
in addition to that, and an-information promulgator. It's extremely u,c-
.ful particularly for statistical evidence, but not just for statistical ,

evidence. _Committee hearings in Congress are of enormous educatioal vette
to students of the legislative process. Being abie to find them, being
able to look them

.
up and dig them out is (extremely) valuable. Not eniy

then, for 'purposes of gathering hard data, but for purposes of understanqing
institutional arrangements in the government. Students who are familiar with
government ddcuments and can use them easily are made more re.-.di.y ...Tare o:
institutional relationships, of the process of government, and also %ometg,
that is important,,to me at least, tae stuff of politics. What :s go,h-; ,e1
oeneatn the organizational flow 'charts; what is real.y happening. ..1-y ,f,.i.d,
well, I find, that this is a tremendous way to awaken ielirl:St:in t..e,,,.v.:r-1-
went because they find when they -do a piece of research-on leg.slativt: :e,: V,
that the go'vernmellt is not only some kind of mechanical in?ut-eut2. ..<.... ,

but is `in fact hunam beingsyno have interests and actiOnsiand
This is particularly trill- when students are introduces" to the .egle.....v
documents. Coittee heari'ngs, floor debates, and the like are where
heart of govefnment emerges. . The purpose of getting them involveo w,:,1.-A

" government documents, is a), to familiarize them with newsou.ces of data,
a) to help them to understand the process oftgdvernment itsell. : (.:0"1:
wt.ntto take too much time in laying this out, but -let me just givi yo,4a
couple of examples of what we-are workIneon in tne American polit,k, -our,-,.

,One of the projects in the ineroductory ican politics coun.c As a kind

.14* .
.

of legislative history that requires them to produce a term paper tae end,

history
.

Wnith traces the progress of a particular idea or propOsal from its first
Articulation in the government (which more often than not is in the i:x,:etive
Branch), to its introduction in legislative &orm and its progres9kthrou,4h the-.
Congress, both Houses, and then finajly through theadjViqation process in
the courts. This is an idea which an Farber and I/are bAginning to eevelop

/144C,
which I haven't/ done before, foil d it That far; The way to do this is to

.pick a piece of legislation that *sas.h.Ad all thesethings happen to it: ,

passed through Con ess, has gone up through the courts and!had'its constie'
tutionalityideeided. 'at ehis,project'dOei is require them to a? find
executive docudents that illustrate the progress of the idea iir propo4af,,
b) follow it through .:;,e legislatOe procels from its introduttion, refeval

. .
to committee, through committee hearings (We try to findsa bill that is"
Controversial, for which theie .arellearingarso tract they can see thlit aspect

.

(..f it), through the report stage, debate. on the,floor, the'finai°Passage,.,
the President'd signing-of the bill and then oy to ale courts where they

.
.then get involved with judiCial_dneliments. Thie end peodect 4.this is a A,

. narrative term paper, which fulfills the expectations of the political science

\6 I
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course in undAttanding the process of government, and secondly, it isa
seri of library exercises, which introduce them in a fairly comprehensive
way, in a way they can't avoid, to the resources of the library.

There are'Variation sson this kind of thing in a .course on the U.. Conetss,
For'examplc,I bled my students do a committee study. They picked a 'committee.
of Congressand they eAmined.that committee in aCtionewith a variety of
types of proposals's° that they can see the political realities playing
witqin the cbnfines of that committee, and also understand The relationship
of that committee to the parent house. In Constitutional Law courses we

'have our-students do. research to update a ConstitutIonal decition mode
about 10 years ago. They have to try and find out what has-happened in
that particular area of the law stnce'llthn, and that gets ithe studentst
familiar with judicial sources. I think is it extremely important, this
library assisted instructir, if yoU wantOto call it that, to political

0 science.

I was just talking tb a professor from the Urd%ersity of Kentucky.today
who is here to recruttigraduate students to his program in political
science. He was'saying they were forced at KentAky to require their
students, their first.year graduate students, to take a course "rn how too
use the library, because their graduate students were not able to find
their way through political science sources. I think, from what I carp

.110gather, I've only been here a year or so, students from Earrham at least
don't have that problem when they go to graduate schooin political
science.' I'll stop at*this point and ask if theta are any questions.

Ques;.-Mv: Is the instruction in the use of the library proirided by the
taff or the political science department.

Ans."' will be pro.vided, and this is something we are developing as
we go here, initially by the library staff. They'll came in and give
a lecture on each of bhe stages of .this process, the executive docirriPpts

and how to ci.nd them, the legislative and jydicfal documents, and then
the process will be assisted along the way ly me and by tote library
staff in giving assistance here and there:'

'Evan Farber'(Earlham's Head Librarian): Let me interject something here.
I found"that the most prOductive way of doing this is if I gairea lecture '-
to Bob's class and Bob is sitting in the class. The interplay between
him and me is very important because then he can pull out illustrations
which I have no knowledge of and reinforce what I have to say. ThA is
very impoitant.

Bob: Tam and a colleague\gave a course last-year, for the second time,%
on government documents. It was 1/2 or \l/3 credit course, And I sat in
on that, and r found it eno usly helpful to me, but I thinj,.it is mbre
useful to thedtudents if they n do it in the context of a classwhere
ehere is substantive attention rat r than going away and net feeling any
corresponding reinfotcement in the m. .And diet is what we are
trying_to design into the program, doing something constructive and

'1' important in other respects.

*
Question; Can you mention some 9f the.topics that you have done that
went all the way through the exa4ive, legislative and judicial branches.

1
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Ans: Right, we pick a bill that we know in advance'has done all this.
.4 good exampleof t t is they Civil Rights Act of 1964, which was a
Cofttroyersial bill, and recent enough that it is a p.art df, comtebpprary
history. It is a b 11 that was pieced togethet through a very complex,.
series of relationships between the Executive Branch and committees of
Congress. (then it got tb Congress there were- many attempts W obstruct
the legislative ptqcdas. And then of course, it wention to -the Supreme
Court.,and that is a particularly "delightful bill because in'deciding the
constitutionality of that Act, the Supreme Court based it on the Commerce
'Clause.

Ques tion: How long does it take you to teach this, the government
documents?

Bob: The4course that was eaudt was three weeks long and met three daysA
a' reek foi an hour.

1 'Tod: There werea aeries of exercises'to go along, with that; they were-
:done between lectures, outside of class. I think it is fair to say that
we ar4, incorporating the concepts of that course into xhe'political science
curriculum

Question: How do the students feel about that course?

,Bob: This particular course, the one that f011aws all the way through the
judicial process is one that I am gping to teach for the first time this
Winter term. In the past; I have done this but stoppedat the end of
the legislative process, and it had been very well received. You can
undergtand why because when you get into those docukentsat least when
I do (and 4course I'm prejudiced) and when I did Waen I was a student,
I found a 9,hole new world' opening up for me. .I'd forget what I was- doing.
I'd get immersed in these documents.' Some of them are, dry as dust,,but
some of theb are very; very idteresting. The students find suddenly that
a whole new source of information is there for them which they never thought
was available. People'thiAk that if it is a gover&ent document, it is,
bound to be political in nature, the information is bound to be prejudiced,
and therefore, is not worth considering; it is not scholarly. Tot only a
tiny part of the iceberg is pblftically affected. '1.10st of the information*
that the government collects and publishes is done by scholars. A

#

Question: Do you hve an outline'for your Course yet?
.->, 4

Bob: I have an butane for an earlier course,` dt4 don't have one for
'this new one drawn up yet.
[The outline for Earlham's separate course on gOverAment documents is included.]

Question: In science literature an author cites references which 11A11 always
appear in articles, that will buttress whatever arguments he made, or to

'give further evidence. The sane sort of thing isn't always available in
government doc ts. How do you approach this sort orproblem?,

Bob: There =re soUrcet that they go to, The Monthly Catalog of Government
Publicati which lists things by subject, and it is a, pretty exhaustive%

C
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6atalog of what the governmedt h

Evan: The most important-source that they would use now is only about
five years old, The Congressional Information Service. It is very

- 4thorough.

Question; Do you send them to non-government sources? I'm thinking
,...partiLlarly, of thiags like Congressional Quarterly Weekly.

Bob: Yes, in fact, the Congressional Quarterly Weekly and Almanac are
invaluable places to begin. 'You can get a lot of short cuts; they will,
refer you -directly to committee bearingi.,'and all the other sorts of
things that take place.

t '

ra

.1, QuestIiod: Do you have American StaEistics,Indax/

Ans: No, we would Tike to.

Response: Yes, it is expensive.

Question: What do you do for the scholarly literature?

Bob: wg,11, we direct them to the indexes, Social Sciences' Index, and
1of course Readers' Guide, for geherai articles. We just started getting

the International Political Science Abstracts, which will be a help.'

Evan: , We have a real'advaadge using Social Sciences Citatton Index because
so many kids take the introductory biology course and when they cone to the
political science courses they are already familiar with the Science
Citation Index.

Bob: We get a lot of students who have not had that experience. There
is still the."Two CUltures" problem around here, so we have a problem
convincing religion and philosophy majors to. use the materials, and
they are not familiar with these indexes.

Evan: But even the philosophers are picking. up,Tocial Science Citation
"Index. It covers about 15 or 20 philosophical journals.

Participant: What. do you use e for judicial documents?

Evan: Supreme 'Courts Reports is the main source, than there are sev &al
related tools, the Suprebe Court Review, which is an annual collection of
articles, that analyie_the court's activities of the last year. .

Tom: Perhaps-Ve shabid go on now and hear Even Farber. He is going to
talk about our instruction in psychology, and with special emphasis on
the question of how the-structure of the literature, of psychology afficts
the instruction that is.done.

Evan: This is ,a biblAbgraphy.that was prepared for a course called
Psychologicalprocepi; which is the basic,course that all psychology
majors take. The thrust of the course id to teach the .students *

methodology infisychologyi i.e. experimentation, statistical manipulatilon.

99
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Part 'of it is to teach them how to use the. literature in psychology. The
assignment that we worked out last year, has been developing over a long
time. Originally, we used just a typical type of paper',.. students could
choose any topic. The assignment that we workedup last ydar was that, the
gtpdeets would-be 'given,a review article, normally a review article,thwt
was published 4-5 years ago. ?he student's job was to. tried a 'cry 'specific
aspect _of that review. article and update it. 'What has been 4he research so-
far, how has that particular concept which wars, analyzed, sit.--7,;---ited up `to
that point. What as happened to that, concept since thatt,t=e?' The
instruction was given with that ii. mind. . This bibliography (the one. being
passed out; it is available from the Project Dir tor at 10d per page,
there are 37 ges) then is for the= to.keep. ie.tell them that .this
bibliography co tains all the refereilce works in psychology and related
fields that they are to need. In the back of it, 'beginning on p7gg .

2 the search strategykwe tell them to use. .(reproducedhere). What f-*w)elk about first, though, (on 'page 33, of the bibliography and reproduced'
here) is a time chart. which gives the students some idea of how long it
Lakes an article, to get from the research stage into an encyclopedia., The
tine- scale.is on the left, and begfning ith so=ebodyis research which is
published in the fOn of an article. Wat:dally it gets into Ps7choloiiCal
Abstracts,. 1s reviewd, and finally appears.in psychological texts. It
gives then some idg.--af ho-:' long it takes these thingh to happen. They
don't have any idea of that, of,course: On page 27 is the. general: idea
of a search stratek. I have to tell then haw tc use this and that it will (iv

notapply in all cases. T.hen we go on. .to page 28, and I demonstrate a
sanp.le search using a particular concept which 1 chose simply because I
was able to talk about it with somd knowledge. T.-used the Pygmalion effect
in educational psychology; the effect that students will live up toot down
t_A the teacher's expectations. Starting with some handbook or encyclopedta,.
you can begin with the EncyclOpedia of &Jr-Pr& Behavior, looking loader
"Expectancy effects", going,tO Rosehthal's article-which shows the cit.-a-lion
down at the bottom and then looking that Up in the carp catalog -to see if P
phe library has t'he book. They are shown the use of tracings, so that
although they found this book under Rosenthal, one of the subject headings
it is under is "Predictions of Scholastic Success ", and the idea of showing
that, of course, is that_tracings-are difficult to find, but they'can.ile
extremely useful. I. %ever thought about and sure students could
never have thought a$out using "Prediction of scholastic success", as a-
subiect heading. pie next stage in the search i.s use of the Annual-Re*iew
of Psychology, Psychological Abstracts and the Sor'a1 Science Citation
Index.

'
#

Something else Il pointed out on.page 34, which is kl4ui* an interesting
thiag but is net-related this particulAr!assig=ent. What, it shows
is two catalog,/ cards for what turn out to be the samgpbook. I explain
to them how Ili:happened to order one book. which I saw,the review of in the
New Scientist. A British publication which reviewed the British edifion.'
I ordered it because it was by Sysench and then r4 across another 'review
of a book by Eyeetch called, The I.Q,. Argument, with 1 didn't reali4
at the tine was the sake book, and I ordered it also. I'd seen a review
in perhaps Science. When the book came-in, it looked very /elder. I.
went to check the catalog card and. found one. that the'earlier book weld .

gotten was exactly "-the same book. The only Wferene4 being onepage of
introduction. The text was` exactly the same. Theyoint is that the two
books are classified differently by the Libiery of Congress. One in BF

. iv.. .
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and one in LC, andothey have different subject.headings. One under
"Intellectual. Level" and the other under "Ethno-psychology", one for
education, one for intelligence. The pbint here (a point we've made*
again and again) is the inadequacy of the card catalog. You use
citations, bibliographies, and abstracting services. The use of the
card catalog is very undependable. There are tricki to using it, very
'helpful things, out it'is not very useful,because of its inadequacies.
-ate 'strUcnure of psychological literature is vary close to the structure
of-Liqlogigal literature: It is very nice thai =ost of the students have

-taken getlikal Biology, and so they know what I an talking about. ".-har.
2resents a problen because while half of this .lass were sono=oresi,
other half were freshuAn who had no library insttuctiam all (=any of
whom hadn't had General-Biology). now do you talk to one group woo are
fairly sophisticated already? What we tad to do in this case (we were
talking earlier of overkill as a real clinger) w4s to find out from the
instructor who were the freshmen who had not-had G.B. and talk to that
group first and give them basic instructiOn to bring then v4 to the level
of the other students, and then I talk about the general resources in
psychology. It use to be that we could de end one's tudents proceeding
very syste=aticallisthrough a sequence of courses. Now they don't proceed.
that systematically. We get fresh -yea taking advanced courses, seniors*
taking freshmen courses. The proble= of overkill, the problem of dupli-'
caring effort is a real danger because students say, I've heard -that
lecture before.".'

Question: Have you tried to develop any assessment tools to vise, such as
a pre-test which you might .A1-mister.

Evan: Actually working with this particular course, Basic Processes, for _
next term we're working with Dick Johnson oh a new assignment. The students
are apked to take popular articles fro= Tine or Newsweek on new develop-
rents in psychology and then find out what scholarly articles on whM
that popular article was based. nut we will give then this first, before
any kind of insttuction. Later on in 4the course, after- library instruction,
we will give the= pretty inch the saneki.adOrtiaing-i-d2Fask then to` follow
if ehrough. When'they do this', we-are goinetto askYthmo log their steps.
'Actually what we will, do is '.ase a ea-Pe reorder and ask pem what steps they
followed, and then co=pare this with the efficiencies obrtheir first
experiences.

31

*Participant: That isA pretty tough problem which you proposed because
:here are among us (ixe and r.7 colleagues), people who announce their
scientific results in the-New York Times and that is the 9nly documentation
there is or it. If you gave one of these problems ..o your students they'd
find there was no way it was documented. Even witri=e and Newsweek
publicity ho"unds get into those places, And that is the first place
it is announced. It isn't announced by sending it to soiie referred journal.

Evan.: That is one of the purposes of the.assignr.ent.' It is not just'a
library assign ant.

Another participant: Do people do that so they won't.be beat out When it
is published-or what?

101
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First participant: I think that's right. It is freq!sently a means of
establishing priority. You do5141t tee it In people's vitae.

'Question: _What we: rim into with Psychology is .,that our library is divided
into Sciences and Humanities and sychology is in the humlities except f-or
part of it which is in the sciences. Students go to one place and don't think
to go to the other.,

, .

Evan: We have the same. problem in that physiological psychology is in the
Science Library and social psychology and Sc forth ate, in the Main Library..
-Sometimes l .u,st have to cone in and talk to the psychology majors and explain
_why because they are very unhappy about it. If they are using the Main
Library everything is in that card catalog. It :hay are using the Science
Library, only the Science Library materials are listed.

Participant: 1.-ne'Science Citation Index and S.Icial S:ience Citatinn
btzh have sone psychology and they don't completely overlap, tney unner:ay.
You .eally have to look and see are 1:here.

3.2

Another participant: Is Basic Processes an advance course?

Evan: No, it's the.first required ,course for psych ma.;ors.

Participant: Do you run the same 'comparable time to the biology course -
about 9 hours of library instruction?

Evan: No. Probably my lecture will lust be an.hour.
N

Question: Is that because you can build on General Biology? Are you using
G,3% as a basic place to begin?

Evan: Yes. *The only problem is that you can't depend upon students having
had General Biology.

Question:. ij there another coursc. tfikat is as basic as General Biology?

Evan: Yes, in the Humanities aburse whiCh every freshman has to take with
very few exceptions. But'the library instruction is very general. fe
are introducing them to very general concepts. I cant-say it is basic to
everything else because frequently the instruction/relates just to ihe kinds
4 things they are.working tErwhich might be something like George Orwe:l.
that isn':t much help,in dealing' with psychological literature, but again you
are dealing with some of the con."C'epts: tracings, use of bibliography, inadequacy
of the coed catalog, different klnds of indexing and abstracting services.
I have to' depend' on later courses to refer to those materials that are
specifically useful for ,those courses.

4

Question: Have you wor
assignment?

'

Evan: Not Yet,.bUt we
limit on the assigimen

out the icindr time requir ements

. .

e working on it., We are going 6 have go put a time
because the complaint we got last time the students

.

his particular
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spent only 'a short tine learning' how to use the materials,. some 9f them, said
they spent about 20 hours searching.

-

Question: You don't have rgonomics Abstracts? That one we found very uful
for psychology. It deals in things like spacesbdbilkelliand the reactions to,.`

thmusic being played in the office, and anything to'do--wibtology and psycholo-7
coibined.

Evan: No. There are lots of abstracting services I'd like to have,

Question: Which ones do you think are most useful for psychology.

Evan; Psychology Abstractalof courpu The Annual Review of Psychology, and
now The Social Sciences Index and The Social Science Citation Index.

-Question:
ti

Egan: We

Tom: Are

Do you do anything wf4h Borrows,/ The Mental Measurements Yearbook?
e.

. .

N
db use it in..a course in educational psychology.

r I t ' iNew
-4there other questions for Evan or Bob?

:Question: Is this instruction written into the course description of your
courses? a

Evan: No, cotirsa descriptions Ve like college catalogs.' You can throJ in
whatever you want to. Course descriptions in .the college catalogs have 0) be

410 written so far ahead that they are written'in general tern. .
.

. Question: I guess my real, question would be: Does it matter who is_teaching
the course?

. .

Evan:, Yes. First of all, some faculty are not receptive to library instruction.

Question: So each'*semester you-negotiate what-is going to happen?

Evan: Except when no other person teaches that course.

`Bob:- In our case, no one else at the collegd teaches American Politics so
we don't-have to worry abodt it, especially with a.small staff.

Jerry: 'That's true all the way across the b d. certainly not in our-area.
We're not unhappy about that. We see teed:hi:7g as a form of self - expression.
We don't want to push off each other's self-expression on another person.
That is not to say that we don't want to arguy about the value of .a.paiticular
method. If tile argument. doesn't coalface, then we Say, you do it your way,,,
I'LP do it mine because you'll probably do a better job of doing It your way,
than 5,61.1 would doing-it mine.

Evan: qtr <s tedptidg to make library instruction-the end. 4 isn't.
It eahafteda ta,catiugt_: 17.

Participant: We are just get ing into a more systematic ApprnagI. to
instruction and it really concernsi.ie how we are ,going to budget -our .

staff time, how are we going to know far enough in advance._ .
,

-.
.

Evan: It is really inpdSsibfi because sometime.the need for gbrary
r,

instruction cones up tight eztoss the refereace.desk. .

-,



Tom: Jerry agd I have been conferring over here in the corner and we
wonder how the pareicipants are feeling at this point. Are youso
saturated with information and sat in this room long enough that.you
feel you've got to get out of here. There was one more of these shott,
presentations which I was'going to do on chemistry, and Jerry was going
to be here to answer questions. We can probably do that at another time,
if you feel that-you want to get away from here for awhile, or we can go
on.

r

Participant: We sure don't need it, unless you are'more perceptive about
our condition than we are. 1

11.

Tom: Berry's comment was that people seemed to be Very excited; have been
listening,and'asking questions', and toq much'of a good thing might over-
kill.

Tom: I am going to pas& around to you now instructions for an introductory
organic chemistry course. What I an giving you are actual copies of the
assignments giveh in tw different bourses taught byrwo difft'rent people.
The first one I am passing around says "Covalent Bond Term Paper" and
G. R. Bakker, Spring '75, and that is. Gerry Bakker's assignment for the
course when he taught it (Copy included here). Last spring, the course 1
was taught by another professor. Because strategically in the curriculum
it is the first course %re are sure we have all the chew majors and only the
chem majors, and bio majors. Chem 11 and,I2 which come before Chem 13 have
a number of people who are notsciencemajors, and the courses just db not
lend themselves particularly-to library instruction. Over a period of several,
years Gerry and I and other people have worked at what Icind of library in-
struction to give; what kind of assignments to give that would be successful
in achieving ourobjectives. The assignment that is written up there is what
we used, and from iy perspective,that-assigament has been enormously success-7.
ful.

Now to do that aisiggment we had to;provide them with certain kinds
of instruction. Me did _not do the`kild-if. thing we did : in the Ecological
or Genera Biology-. We did not give th4M-ah introduction to the chemical
lfteture. We dealt only with the problehs of-finding information on organic

4

compounds: I am going to pass out to you now for your information the series
of exercises that-we used. (Copies includea here.)0I went to the class and
talked for about 45-50 minutes-dealing with topics Tike "haw organic' compounds Qly
are listed in tables and indexes", problems of-inverted and uninverted names,"
-"problems of common and established names"' "problems of proprietory names."
I talked about formulas and the different systems for formula arrangement
that have grown up and are used in the literature. Based on_that verbal
instruction, we gave them a series of exercises. The first oRe deals
strictly.withhandbooks; It is,a very simple thing dealing with the two
or fhiee mist important handbooks. The students do these in a week's time
.a4d,turn it that exercise. The second exercise they get shows how to use
`6e Science Citation Index in searching for chemical synthesis. ire ..try

to show the how it can be used to find application& of synthesis procedures.
The third ekercise.(they do these as rapid?; as they want but they all ought
to be finished in a three week period) covers the use of Chemical Abstracts
to find Infqrmation on an organic compound:1.- I'would caution you that we are

77iiac trying to be comprehensive so students do not get a thorough introduction
to Chemical_Kb-stracts at this point. We are oplysdeaAing with access to .
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information on.organic compounds and'since these are beginning organic cherkistry
35

students, their compounds are not complex biologicals or polycycIic com uunds.
Therefore, we don,rt go into the depth and derail oh how Chemical Abstracts
handles these complex compounds. You saw the term paper assignment that we
have given. (copy included here) They have to actually work up a synthesis
and a degradation for a particular compound using that. labeled ca {bon atom
as 'a way of checking the -synthesis procedures. It is a'nice handle for the
faculty member in evaluating the paper. .

Last year when a new faculty member4taught the course, he was very
concerned about the rigor of'the course: He felt the course was not

.adequate to the needs of students going on to graduate school. He was
very concerned that`there wasn't enough content. Wewere'notpable to
convince hip that he should allow enough time for that kind IR assignment'
because it took a good two weeks at the end, of the term-to complete. They
,had no lab assignment for those two weeks while they were doing the paper.
The new faculty member did understand a needfor some basic instruction,
particularly in the use of handbooks and some of th data compilations, and
he wanted to get th4m familiar with some basic tertiary and secondary sources.
So he devised-an assignment which is an the second assignment sheet you Fve,
:-.4;nknown Chemicals Project, May, 1976". We'typed that right off of his hand-
written syllabus. (Copy included here.) / The Point of this castration is
simply toshow you how different faculty members have appr d librar
instruction aid hale used it and incorporated it into,the course with heir
own objectives. That's important. The librarians who are present must
realize that they aren't setting the objectives for the courses.. They abe
only going to be able to indirectly influence that by-working directly-with

,/the faculty.- This .is.an illustration of where different objectives on the.
kart of the faculty members result in different kinds of library instruction
activities. To prepare the students for this assignment, I gave somewhat
the same kind of presentation about names and formulas and how-they are
arranged. That seemed to be basic. He agreed'that that was'the basit set
of information they needed. Then the students -did three'exercises. We had
them do the handbook exercises we had used previouSly, but we did not have
them do the Science Citation Index or Chemical Abstracts exercises because
they were not useful to the assignment. Instead, we had them do a new
exercise which is on the use of Huhtress and Hillikan-and. thy CRC Handbook
of Organic Compounds which are two,setp of tables which are organized by
property and chemical compound class rather than by any alphabetical or
'formula arrangement. This is_a very homely exercise which simply shows them
the power,of these two particular reference books,in finding information,
about unknowns and how to identify an unknown using the 4terature. They
than took either Huntress and Milligan, or the Handbook and used them'for
access to the primary journal literature. We just let the'student go from
those sources to the original journal without the use of indexing'knols,
abstracts; etc.

Now one of the questions that wed are asking andwhich the professor
is asking is what effect this has On'the student in Chem 51 which is the
upper level organic chemistry course. We are going to ask him at the end
of the term to compare his experiences with the students he had last fall,
swhp_had had, Chem 13 the previous year Frith Bakker,as opposed to students
he had hiiself this past spring. Are they as good ltprary users this fall
as they were lastlall?
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Participant: What will the litt'ary assignment for Chem 31 be?

,.
Tom: Well, they are ding a number of things., They haye a number of
things they have to find: spedtra 6om the spectra catalogs, and also
frori? the original journals; 2) literature on aromaticity; 3) they
have to hunt down'litereture in relation to their laboratory works. .

There are no library assignments per se, but there is literature use in
conjunction with other assignments._ It will be interesting to see how

\those two groups differ. It wilt-probably determine, as ]song as are
teaching these'courses, the shape of library instruction in Chem

9 toe

Participant: Do pad have the Sadtler spectrum catalogs?
- .

.
. .Tom: We haves the midget edition which has 5000 spectrum. & do nbt have

the completes(about 30,000) edition. We have several other sources w:tich
have more spectrum than that, padtfcularly.the new Aldrich catalqc. iTht
the 'spectrum are much smaller, and thf quality of the reproduction: leaves
something to be desirea. Aldrich hts about 13,000 spectrilm in that one
catdlog Are there any questions that you want to ask about this docu-
mentation. I know it was flying by*pretty fast. "You are not going ,:o.be
able to Aplorb it at this poiit, but you will at least have it to refer to.,

Participant: In addition to this one hour, you have a hands on period in
the library?

Tom: The exercises are all hands on. I participate in this the say was,
I do -in the biology guided exercises. We are available. We encourage them
to not let frustration get in their way. They should come and ask for
help before the - frustration level gets high. We think that personal ton--
tact is very important any time, even.when you have an*ercise which is
somewhat mechirlical and apersonal.

Let me it= take a minute now to explain what the'strategy is for
the rest of the workshop--what the expectations are. First of all, a
couple of things that we are going to pass out, without comment, and
these ate samples ofma.terial that come from other institutions. LOEX,.
I don't know hock many of the faculty know of something ;ailed LOEX, it Is
the Library Orientation and Instruction Exchange--a national c1J6ringhouse
that collects an di;sseminates information on bibliographic instruction,
in academic libraries.. They have put together a display of the best
thing's that are available around the country in science undergraduate

. education for .library instruction use. The materials are on this table
and will -be the& all ilay and tomorrow so that ybu can come-in any time during
the rest ofAhe day, this evening, and tomorrow. If you see anything you
would like to haife,,we can photocopy it for you or-we can write to the
original author, awhich in most easel is a university or an academic library.
I also have here; and I will pass this out, a flyer on project LOEX, and,
a copy_of theiriaembersb,ip questionnaire. Membership at this point is aee,

- the only obligation is thaf,you fill out thetquestionnaire form 'which,
docdmerits what yod ate.doing at the.parricular time you 411 out the question-.

And there is El newsletter .they publish and y filling out:the .
questionnaire, you Will get,.ou;t11e newsletter maili 'Then I also have
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37 -. two sets of documents, one,is.from the University of Rhode Island, Fkor:
and Nutritional Scientes program, and another is from Cedar CreSt College,Allentown# Thekt tlwo institutions were applicants to.this,worktyp,
but in my assessment of their application, I -felt thaethey were well:Beyondthe need of the workshop-. They already have a good working relationshtp 1;:th
the facully, and an on-going ptlograt. (Copies are included hcre.).----

,
Steve Nelson: Could I put in plug-far-Eli:6 project that Davp.I.lnGwoad and..I are-working on? Our project is funded by the same outfit fen-ding. ,this project here, and we are trying to find out what people are doing -all over the country. as much' from the scientist doing the teachingas frcmthe librarians , to try to put the two camps across the country-in contact
with each other. This is necessarily a snowballing, skimaing the wcve,5 kindoft thing, but with 'the, view of eventually'coMing up with a handbook of
sources..;', references, and that sort of thing that will be 'useful to u.4hergroup. If"you haven't gotten on some.of-our mailing lists already, we areresponsible for deforestation, too, let me pass ou,t a letter that we sent
out, to some people already and 'a list of some citations an sources' that
we are trying to Put in people's hands. (Copy ii4luded here) Our scope

. is just a little bit larger than library use. It has to do with the
__-teaching of scientific communication in general. That is wHy-ehe,list ofLour pages is a little bit broader. It may be old stuff to a lot of you,but it is totally new to a lot of the people to whoa we talk.

4
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Tom kirk; Lb!' me start this evening by fntroduci
11s. Dick Jphnson is with us this evening. *lid

4 ing, was at Eailham, left Earlhamand went to
program director interested in evaluation-of
returned, this Fall Co!Eailham aTrd.is eOnsu'
of instructional development. We'at Xar

I.

6 the n.. 2w facemon'Ist s

s

he E:6;on Foundation as a
edUcational .

ing with faculty in,* arca
am, particularly thoie is the ,

library staff, fee], extremely grateful o have Dick around,.becauaef-rr-e
is sensitive tote kinds of concerns a have about effective iii2r.;ry
us aid at the Aame time'is a very rd-nRsed personabout'good evaluation
design. We are ,lookinelorward to orking with him in a number of projects
in the next few years, in-terms evaluation of nut ftogram.,-.Tonightts
session will be a learning exp: ence for me, as well as perhaps the test-
a you. What we are going t dd: I'm going to make.some brief comments
in relation to the docuen I passed around:, to give you_some idea 'of tote -

kinds of things we tried o do. Then Jerf'Y Woolpy'ia going'to mak, a few
comments about what th ;iology- Department has done in terms of tryint-to ,

,. get a feel for the
..

e ectiyeness of what we have done;-4,Dick will come in
with some general mments as an outsider, perhaps, looking at what we have
done and some of ne more general problems of evaluation of ,an eduriativn,,.1
program and th we are ping to open it up'for discussion. Quite different,
from most of oday when we were trying to Present to you,a program with which
'we are ve comfortable. What-we present tonight we don't,feel as-.comfortaSle

...
about. don't thinlgenybody has an answer to the question of hvw to'evaluate_
'a bib .:&graphic iptruction

.1

program toothesatisfaction_of somebody erne.
-may. they have satisfied .themselves, but they' aren't a e to convince ,,:vbody
'e e'-ehat it is an appropriate evaluation.

'

/ . .
.

The'materials-you have fallAnto two (1)' Some are internal;
that is we use them within ehe course an have not'been used to evaluate the
program but rather to give feedback to the student: these fire library
quiz and the biblidgraphy evaluation. (attached) You also have a copy.of
the quiz students take after they .have completed the'guided exercise. Some

(e osed) The q4iz is used intrally, and you see some results of ora.!

re ts of the.quiz.from the previous academic year are attached to the q,;iz.
e

-3

4

group of students from last year. -Almost al; quizzes or all kinds of objectiv4-1-,
testing that I have seen in the area of library instruction go to one qf,6Z
two extremes: i) they are so general in their questioning that'any
prsdri can answer them, or ii) they are go specialized that only a 1 {brarian
can answer th6m. There seems to be nothing in.between that is an adcurattr
measure of a student's Capabilities in using -the librir-y, Therefore, I have,
serious question's about the ability of this. kind of test to,give us any real, .

mesure of the effegtiveness of studeritis ability to use the-library. I suspect
you,:might ask why we continu& touse it. In some sense it is an attempt-to
coerce thp students into taking- tie exercise a little more seriously than_they:,
might otherwise. Secondly, I hope the questions asked emphasize the majoe Points,

.

we want' them to -get out, of the exercise. 'So thgpserious student who goes back
and looks at the answers to the.quiz and what they got wrong, will get a reinforce-
-went or check on what the exercise covers: r8ut,iri terms of whether thete,is

1 a correlation between the student who does well on.the quiz and ig a good library
user, we haven't really looked at that in any serious way. We hope to be doing
more of that in the next: few years. ' ,t :%

The second form is they Bibliography Evaluation orm,..and this is an attempt
to give the student some feeling for the quality of the bibliography

,

very rapid way. The reason it,has to be done rapidly is that I have to look
at all pf them in a large class (273 students), within a two week period.
The form must be slmething that is pretty stiaight forward and therefore is
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avery rough approximation of the quality of'the bibliography. Of course,
there is a lot of room for judgment on the definition of-thewore cippropridteness,4
so it is operi to alI=kinds-pf interpretation, and it would be very difficult .*
to compare the regults of one group with another, using this criteria.- But,'
again, for internal purposes within the course, it has the effect, I hope, in
convincing the student that.we take seriously the quality serf the-.biblicgraphy,
and they are going to get some fairly personal immediate feedback ui %uw
good the bibliography really was.. We have 'a little more data on the results.
of this particular evaluation over several yearS.,.We origi:nally 'did same .

exkerimental.work back in 1968 and 1969 using:a less refined form of this,
particular devIce.' There were tl) experimental groups that we were working
with: an experimental-group and a control group. .Those mean spores a e n t
significantly different A18.6 and 1t.3).. Those have been tested lly,
and they are not significant. The rest o-f-the date, for 197i, '7

has been collected in a less formal Way. We haVe not tte ,c

data statistically, but yom get some. feeling for tiler-kind lisiribution
of scores thete for last year'sclass and then youget some mean scores for the
previous three years, 1973, '74 and '75. You getsome idea.of the range of
possible scores. Again, this is not an evaluation of the success pr failure
of the insquctional program.but as a vehicle for working with the studenr=s.

.

.(2) Our first serious attempt' which_I would try and deftnd as evaluation
is the next item, and that is the Library User'Opinion Seale. (sec -.:.4.1achca).15,
This scale was developed, by a psychologist and librarian here based on some
work that was done at the University of Colorado under John Lu-aans, Educating
tt.Library User, pp. 232-253. R.R..Bouker, New York, "":11" through .

-L ate each different,groups of students and those gide interpreted for you
on the next page. "A" being the freshman Students of last yearn.rhich is when
we first used the opinionseale. -I'would like you to look particularly at
questions twp and three. Let's take those. Here'we see a pattern with a

j. group of 358 freshmen who strongly agree that the main job of a librarian is
to check ''ot 600ks, but we were very heartened to find that-groups "B" (freshmen
from the general biology course after a term and a half at Earlham) and groups
"C" and. "D" (samples of seniors) have been able to reverse their opinions of
Jribrarians. , In question 3, "anything that you can't learn about the use of
the library im th hour is probably not worth knowing," freshmen agree or
strongly agree with that, and we have been able to turn that around in "B",
'"C", and "D" We werefeeling very-good about this evaluation until the
results from this year's'freShman class came in and that is tfie-Yr group.

Participant: .Now where are you goiog.to go?

Tom*Kir10-_.We started out trying to do an evaluation of ch ges in student
attitudes, and we'get this ringer"Of.S new freihman class comifg in and they -

a:= are-the dame as our uppei classmen. What do we do? Is last year?-sfreshman
class an aberation? Doyegive up our library instruction -prograZ4because
all of our new,students coming in already have- ppropriate attitudes? Well,
obviously, it needs same more study. 'Dick has suggested that some of the

, questions migiht be a little Otoo transparent., and that we need to think.of
other,ways of`getting-at the same information.- This is perhaps the one
thing that I would leave with all of you, and the thing 1-am most conyinca
about is that librarians should not try to do too much in the way of evaluation
and test construction without the help of some prbfessionals.
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Now, the. rist of the data (see attacheWmight bi of more interest to librarians
than it might be `to faculty members .hecause these are the kinds of statistie
that are kicked 'around. in the library profession.. They are visible indications
of 'use of the library which might_indicate the success 0.4: failure of an instruction
program.tether or not the instruction program causes the not'
proven. ere has not been muchin the'way of serious use data foi
academic libraries since about the early '.50'5 and We need to have more
'comparative data from other institutions, and I would like to See other
institutions collecting this kind of data, so that we cah get it into the '

literature for comparative pur poses-. I for one would like.to know whether
the patterns of usage that were described in the '50's ara still holding

,

or whether they have changed.

Participant: How can yoi tell the use of perib4icals that don't. circulate
,from the library?-

Tom Kirk: Yes, we hAve counted everything in-house. There are ways of'doing
it. We have taken the standard methods that are used in the literati.re in
other studies of this kind. is sim-ely
asking the patrons to not reshelf, and the library staff reshelyes. In t.is
way we get a'sampling which is a portion of the total use; it.is not a record
Of total use. We have bAen using these,figuresparticularly the use of the
bOund periodicals, for_administrative purposes;"decisions about b-Cgets when
*Fa cuts come along.

'Participant: How does that work? What doeb the portion of use mean?

' f
Tom Kirk: Other studies have shown that. the method we use ca a sampling
technique which accurately' represents a portion of total use. But we don't
know whAt taa'ipgopoAion is in our situation. ,We oniY know from the othcr
rtudies thVthe proportion. is anywhere from a third to a fourth or the total
yse.

. .
. ..t 4. .

Dick Johnson:. That kind of thing mint not work between institutions. But
your assumption hete,is that within an institution the ?ate ut which somebody
reshelves might be the same regardless of periodical title.

.,.

To Kirk: This is a two year study; the third year has-just been co=pletcd,
and the data is being typed up now. The bound periodical use eta
Aradfordts. law of scattering,to'a so anybody who tries tosuse thl.sAlna
of data to defend, library instruction is in a little bit of trouble beca,%;c
it appears that the Branford law applies whither you have intelligent :.sirs oi44
not. I don't know how much close scrutiny oC these results you Waft: to put--in
tight now. I think perhaps some of the more general issues, about evaluation
might-be a more fruitful use of our time this evening. We can come back to this .

if- you have questions about particular pieces.of iiformation, and we can talk
individually if you have questions about it,

YerxyWoolpy: I want to start where you left off with the attitude strivey.
That second it that was so troublesome to us - this year's freshmen"dOn't
conform to the model, causes us. to reject the device. My impression is that

I.
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frthat is what wedd when we do evaldation in general.' If It: confirms our
previous positions of what is going on, we think that it'is effective
evaluatiqn; and if it doesn't we decide we need a new Measurement! I don't

Mknow whether that is fair, but it is in fact true. - .

Dwould,like us to make a-distinction between evaluation and student feedback.
That'is, true evaluation in the sgmse of control groups and effective before-
after measures probably can't be done by the instructor, or are not likely/to
be done by the instructor in the usual line of duty of teaching his course,

suspect that that requires a kind of expertise that most teachers or-librarians
' 'don't have: this is` an expertiiein testing. .Ever1 if they do, it takes so

much time and effort that they probably wont ifiVest it. In-general, good'
evalLation, if it is done at all, is probably done_by outsiders, at least by
somebody not direCtly involved. I -think thit it is probably appropriate,* it
is like the separation between auditor and bookkeeper. 'You don't use the same
person to audit your books as to record the figures on a day to day basis.
So what I have done here, I don't want to confuse with evaluatioh. I nave
gotten feedback fraR people_Who have taken the course and tried td count and
measure what_they say about it. I don't think it bears much relationship to
their actual behavior but some probably. ,What that relationship is, it would
be very had to estimate. Whit it does show is something of what their attitudes
are. At the end of each term that we teach this course, we have given a battery
of multiple choice type questions which include some_items whichj have duplicated
for you herel" We usually ask them about 30or 40 questions which include every
aspect'of the course.we can think-of. Did you like the text? Did you think
we used the text appropriately? Did you enjoy Versus did you learn a to from
it? Which Were your favorite lectures? 3R-lich were your leigt favorite? Which,
were the most enjoyable versus which were the -most educational? We get all
kinds of attitude surveys like that and tried to follosa.up on them by.changing.
the course the following year. I've,pullgd some questions that pertain directly
to the library assignments in the hopes that th.dy might show something about the /Th
attitudes. (see attached) "Was the library over

se assign

emphasized?" Thirty jier.ient k17'

h -.

agreed that it was over emphasized, but 69% thought it was dppropriAly e6phasize
You heard this morning that a lot of people spend'a lot of time on e
meats, so that is what they mean by emphasis. "Comment briefly on librky
examinations as an educational device" - 92%:say it is valuable as oppost..d to
not valuable. That is the kind of thing we liketo hear so it must be a ood
device! Of course theyaninow'that when they fill it out; this is'anonymous
They do know whit we w to hear, and we have been telling them what we wa t ,r
to hear all year. We keep telling them that this is an important experience._
Remember I fold you that this morning, I taas just_playing itstraight. I tell

hour exam as opposed to what I call library exams ch.are alternated in

them all the time that this is.a.good experience. vraminations: 'there is #a-

different sections in different phases of the course, one substituted for the-
o5hei. You see .48Z learned less from them than the library-exam; in other words
they thought the library exams were better learhing situations. Ho4 about
worked hard: well; they always trorked harder for the library exam, if, that is !
important. Then I will give you in over all statemeht. The beet course I
ewer took: 284 that's'really not very good, Isuspect, relatively Speaking
dnthe college, although I'm net sure. If r'-ott- were to ad4 up every student
that thought every course was the best, you would find out that th'ere were
considerably more -than 100%. At least that has been my experience with
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evaluation. "I worked har course than otfiers?" Clearly they did -
85%' agreed. Ave'ruge number' hours.per week..,AIn'kpite of, the fact that
we've heard some woeful tal today about how many hours individual students
have spent, it avc9.0gik'ouC. 99.bout fik'teenilours.w4th, is what the college
standards are. It looks la three-quarters_ CT class Is in that range.
And some of them,.a seancial portion, arevunder 10. Tile ones that are over

-+twentypAlly-comilla slot. .

..
. t

'Jerry Bakker;4The intrigul,k g thing there
less than the college expecTation .1.si and

on this course than on otheri....:0 6.

.

thougb is that, this is considerably

yet t5t say they've worked harder

Jerry Woolpy: Right, so ,in fact what.Jerry is s gesting and night be concluded
from-this, or.at least guessed at is that they doirt work 15 hours in each
course..AndI'msurethat's,true-Zow the numbe s are t96 than to make

.y
any dense out of II, 44 I give them to you anyw becauSi I Wanted Co show
you that we were at least:trying to look at some ooll.- the possible correlations.
Nine students who said that they'expected to,get A in the course claimed they
learned more. from the library exan, and thegcompa cethat to the C 'students,.
50%. Which takes it look like the "C-',students are getting more out of the library
than the A students. So ,I don't know, like I said 'befone, the numters are so
small that you wouldn't want to place any stock in hat: -And the fact. thht the
3 student doesn't follow the trend; and be between he A and the C, .., trc1e-
some with that interpretation. But maybe there's t inns -there that are linearly
related. In any case, we're'-looking fer those kind of rends and-we haven't
found any clear indication that thetstUdents theta_ doing different :evels
of work a{e,responding to this dijferently.

Jerry Bakker: Yes, but the difference between the A ad the C eouid be
just as easily explained by sayin.abthe dumb students ice libraries and dislike
hour exams: e ,

-,!
_

. ,
Jerry Woolpy: III"is a general qqestion which we have
with.no substantial difference. The library is always
difficult and time consumming, but. appreciated more. S
who were polled last yeat about what theythought.ofthe
courses, cited the GeReral Biology library experience as

I

important things about their genera education. We've g6
accounts from biology graduates in, raduate school who rc
last night that they're mg re capable'in-reseach, and pa
research, indepenient stales, an0 term pape s, than their
It has'been consistently reported;-that the r fellow Aradu.
know how to use the library and b:r tgat } y mean they don'
about what inforMation tools there are. - ey have heard ab
for sure. They probably have'saieidea
of Science Citation Index andttley wow
in the way that you have already done
this is not what .I would consider ev

. pleasing to the people that do the
modify a course in".the.diree0.00.o

at least to find out how we're g
but I'm sure it. isn't now. .1-

writing thae questions 'and so
now that I've been thinking a

._-

sked for nine years
hought to be more-

graduating seniors,.
r general education
eing one of the most -

ten several antidotal
ort, as.i told you
icularly in initiating
fellow 6tudent.,

students, don't
know the first thing-

dt'Bio Abstracts
ow to use them. , Bud they haven't heard

n!t knoW how to'realiy search a topic
oday. Nowypas I said thethe beginning,
uation. This is ai;attitude survey that's

ourse, and it helps tita. to someextent to
student opinion. 01- 'not in the direction,

ting across.. I use rt) think this way evaluation
e to think it because'lput a lot of time into

Barth and I just got carried away with it. Bat

put evaluation, 'I recognize that I'm vever going
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.to be able,to.do it T!ithmy-own.caurses.

4'4
Question:4 Have you evertried.to relate results to class standing?

4

Jerry Woolpy: Yes, I've ,done' that and the seniors are less.patient, more
exasperated, and ,the freshmen are more easily enthusiastic.- There is not
mach other difference. -Brit we never'have enough numbers from the upper
olassmen to be able to do much with them. I recoMiend doing these kinds
of things, incideatially, bUt not making claims about this as formal
evaluation: I think it's helpful tOdo this kind 6f thing and then change
a course in the direc,tion that students. seem to-be,indicottng. _But one_
thing you can find out from thip is working people too hard, or what they
claim to be too hard; it not tomething -that will get a course a bad rating.
That is, we consistently got told we'were working themtoo hard, but we
also goeconsistently told positivi:things about the Course. We also found

when an assignment was enjoyable there was alsd claimpthat- they.learned
alot.'0a very few questions did they separate odt-appreciPtion/efijoymnt from
learning. Now I don't' kaw.whether that's real or not. Our that's the kind
of results that we get. 0

Question: Do the students have some!Bsort of'a survey for every-,course that
they take?

Jerry Woolpy: NQ. The College places more emphasis on teacher evaluation-
than couir evaluation here. At least int71,1 recently but : think we're
moving away from That: Wt b4ve gotten verl.nervous about promotion and that
sort of thing, and we require our faculty-to do student evaluation# of teachers
at the end of each course. As a result of thi't, there's A great deal of
nervousness. We are moving away from that -a little b.t Ow, or at least vie
make the questions more general 'and encourage people to docourse evaluation
in addition to teacher evaluation. That is to ask questions about tae materials
of the course and also to ask questions in the middle of the term instead-of
at the end, or both,

Question: You said that it was a mistake for the instructor to evaluate
his own course.

Jerry Woolpy: In the sense that object is very difficult.
0

t Question: Then wouldn't ,it be a mi. -shake then for these students who are
taking the course to evaluate the instructorlo

,
-

Jerry WOOlpy: _Yeah, I folio-a- your lide of reasoning and I think .that in many
cases it's not an effective' way of evaluatiag. But I don't': think we can ignore
that information either. That is,_ I think that student response to a t'eacher
makei some difference.

Participant: There is So much tsaptation to evaluate the teacher as- a good
guy or a bad guy, and -not for intellectual .moment of what got-exchang.;.d. It

4 takes "a lot of trine before you can do that. Come ba r.lc. five .years later and ,
tell me what.you think of- that course.

Jerry'Woolpy: Weia.also4ike to find out five years later whether they do
V more work .n the library than the control gro Whether we madeany im2ression:.
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.cm them that way. We don't have 'this information. We talked about applyine
for a grant to go chase after our people and examine them abouttht impression:,
that various courses have left on them. But we've never done it:,

,

And
,

Dick iptueson: A nv I'm suppose to come up with the pet solution that for
-all of you would be a nice.neat formula! What I thouzht ?robdbly : ceuld do
_mop usefully is to go back and lorth on specific issues the: you may have,
talking perhaps about tome of these allagS as horrible examples. One th.ing rif

.

you start talking about evaluation, library evaluation, it looks like-it''s a
subset of educational instruction evaluation in general, and that. looks like

,it's a subset of research in general, so everybody. knows toy you go about doing
it, There's a basic Logic to aciantifit 7.4..ezhod at,-; yeu ep?:y .... :".-, .:".:_ e.Leet

.,of an area and it looks like it's a little more applied rat ner .:.ee e..,..e. ft's
a little trickier because tbere.are a lot more variables, you don': Lei :2 :t ..e .

a laboratory tq control it, otherwiee it's basica:ly that. kimd of a. :%:"7t/...i.L,

it's a problem in experimental design. And that has Been the domi.riea:. :eeee
in thinking I think for twenty years or =ere aeyway. : would label :;4e: the
logic of the evaluation. That is, _one can talk about the ways in lir-en we.,-__
`chink about the things that if) intoc,a design in terms of the logic o: no
they' interact. Part of what I want to talk to you about is that, the
logic of evaluation. One 9f the Problems wiE this is that note recently .

there has been more and note concern about whether or nee-the basic paradige
of research really doey fit instructional grog an evaleation. _ 7:-:ere nes
been a lot df discussion, for exa-le, in the ;:e-id 61e where Ceeep-eell anc
Stanley go off Jai() talking about quasi-experimen-el design. i: :...na:d -.

-azd Julian C. Ssfenley. 1966. Experimeetal and Ceasi7Eweerietnte_
4-or Research. Yew York: Rand-MeNalley 54 pp.) Yoe can't ceite as erec=t
mental designs in this area, but here are some that look like experimeeta-
desigasbat they got soee problems in there. More recently thelpe have been
other discussipis which are re lly raising, I would. say, verre".iffereee mecela

litzof what the logic is for desig ' as evaluation. Michael Scriven, fo- -.x.e-eple,
recently has talked about a rods operandi approach to evaluation. (Scriven,
Michael. 1976. Maximizing the Power of Causal Investigations: The Modes
Operandi Method. Pp. 101-118 IN Glass, Gene Y., ed., Evaluation Stedies

s Review Annual vol. 1. Beverly Billsor Sage Publications) People like Malcolm -
Parlett are talking about illmrinative evaluation. (Parlett, Malcoln. 1976..
Evaluation as 211unination: A New Approach tethe Study of Innovatory Programs
Pp. 140-157 IN Glass, Celle V., ed., Evaluation Studies Review Arineal,.iol 1.

.Beverly Hills: Saga Publications.} They are ere ant topological models of
ev uation. The arguments here are' going something like. this: in a aermal
pie of basic researph the design. of the research is related to the qaestions
you're asking, and the reiearch is designed for those ends. In a cypicel
evaluation, the design of evaluation cores after the fact. Here's a eistem
'under operation, hereis'an innovation, here's anew coutse, arid now let's
design the evaluation around it so the evaluetioa must necessarily ne b.e.:ord.ary.
You've got a PrOblem to begin with; the design of the inquiry is dependeet

A on thirdasign Of the program. Nerq this is to somd,extent the sre-a kind of=
problem that one might have in applicid areas like engineering or somethin;
like that. But not quite. You'let into some messy prol-f=s in ate- .' a r =caring,
i,guesayou could say in educati and libraries.' Another problvz: is thet -

these are tremendously co-lieated, systems.-,People talk about nulti-iatermin ation
of things:. For exauple,.you get some lovely statistics on library circulation.
What is it that leads people to take out_or pot take out books. '..1Uat imagine
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the factors involved in that. Besides$ for example, instruction in 1:brary
tech ues. I can remember a friend of nine in graduate school, w te.t111

ouv'enOther thing one could evaluate libraries for. Peoi-.1e goon}
braries sitting in them,,there have been counts on that undouted:y.

talk
to

And this guy varied his sitting and working in the librdry and' it ..a
do with the fact that apart=ent w.unheated. So one tOgld Sec
in the library more often at certain times than at other times becaune he
studledthere such =ore confortably. The point. of all this is when7you get
into hti,--Pn systems the kinds of outca=es that you look at are deterninec by a
lot of factors, and when you try to sort out one factor and try tofina out`
what it is, it's 'very difficult. On a complicated system ane.can do severel
things. One can try to simplify it, and thds is The genera: la-pore:try
approach, let's get rid of all those ol:P.er factors. An: then you a
very strange kind of library-instrac&kon where you're no: isir-7 to _ .

the kids in the library except during, you know, you .gat very TL;nay kinds
of situations. Or else you get_into,,erlor=ous masses,of data where yo- ',-e
trying to factor out those thingsby looking at different systems ino: operate

different ways. People :nave pointed o:: that this =ay be a tars_:
in evalsuatiottresearch. These are, in a sems, insoluable issues and p.io. :his
type tf evaluation in a,differect do=ain than basic research because ycz
have control over those ,kinds of'things and you =ay need a different kind of

45.

thing.

Participant: The liVrary in Y.adrid, Spain has 4 bar attaChed.
S

Dick Johnson: Get good ;me around certain hours does it? Just on 'r give
the= the exaz right aftes-f.. The point of all this is that part Ofirh%:
want _to start out Eaying to you is to contradict-m.7 colleagues here.- 'Zhez
you start talking about evaluation researth, - think :ere are a
different kinds of evaluation. : ee what jiiry cic; : would :
evailuation. There have been some very interesting differences
to-formal versus irformal evaluation. While I understand what, od,
that isn't a very critical dimension to =e___ I start im-Adiater
to j1=7,2 a: sore other issues that cone up around evaluation the:: tdfic ,re
very critical issues, awl I would like to point to the= and then zo on.
think that there probebly- needs to be ayeal look at the ?olitic o: evi.'4u,ation.
Evaluation is done for something. One evaluates a partittlar library netatra=
for one's own use; or perhapd one evaluates it to prove to the D.:on this,
money is well spent; or to one's colleagues that, the library instruct_:
worthwhile thing. So one of the points I would want to make here is thot in
basic research, I'n not Arguing that basic research has no'gool to it, 1A.t
there's. an extrinsic foreness in evaluation research that I think we cetht
not to ignore, but I think we ought io point to and look at. j3reak in tape.;
And you see probably ehit's going to came at least in part tne
because it's treated as a class project which is related to the stuenat.7;earx
about data in the literature of psethology. One of the things that's
happen is the design now, we're not through with it yet. This doesn't happen
till January, so it must change ten tai. es at -least in the next two months. The
idea is that early in the course, two .or three days after the student arrives,
they're given a problem that tliey're going to have to-research in the llbrary,
and to insure that tbtFtoo nuch student time is spent on it,- they will be timed.
They've got a period of time inwhich theysiisupposeito beadle this problem by
searching for those sources. Then l5ter on.comas the library instruction and
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it's-going to come'in a different context because we get zhchs, wor.:1r.:( on
specific exercises where theYire going after naterial. So it won't necessarily
be,re,lated to that, and then .further on there's going to be t io .'f

exercise repeated with a differentasqrgnmezt, and again the time
of.the problems sometimes is th3i you choose a meesurins

particulaLyeSensitive to differences. You have Lc- abo* the dj.fferentiaElon
you're :ranting to make. If you've got an ex-Porimental c.:roup a:d you' e gor-i.
a controlsgroup, and,y64 measpre with a ta,55: thdt moo y can tney rook the
same. Or if you meaure with a taskthaz everyb2,:y,can ds-;-thej :ook the same.
So you've got to pick a task of the righ: difficulty ao they fall into two
groups. And when you're looking at iadividuzi-stodents, when you're trying to
see differences amr,Ing the Apu Or.ta_p of
And part of what we're2hoping to do in timing this is :;revenr.
covering-up ,their sloppiness by spending more timeid.r?hopi7--,: ie
to differentiate :he effects of library instrutzion way. :.;-t It
be a straight pre-post experiment at this pqrcular stagg% a: lest :h4: `.a
what it looks like now. -

Participant; The timing thing asdcaes that they meet a minimum'performance
criteria.

Dick hnsan:, They// be given say two hours in which to dea: w__:.
prob em. We're taikaing now about the fact that they're going to takc a
taperecorder wIth them. They're given a problem an they're goin,1-, Z3 eTTN
into the tape recorder reporting on what they're_doing: So the ta/e
:s their timing device and it also gives. us a stream, in effect a
_:ournal, of exactly'wh,a's going on and how long it took them to
and their comments. ?art of what we're getting th=, to no this for
going to use them in a de* reduction exercise and star't talking
data of haw his process information. So it works nice:y in .00.
And we can thentalk about translating this taped data fro= tne
into a matrix of ?ate to look at human informati,on.processing. So, we'ul get
some journal type data on their going through ttv exercise, we'll wee
they're, able to achieve at the and of the fixed-eriod of time, anu e

some de-bugging to figure out what the time should be. 'We said no m-re than
two.hours, mayte it will be less, maybe we'll have to go more. you-
need to do on taise kinds of, things is ydu need to really run a..-nw St,;:s..fra.5
through it to make sure it dbesn't fall flat on its face.

.,,_. .-1 can talk :.pre Specifically an the logic of 4valuation, but there are a A:.

:.Ja,u of good text books in the area that you can look at and it's better infer-
' ..- mation commu nication then my sitting her a ,talking td you about it. -,;t2c.=n

talk about control oups, and we can talk about all these kind,. of thlr!-, :..

you-want to, 1 thi it might be more useftirro talk about purposes and what it
is you want to measure.

Participant: You talked about Using. the evaluation to gauge the pr gtess or
whatever task you're doing. Could this simply be a very perceptivil instructor,
who is aware of these ihings and simply by thinking abbut what is happening, ;his
won't be a formal evaluation, of course, will.be able to alter or continue the
course?
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Dick: I think all of us in_the widest sense of the term are 'dwaluatini.;.
I think the problqp, and here's where I cone dawn hard and maybe I'm
going.in your direction, Jerry, when you talk about formal. :-The problem
with informal evaluation is that some of the errors that creep into all 1

evaluation are very likely there. Eor example, sampling error. Now if
you get into any formal evaluation they start Ilrrying right'away.about
sampling error. The worst kind of sampling error is the gily who after
his Ted-tura rates -that lecture on the basis of the three stuc1ents who
came up and talked to him and patted him on the back_and said great when
there were 80 in the class. That is a sampling error, and it's an awful ,

sampling error, and unless that professor is purposely ;trying to get,outsjde
d$-that kind of sample you've got problems. Tbe other problem is that we're
not good information processers unless we train ourselves to do that. .i
remember one of the first classes that 1 ever taper. was of me leadlnea-.
discussion. I was confident I'd led a good discussion, with a liv,I.y e-sc--sLion.,
and good class participation. But what i did as I went back over that tape. .

I counted the people that responded, and I checked the rime that't:ey spent
as opposed to what I spent talking. ;t was a very humbling experience

tdc scover that there werenit quite as many people talking as 1 had thoght,
the was, and some of those brilliant comments that, had heel made, had; oeen
made by me And not oy students out there. Son some of this getting outside of
the informal system and pushing yourself to test ag&inst things that are a
little more objective I think is a good idea. So, I'd like to see us be
perceptive, and I think a lot of things that go on_ as eve adjust courses
come to us informally this way. Aild I'm certainly not saying don't listen
to them, you know, you get a graduate student coming up to you a,.d y.t:;,
"Wow I'm way ahead of e4erybody else." You don't 'tell him don't ter_ me
that, write it down on your answer 6 this questiOn here. :,alone, ta;;;.- is
ridiculous! But on the other hand, whenever you're gathering data relateu
to an evaluation you ought to be aware of the bias' of the da:a: Ti.ere rs
no icientific instrument that I know of in any field than measures c-out
error. But the important thing is, being able to estimate that error :9
'know' how big it is, to get ,an idea whether or not it's a constant error in
one direction. And these are the ways that ':;le've got to tune ourzeiv as
well when ` we're doing evaluation on this kind of instruction. One of the ---,,,
kicks I'd have with you here (referring to the 4ibliography aluation Form)
is-that I think you could tune your error finer'and you migi, see something
there. That some Of the differ ces you're getting are rem ly interestIng
diffeeences, and if you get that reliability up you've got a chance that this
kind of bang could be a'very veil interesting' piece of data.

Participant; What would you recommend for it?

Dick: Well, they're'easy solutions like extending the length of it. One of
the ways you get higher reliability is to extend the leigth of the instrument.
But, of couAe,*we're running right smack into economics. Another thing that ,\
would have been interesting would be try td do-isame work getting some other
raters in th,spe and looking at your scales to see if you could build some better
scales where yporget5some very niece 'tuning. Partly I'd love to go over your =
data and look at the raw dateito see what that scatter looks" like. That's '
a very; small scale, and td.gat. a differeAce of 16 to 18 is a fairly large
difference. You must have been getting a.lot of scatter in the data, and
it would be interesting to look at that scatter to see what it looks like.
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/ Participant: What: are you talking,aVt?

Dlck: I was talking about the Bibliography Evaluation,/ I find this extremely
intriguing. The tlo samples you've got look like neat clear-cut and even I
can notice the difference between tfia two, and I probably(would raL.e
the same.directi you do. .Now,,as soon as I went through this and tried
to score it, I idn't come out with the score you have. And if it's the '.

t ease that your s atter in-scoring has got an error is it, you're liuctu,ting
up and down, then the bigger that error is when you try to compare two grOups
with each 'other yo 're going to get a lot of Overlap An these groups tcause of
what" random error. Aad if_yeu_can cut that down, you can. see small differences,
You can do it. other ways: you can expand the size of the groups, you can expand
the size of the instrument to get a bigger scale to measure on. ;,:It :.Nose
of things also:run you into more money, and there may be some cheaper waysf
working with the instrument itself to make it more reliable.

Participant: And haw would you do%thatI\

Dick: I would.get some other raters in. Ind do some pilot szuclies on t:-.a scale
itself to see if you could get that'scaliag so that people ca:. rawly .gree.
See, part of what I'm telling you is that Ithink traz -e probably Is a poor
rate 4 as we all are. 'what you need t...0 do is you(need.to build scales where
you Ean do a very reliable job.

Participant: When you sell..scaling what do you mean?.

Dick: Let's imagine tht you're looking at students who are doing a searr',
in the library, yoli're following them around unknown to them and you'r. rating
he as to how efficient they are in finding the right sources, and yz-,0u.

rated this one 3 and'that one 4 and so. on. Now what I'm saying is, :.re
judgeme4tal scales. That's true.in any kind of measuring we're doing.
sometimes the judgement can he made really pretty nigely and rellx.1-.1y. iau
and I are reading a guage there we can do pretty. well ie'we know

(.0.;

guages. But when we're starting to read students and let's read tLat
set down so that we're coning out very close on those numbers, I. gee
worried about this guage that we're reading because it may be a oiffercat guage
or it may not be worth reading at' all if our numbers areraadom scr:zzcfrs. So
what you've got to worry about in any measuring device is how reliable Ls t.
Let's imagine this. You've heeti following the stude;e around ratia3 hi= or
her, and I've been taping. the whole thing ,on video tape, and a month later
I coke back and say "o.k. I bet you've forgotten this, you_watch the tape
new and rape again and we'll see if your numbers'are the same." N:..: if you've
got perfect reliability you ought to come up with the same numbeT.-t again. To
the extent that your numb4itsfare not the saris th eecond,time around, we're

- /talking about error in yotirating scale.. but I m-saying the problem here
is I'll bet you if I got him to rae&thesepapets ever again using his very _
scale, he won't come. up vith-theisame numbers.

?articipfnt: I,Fan
beapbe4ias you said
ptcki4 numbers..

't understand bow your rating makes any difference
you don't know anything'Aout St, and so you're just
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Dick: I was,kidding in that. If I'm going to be a rater', I better know
these books, .The pint 'I was making here is that you want to loo!,
ratability because if you've got an instrument that's waivering ali pVvr
the place and you're looking at theatwo groups how are you go...1.,; to find
any different between'those.groups u&.ess the difference is-enormou.
part of what you've got to do when you're measuring is try to look at the
reliability of the data and push it as far as you can in getting good
reliability.

.

Tom Kirk: Juseto verify what Dick said, I . tried in the last few days
to re-evaluate those bibliographies using -the same criteria, and I couldnt'...
come up with the same scores either. I couldn't justify the scores th,ty
came up with. Those were done, several years ago:. My expectations have
changed.

Dick: O.K. Now that's different though. That's not reliability. wlia:
you're saying is your measuring instrument has - changed. Once you have a
measuring instrumenE it may drift over time, and I'm getting more and more
demanding in my expectations of students.

Participant: Are people gbing to have a chance to get some reactions later
on aftet they've thought further about what sort of evaluation they are going
to to on their own projects later on this year?

'

Participant: I've been sitting here wondering if evaluation is necessary.
And the reason I say this is because Lucy Geckler and i are going to ;;c,
home, you'll hear about' what we plan to do tomorrow, we're goigg to
something in a vacuum and I don't Head to evaluate it. I know that any-
thing you put in th.lt vacuum.gill'be better than what's there mow-

Participant 2: Will you be allowed to dp i year after year ifyou donit,-?

Participant 3: If it doesn't take any more time sad money, yes.

Participant 1:' I would% take the position that I've listened to the .studenrs
as they complained year after year. I try cab.e-intelligent, I'm kind and so
forth ip improving the system, but Ilia ihere to teach physiology not teach
library science. I want_them to know about.library science so they can use
the library to help themselves learn physiology, Beyond that I don't care.

Dick: I bet you care about the efficiency of(it though.Z,

Participant 1: The efficiency is going to be 40002 greater than what it
is already.

Dick: My first reaction would be to say-hallelujah iY you cittestion
whether you need tt, do evaluations because that's an impoeaia first
step.

*v..

Participant: Well maybe ten years from now somebody will scratch his
gray beard and say" maybe we'ought to evaluate this thibg and see ,if ue

..-can't rove it. I ?

Jerry Woolpy: 'You might have some political things that will require you...



ParticiRanti Like what?

Jerry Woolpy: Like, for example, your college telling you that people taking
your course are really cutting in On doing homework in thci;_course.

*Ricticipant: I'd say that you'have tovtleach a moxe attractive course.

Jerry WOolpy:'The kind of information you get when you doil't evaluate is;
a student says, "Ny'friend spent 48 hours this week on; that library exam."
Am I to go around thinking all my students are spending 48 hours,a week o
"their library worILI I must be way off on the timing of this assignment;

Particpant: Well I will counter by.ityingthai you've been in this _

A
or ten

or more years, we're just. starting., We would like to know What you 2-ind out
when youdo your evaluations. r ?

Participant II: If you were starting off, what kind of things would you try to
measure? Is the measurementof time that students spend on. a_course, or at
east of their attitude toward it, appropriate?

V

Dick: Don't get caught though on their measurements- What you've got
to as is what is your program for, why are you thinking of put:.ing
evaluation in and what difference would it make to you :f you sic ,./aluate.

If you can't answer that, it's going to make any difference, yo.:

spend the money or time on evaluation. But if there's something zould
guide your program in its development later on t'ilea there may be a r,2aL,;-. for
going ahead and doing some evaluation.

Participant II: Well then let me turn it around here and say what are
the kinds of things that would be most helpfui in this:

.R

Dick: This is going the wrong way around. We can count the bricks in
the building, there are all sorts-of things we can do.

Participkint Then what do you.do?

Dick: There are lots of ,things that one can go around counting. What\
you've glt to do is you've got to think about why are we starting this
program.

.

Participant: I gave you my answer.

Dick: O.K.

Participant I wint mhake it easier for the kids to use the library. I'm
not trying to seduce them into,using it more often. I just want to make it
easier when they do use it to get to .the information 'they need with mare
of

Icy
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